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Neue Pha¨nomene in der Neutrinophysik
Thema dieser Arbeit sind zwei neue Konzepte in der Neutrinophysik: der Neutrino-
Mo¨ssbauer-Effekt und Nicht-Standard-Wechselwirkungen der Neutrinos. Wir zeigen,
dass ru¨ckstoßfrei emittierte und absorbierte Neutrinos (Mo¨ssbauer-Neutrinos) trotz ihres
quasi-monochromatischen Energiespektrums oszillieren ko¨nnen. Wir untermauern diese
Aussage mit Hilfe des quantenmechanischen Wellenpaket-Formalismus und mit Hilfe
einer quantenfeldtheoretischen Berechnung der kombinierten Emissions-, Propagations-
und Absorptionsrate fu¨r Mo¨ssbauer-Neutrinos. Der QFT-Ansatz kommt ohne Annah-
men u¨ber die Neutrino-Wellenfunktion aus, und erlaubt uns u¨berdies eine realistis-
che Behandlung der unterschiedlichen Mechanismen, die zu einer Verbreiterung der
Emissions- und Absorptionslinien fu¨hren. Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit bescha¨ftigen wir
uns mit der Pha¨nomenologie der Nicht-Standard-Wechselwirkungen (NSI). Wir klassi-
fizieren die erlaubten NSI-Operatoren anhand ihrer Auswirkungen auf zuku¨nftige Os-
zillationsexperimente und zeigen nummerische Resultate fu¨r die NSI-Sensitivita¨t von
Reaktor-, Superbeam- und Neutrinofabrik-Experimenten. Wir weisen darauf hin, dass
NSI Standard-Effekte imitieren ko¨nnen, was unter Umsta¨nden zu falschen Fit-Werten fu¨r
die Oszillationsparameter fu¨hren kann. Fu¨r den Fall der Neutrinofabrik fu¨hren wir eine
detaillierte Optimierungs-Studie durch, um die optimale Myon-Energie und Detektor-
Konfiguration zu bestimmen.
New phenomena in neutrino physics
In this thesis, we discuss two new concepts in neutrino physics: The neutrino Mo¨ssbauer
effect and non-standard neutrino interactions. We show that neutrinos emitted and
absorbed in recoil-free processes (Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos) can oscillate in spite of their
near monochromaticity. We support this statement by quantum mechanical wave packet
arguments and by a quantum field theoretical (QFT) calculation of the combined rate of
Mo¨ssbauer neutrino emission, propagation and absorption. The QFT approach does not
require any a priori assumptions on the neutrino wave function, and it allows us to include
a realistic treatment of the different mechanisms leading to broadening of the emission
and absorption lines. In the second part of this work, we study the phenomenology
of non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI). We classifying the allowed NSI operators
according to their impact on future oscillation experiments and present numerical results
for the NSI sensitivities of reactor, superbeam and neutrino factory experiments. We
point out that NSI could mimic standard oscillation effects, and might therefore lead to
incorrect fit values for the oscillation parameters. For the case of the neutrino factory,
we perform a detailed optimisation study to determine the optimum muon energy and
detector configuration.
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1
Introduction
In a poem written in 1988 by Nobel Laureate Sheldon L. Glashow [1], one can find the
verses
We must pity the student in his deep dark hole
Whose thesis depends on that one monopole,
Or on solar neutrinos that wriggle about
Unless they are saying our sun has gone out.
Fortunately, our central star is still shining brightly, and, for all we know, will continue
to do so for several billion years. But nevertheless, neutrinos have told us a lot about
the world around us: They have shed light onto new aspects in the evolution of astro-
physical objects [2], and have given us ground-breaking new insights into the world of
elementary particles. In particular, neutrino oscillations have been observed for atmo-
spheric neutrinos [3–7], solar neutrinos [8–10], reactor neutrinos [11, 12] and accelerator
neutrinos [13, 14], so that the existence of nonzero neutrino masses and large neutrino
mixing is now firmly established. Neutrino physics has thus witnessed an era of great
progress over the last decade, so that nowadays it takes little persuasion for a physics
student to start working on one of the many exciting underground neutrino experiments
around the world.
The great experimental discoveries in neutrino physics have been accompanied by no
less vigorous progress on the theoretical side [15]. The formalism of neutrino mixing
and oscillations has been developed [16] models have been constructed attempting to
explain the lightness of the neutrino masses and the peculiar features of the leptonic
mixing matrix [17,18], and detailed phenomenological predictions for present and future
experiments have been derived from the theory [19]. Moreover, the role of neutrinos in
astrophysics has been studied, in particular their impact on supernova explosions [20]
and on the evolution of the early universe [21].
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Chapter 1 Introduction
With the standard lore being so well established by now, new concepts are receiving
more and more interest. In this thesis, we will consider two of them: Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos
and non-standard neutrino interactions. We will lay the foundations for our discussion
in chapter 2 by introducing neutrino oscillations and highlighting important past and
future experimental activities.
Chapter 3 will be devoted to Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, i.e. neutrinos that are emitted and
absorbed in recoil-free interactions with nuclei embedded into solid state lattices. The
peculiar features of these emission and absorption processes have led to the question
whether Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos can oscillate. We will give an affirmative answer to this
question, and present a detailed phenomenological study of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino proper-
ties. Our calculations will show that a purely quantum mechanical (QM) description, in
which the neutrino is treated as a wave packet, can capture some aspects of the problem,
but is inferior to a quantum field theoretical (QFT) derivation. In QFT, it is possible
to include the dynamics of the production and detection processes in the calculation, so
that no ad hoc assumptions on the neutrino wave function are required. We will show
how a reliable estimate for the combined rate of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino emission, oscillation
and absorption can be obtained in QFT, and how the effects of different line broadening
mechanisms can be described in a realistic way.
While Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos are a phenomenon totally within the Standard Model
(amended by neutrino mass terms), we will go beyond that model in chapter 4 and
discuss non-standard neutrino interactions. These hypothetical interactions manifest
themselves as four-fermion terms in the effective Lagrangian, and thus provide a model-
independent way of parameterising new physics in the neutrino sector. After introducing
the NSI formalism and classifying the allowed terms, we will study their impact on future
neutrino oscillation experiments in detailed numerical simulations. We will show that
the unnoticed presence of NSI may lead to severely wrong fits of the standard oscillation
parameters in reactor and superbeam experiments. Moreover, we will consider NSI in
the context of a neutrino factory experiment, and show how such an experiment should
be designed in order to provide optimal sensitivity to both standard and non-standard
observables. We will summarise our results and draw some conclusions in chapter 5.
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The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds
new discoveries, is not “Eureka!” but “That’s funny . . . ”
Isaac Asimov
2
A mini-review on neutrino
oscillation physics
In this chapter, we will set the stage for the discussion of new phenomena in neutrino
physics by reviewing several important results from the past which will be relevant to
the subsequent chapters. We will first introduce the formalism of neutrino oscillations
in sec. 2.1 and argue why the derivation of the oscillation probability found in most
textbooks is not fully satisfactory. (We will discuss improved approaches to neutrino
oscillations in chapter 3.) Then, we will review the current experimental knowledge
about neutrinos in sec. 2.2 and describe the future experimental program in sec. 2.3.
2.1 Theory of neutrino oscillations — The standard lore
2.1.1 The neutrino Lagrangian
From the theoretical point of view, the phenomenology of neutrino interactions and
oscillations is contained in the following Lagrangian terms [22]:
L ⊃
∑
j=1,2,3
[
iν¯j /∂νj −mj ν¯jνj
]
+
g
2 cos θW
∑
j=1,2,3
ν¯jγ
µ 1− γ5
2
νjZ
0
µ
+
g√
2
∑
j=1,2,3
∑
α=e,µ,τ
[
ℓ¯αγ
µ 1− γ5
2
UαjνjW
+
µ + h.c.
]
. (2.1)
Here, g is the weak coupling constant, θW is the Weinberg angle, W
−
µ = (W
+
µ )
† and
Z0µ are the weak gauge boson fields, ℓα are the three charged lepton fields, and νj are
the three neutrino fields in the mass basis, which is defined such that the mass matrix
is diag(m1,m2,m3). For simplicity, we have assumed only Dirac mass terms for the
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neutrinos, since it can be shown that the oscillation phenomenology is the same for
Dirac and Majorana neutrinos [23]. The basis of neutrino states participating in the
weak gauge interactions (“flavour basis”) is rotated compared to the mass basis by the
leptonic mixing matrix U :
να =
∑
j
Uαjνj . (2.2)
U is often called PMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata) matrix in the literature.
It is conventionally parameterised in terms of three mixing angles θ12, θ13, θ23 and one
CP violating phase δCP:
U =

 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδCP−s12c23 − c12s13s23eiδCP c12c23 − s12s13s23eiδCP c13s23
s12s23 − c12s13c23eiδCP −c12s23 − s12s13c23eiδCP c13c23

 . (2.3)
Here, we have used, the abbreviations sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij .
2.1.2 The “textbook derivation” of the neutrino oscillation probability and
its shortcomings
To see why neutrino mixing leads to oscillatory flavour transition, it is assumed in most
textbooks, that a neutrino source produces a plane wave neutrino state of the form
|ψ(0)〉 ≡ |να〉 =
∑
j
U∗αj |νj〉 . (2.4)
After a time t, and at a distance L from the origin, this state has evolved into
|ψ(L, t)〉 =
∑
j
U∗αj exp
[− iEjt+ ipjL]|νj〉 , (2.5)
where the Ej and pj are the energies momenta associated with the individual neutrino
mass eigenstates. The oscillation probability Pαβ for the flavour transition α → β is
given by
Pαβ(t, L) =
∣∣ 〈νβ |ψ(L, t)〉 ∣∣2
=
∑
j,k
U∗αjUβjUαkU
∗
βk exp
[− i(Ej − Ek)t+ i(pj − pk)L] . (2.6)
If one postulates that all neutrino mass eigenstates are emitted with the same energy E,
and that they are ultrarelativistic, i.e.
∆m2jk
2E
≪ E , (2.7)
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one can make the approximation
(Ej − Ek)t+ (pj − pk)L =
(√
E2 −m2j −
√
E2 −m2k
)
L ≃ −∆m
2
jk
2E
L , (2.8)
where ∆m2jk = m
2
j −m2k. The oscillation probability then becomes
Pαβ(L) ≃
∑
j,k
U∗αjUβjUαkU
∗
βk exp
[
− 2πi L
Loscjk
]
, (2.9)
with the partial oscillation lengths
Loscjk =
4πE
∆m2jk
. (2.10)
If only two neutrino flavours with a mixing angle θ are considered, Pαβ takes the familiar
form
Pαβ(L) = sin
2 2θ sin2 πL/Loscjk . (2.11)
Eq. (2.9) can also be obtained by considering not the spatial, but the temporal, evolution
of the neutrino, assuming equal momenta instead of equal energies for the different mass
eigenstates. Then, the oscillation phase becomes
(Ej − Ek)t+ (pj − pk)L =
(√
p2 +m2j −
√
p2 +m2k
)
t ≃ ∆m
2
jk
2p
t ≃ ∆m
2
jk
2E
L . (2.12)
The last equality follows from E ≃ p, and from the relation
L ≃ t , (2.13)
which is valid for ultrarelativistic particles in classical mechanics. It needs to be stressed
that neither the equal energy or equal momentum approximations, nor the restriction to
only the spatial or only the temporal evolution, nor the classical relation (2.13) are gener-
ically valid [24–29]. Instead, they are approximations which work for neutrinos from most
sources, because these neutrinos are ultra-relativistic, and their spatial delocalisation is
small compared to their oscillation lengths, so that evolution in space and evolution in
time are equivalent for them. Moreover, their energy and momentum uncertainties are
sufficiently large (and of the same order of magnitude), so that energy (momentum) dif-
ferences of O(∆m2jk/2E), as required in the equal momentum (equal energy) approach,
are allowed at least in principle. We will see in sec. 3 that the condition of sufficient
energy uncertainty is, for example, violated in the case of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos.
In reality, both the equal energy and the equal momentum assumption would in most
cases violate energy-momentum conservation at the production and detection vertices.
Therefore, it is more realistic to allow for Ej 6= Ek and pj 6= pk simultaneously in eq. (2.6).
Then, in the ultrarelativistic limit, Ej ≃ E+ξm2j/2E and pj ≃ E−(1−ξ)m2j/2E, where ξ
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is a parameter determined by the properties of the neutrino source. Using eq. (2.13), one
finds that the ξ-dependent terms in the oscillation phase cancel, so that Pαβ again takes
the form of eq. (2.9). However, the classical relation eq. (2.13) is also not valid in general.
In particular, it makes sense only for localised particles and is thus in contradiction to
our assumption of the neutrino state being composed of infinitely delocalised plane waves
with well-defined energies Ej and momenta pj .
These problems can be circumvented by treating the neutrino as a quantum mechanical
wave packet (see refs. [25,28,30–33] and sec. 3.4), or, even more generally, by determining
the form of the neutrino wave function from the wave functions of its interaction partners
in the framework of quantum field theory (see refs. [16, 34–42] and sec. 3.5).
2.1.3 Neutrino oscillations in matter
When neutrinos travel through matter, their interactions with this matter lead to inter-
esting modifications of the mixing and oscillation phenomenology. Of particular interest
is the process of coherent forward scattering, where the contributions from a large num-
ber N of scattering centres along the neutrino trajectory add up coherently. The effect
is thus enhanced by a factor of N compared to incoherent scattering. According to the
Lagrangian (2.1), coherent forward scattering in ordinary matter can occur via neutral
current (NC) interactions with electrons, protons and neutrons, and, for νe and ν¯e, also
via charged current (CC) interactions with electrons. For neutrino energies much smaller
than the mass of the W boson, the effect of these interactions can be described by an
additional potential VMSW in neutrino Hamiltonian, which then reads in the flavour
basis [23]
H = H0 + VMSW . (2.14)
Here, H0 = U diag(E1, E2, E3)U
† is the vacuum Hamiltonian, and
VMSW =
√
2GF

Ne +Nn/2 Nn/2
Nn/2

 . (2.15)
As usual, GF is the Fermi constant, Ne denotes the electron number density in the
background matter, and Nn is the number density of neutrons. Note that the NC contri-
butions from protons and electrons cancel because, in neutral matter, these particles ap-
pear in equal numbers. The index “MSW” of the potential honours Stanislav Mikheyev,
Alexei Smirnov and Lincoln Wolfenstein, who were the first to discuss matter effects in
neutrino oscillations [43–45].
To derive the neutrino oscillation probability in matter, the new Hamiltonian (2.14)
needs to be diagonalised, yielding a new mixing matrix U˜ and new energy eigenvalues
E˜j = (p
2
j + m˜
2
j )
1/2. Here, m˜j are the effective neutrino masses in matter. By replacing
U and mj by U˜ and m˜j in eq. (2.9), the neutrino oscillation probability in matter can
easily be computed. Note that only energy differences are relevant in this computation,
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so the flavour diagonal contributions to VMSW cancel, and, without loss of generality, a
simplified matter potential
VMSW =
√
2GFNe U
†diag(1, 0, 0)U (2.16)
may be used instead of eq. (2.15).
2.2 Current experimental knowledge about neutrinos
For a long time, neutrino oscillations have been considered a rather exotic phenomenon,
not believed in by many particle physicists. The reason was that the Standard Model of
elementary particles did not contain right-handed neutrinos, so that the mass terms in
the Lagrangian (2.1) were absent (m1 = m2 = m3 = 0), and it is easy to see from eq. (2.9)
that no oscillations are possible in this limit. It was not until 1998 that the existence
of neutrino oscillations was finally established experimentally by the Super-Kamiokande
experiment [3, 4] for atmospheric neutrinos. Four years later, the SNO collaboration
was able to demonstrate that also the long-standing solar neutrino problem — i.e. the
apparently depleted flux of electron neutrinos from the sun [10, 46–49] — is solved by
neutrino oscillations [9]. Later measurements by Super-Kamiokande [5], by the reactor
experiments KamLAND [11, 50] and CHOOZ [51] and by the accelerator experiments
K2K [52, 53] and MINOS [14, 54] have confirmed our picture of neutrino oscillations and
have provided precise values or tight constraints for most of the oscillation parameters.
These results are summarised in fig. 2.1, taken from ref. [55], in which a global fit to all
available neutrino oscillation data has been performed.
We see that, of the three mixing angles in (2.3), two are large:
sin2 θ12 = 0.32
+0.08
−0.06 (3σ), (2.17)
sin2 θ23 = 0.50
+0.17
−0.16 (3σ), , (2.18)
while the third one is close or identical to zero:
sin2 θ13 ≤ 0.050 (3σ). (2.19)
The two mass squared differences, which determine the oscillation lengths according to
eq. (2.10), have the values
∆m221 = 7.6
+0.7
−0.5 · 10−5 eV2 (3σ) , (2.20)
|∆m231| = 2.4+0.3−0.3 · 10−3 eV2 (3σ) . (2.21)
It is not yet known whether ∆m231 is positive (“normal mass hierarchy” m1 < m2 < m3)
or negative (“inverted mass hierarchy” m3 < m1 < m2).
1 Also, there is no information
1We will use the term “mass hierarchy” when referring to the sign of ∆m231 even for the case of non-
hierarchical (quasi-degenerate) neutrino masses.
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yet on the CP violating phase δCP. Note that the sensitivity to θ23 and ∆m
2
31 comes
mainly from atmospheric and accelerator neutrino experiments, while θ12 and ∆m
2
21 are
measured in solar neutrino experiments and in KamLAND. The limit on θ13 is dominated
by the CHOOZ reactor experiment.
Since neutrino oscillation experiments are only sensitive to mass squared differences,
they cannot provide information on the absolute neutrino masses. We know, however,
from kinematical studies of the electron spectrum in nuclear β-decay [56, 57], that neu-
trinos are lighter than ∼ 2.3 eV (95% C.L.). Cosmological observations even constrain
their masses to lie below ∼ 0.2 eV [58], however, due to the strong model dependence
and large systematical uncertainties of cosmological data sets, this result has to be taken
with a grain of salt [59]. For the case of neutrinos with Majorana mass terms, there is
a bound on the level of 0.35 eV (90% C.L.) from the search for neutrinoless double beta
decay [60].
Many experiments have also searched for new effects beyond the framework of three
massive neutrinos with Standard Model interactions, but no evidence for such effects has
been found yet. Instead, constraints have been derived on non-standard neutrino inter-
actions [61–63], neutrino decay [64], neutrino decoherence [65], oscillations into sterile
neutrinos (i.e. neutrinos not coupling to the Z boson) [66] and other “exotic” scenarios.
Present and future bounds on non-standard neutrino interactions will also be one of the
main topics of chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.3 Future neutrino oscillation experiments
Even though we have seen in the previous section that neutrino oscillation physics has
come a long way over the last decade, better knowledge on the oscillation parameters
is desirable because it might shed new light onto the origin of the flavour structure of
elementary particles. Of particular interest in this context are the following questions:
• Is there CP violation in the lepton sector, and what is the value of δCP?
• What is the value of θ13? Is it so close to zero that it might indicate the presence
of a new symmetry?
• Is the mass hierarchy normal or inverted?
• Is θ23 exactly maximal or are there deviations?
• Are there subdominant non-standard effects?
To answer these questions, a plethora of new experiments has been proposed, and some
are already under construction.
Reactor neutrino experiments
The upcoming experiments Double Chooz [67] in France and Daya Bay [68] in China aim at
the detection of electron anti-neutrinos produced in a nuclear power plant at a baseline of
16
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Figure 2.1: Results of a global fit to all available neutrino oscillation data. Panel (a)
shows the allowed region in the (sin2 θ23,∆m
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confidence levels, together with the projections of the χ2 manifold onto the sin2 θ23 and
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2 curves are obtained from a 2007 fit, while
the black contours and dashed χ2 curves are for an older data set from 2006, omitting the
latest MINOS results. Similar plots in panel (b) show the fit results for the parameters
sin2 θ12 and ∆m
2
21. There, the 2006 data set lacks the most recent KamLAND data. Panel
(c) shows the allowed region for sin2 θ13 and its dependence on ∆m
2
31. Plots taken from
ref. [55].
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∼ 1 km. For typical reactor neutrino energies of several MeV, this corresponds to the first
maximum of ∆m231-driven oscillations. Reactor neutrino experiments search for a small
deficit in the ν¯e flux, which would be the signature for nonzero θ13. Double Chooz is able
to probe sin2 2θ13 to the level of 0.03 (90% C.L.) [67], while Daya Bay aims at a sensitivity
better than sin2 2θ13 ≃ 0.01 (90% C.L.) [68]. To achieve these sensitivities in spite of
the large systematical errors on the reactor neutrino flux and spectrum, dedicated “near
detectors” are planned to be built close to the reactor cores to measure these quantities
before the neutrinos can oscillate. In order to avoid detector-related uncertainties, the
near and far detectors have to be as similar as possible.
Superbeam experiments
In superbeam experiments, an intense proton beam is directed onto a target, where
a large number of secondary pions and kaons is produced, which in turn decay into
neutrinos. The beam consists mainly of νµ, with a small admixture of νe. At a distance
of several hundred kilometres, corresponding to Losc31 /2, a massive detector is placed
to detect oscillations of νµ into νe, which provide a sensitivity to sin
2 2θ13 similar to
that of reactor experiments, and in addition may give some information on δCP and
on the neutrino mass hierarchy. Moreover, the investigation of νµ disappearance due to
oscillations into (undetectable) τ -neutrinos allows for a precision measurement of θ23 and
∆m231. There are currently two superbeam experiments being developed: T2K (“Tokai to
Kamioka”) [69] in Japan and NOνA (“NuMI Off-axis νe Appearance Experiment”) [70]
in the United States. In T2K, the neutrino beam is produced at the Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Complex JPARC, and the Super-Kamiokande detector at a baseline
of 295 km is used as a far detector. For NOνA, the NuMI (Neutrinos at the Main
Injector) facility at Fermilab provides the neutrino beam, and a far detector is planned
to be built at a baseline of 812 km. In both experiments, dedicated near detectors are
required to measure the unoscillated neutrino spectrum and thus reduce the systematical
uncertainties.
Beta beams
One of the main disadvantages of superbeam experiments is the unavoidable admixture
of νe to the νµ beam, which limits the detection potential for νµ → νe oscillations.
A flavour-pure neutrino beam could be achieved using the beta beam concept [71, 72].
The idea behind this concept is to accelerate unstable ions and circulate them in a
storage ring, where they will ultimately decay and thus produce a highly boosted νe
beam. Observation of subsequent νe → νµ oscillations can be used to measure θ13 and
δCP in the same way as in a superbeam experiment, where the time-reversed oscillation
channel is employed. The sensitivity of beta beams depends strongly on the achievable
luminosity and energy of the storage ring, but it is in general better than the sensitivity
of superbeam experiments. Since the concept is much more advanced, no concrete beta
beam experiments are planned yet, but great R&D efforts are undertaken.
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The Neutrino factory
The ultimate tool to study neutrino oscillations if θ13 is extremely small is a neutrino
factory [19, 73–75]. The realisation of such a device would require the production and
storage of a beam of high-energy muons, which would then decay into neutrinos. The
neutrino energy is typically very high (up to 25 or 50 GeV), so that the detector needs
to be placed at a baseline of several thousand kilometres for oscillations to develop. An
active R&D program towards a neutrino factory is currently being carried out in the
framework of the International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF) [19,
76]. Many theoretical studies show that a neutrino factory would have the potential to
measure the oscillation parameters θ23, ∆m
2
31, θ13 and δCP with extremely high precision,
and to disentangle the correlations between them [77–81].
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One’s first step in wisdom is to question everything
— and one’s last is to come to terms with everything.
Georg Christoph Lichtenberg
3
Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos
The idea of exploiting the Mo¨ssbauer effect in weak interactions to enhance the small
neutrino cross sections has originally been devised by Visscher in 1959 [82], i.e. shortly
after the famous photon Mo¨ssbauer effect had been discovered in 1958 [83]. Visscher
realised that electron capture decays of nuclei bound in a crystal lattice have a nonzero
probability of occurring recoillessly, i.e. without being accompanied by phonon emission
or absorption. The energy which the neutrino emitted in such a process (“Mo¨ssbauer
neutrino”) receives matches precisely the energy required for the inverse process of recoil-
free neutrino absorption, so that a resonance phenomenon can occur, greatly enhancing
the neutrino interaction cross section. More than twenty years after Visscher’s paper,
Kells and Schiffer [84,85] proposed bound state beta decay [86] as an alternative produc-
tion mechanism for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos. The antineutrino emitted in this process could
be absorbed resonantly by induced orbital electron capture [87]. Recently, interest in
Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos from bound state beta decay has been revived by several papers by
Raghavan [88–91], in which the technical feasibility of an experiment using the emission
process
3H → 3He + e−(bound) + ν¯e (3.1)
and the detection process
3He + e−(bound) + ν¯e → 3H (3.2)
has been studied. The tritium (3H) and Helium-3 (3He) atoms were proposed to be
embedded into metal crystals. The produced 3H atoms in the detector could be counted
either by observing their beta decays, or by extracting them from the crystal using mass
spectroscopy. Raghavan estimated that the resonance nature of the neutrino absorption
process could enhance the cross section by up to a factor of 1012 compared to the non-
resonant capture of neutrinos of the same energy. The main reason for this huge enhance-
ment is the small spectral line width (i.e. neutrino energy smearing) ∼ 10−11 eV [92,93]
of the proposed Mo¨ssbauer source and absorber.
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Achieving this value is one of the main technical challenges that any realistic experi-
ment will face, therefore we will begin our discussion of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiments
with some considerations on their feasibility (sec. 3.1). Afterwards, we will describe the
interesting physics program that could be carried out in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment
(sec. 3.2). We will see that neutrino oscillation studies are one of the main applications
of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, and this will lead us to a discussion of their oscillation phe-
nomenology. In particular we will address concerns that have been raised as to whether
Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, being nearly monochromatic, do oscillate at all. Bilenky et al. have
argued that the answer to this questions depends on whether different neutrino mass
eigenstates are assumed to be emitted with equal energies or with equal momenta [94].
We have seen in sec. 2.1 that, in general, neither of these assumptions is valid, but we
will show in sec. 3.3 that Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos can be approximately described using
the equal energy approach, and that oscillations are predicted in this approach. We will
confirm this statement in sec. 3.3 by deriving the flavour transition probability for Mo¨ss-
bauer neutrinos, including coherence, localisation and resonance effects, in the quantum
mechanical wave packet model mentioned at the end of sec. 2.1.2. In sec. 3.5, we will
generalise our results further by using the formalism of quantum field theory to explicitly
include the dynamics of the neutrino production and detection processes. In particular,
we will discuss different mechanisms that can smear the neutrino energy and thus lead
to line broadening. We will compare the results obtained in the different approaches in
sec. 3.6. In sec. 3.7, we will address another concern raised by Bilenky et al., namely
the possible inhibition of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino oscillations by the time-energy uncertainty
principle [95–97]. This chapter is based on work done in collaboration with Evgeny Kh.
Akhmedov and Manfred Lindner [29,98].
3.1 Feasibility of a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment
A Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment faces tremendous technical challenges. The first of
these concerns the production of suitable crystals for the neutrino source and the neutrino
detector. For a “proof-of-principle” experiment, in which the distance L between the
source and the detector is only ∼ 5 cm, a 1 kCi source is typically considered, while for
an oscillation experiment (L ≃ 10 m), at least 1 MCi would be required. Metal tritides
in which 3H atoms fill interstitial sites in, e.g., a Nb lattice, might offer a possibility to
engineer such strong sources. For the detector crystal, one could use an aged metal tritide,
in which a sufficient number of 3H atoms has already decayed to 3He. The remaining
3H would have to be removed completely, since it would mimic a neutrino signal. One
option to achieve this is the replacement of tritium by deuterium [89, 99]. Afterwards,
one has to ensure that no new 3H is produced by neutron activation, implying the need
for efficient shielding against cosmic radiation.
Another limiting factor for the prospects of a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment will be
the need to ensure sufficient overlap of the emission and absorption lines, and to avoid
line broadening as far as possible. We will see in secs. 3.4 and 3.5 that the interaction
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rate contains a Breit-Wigner factor of the form
(γS + γD)/2π
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS+γD)24
, (3.3)
where γS and γD are the widths of the emission and absorption lines, respectively, and
ES,0 and ED,0 are their central energies. It is obvious from this expression that the
transition rate can only be large if γS and γD are small and if the resonance condition
ES,0 − ED,0 ≪ (γS + γD)/2 is fulfilled.
The dominant contributions to γS , γD and (ES,0−ED,0) come from solid state effects,
some of which are controllable to a certain degree, while others are outside the experi-
menter’s sphere of influence. One distinguishes homogeneous effects, which influence all
atoms in the solid state lattice in the same way, and inhomogeneous effects, which have
a different impact on different atoms. Homogeneous effects are [92,100]
• Electromagnetic relaxation effects. These are interactions of the atoms with
random, fluctuating electromagnetic fields created by the spins of the neighbouring
particles [92,93]. They have been estimated to reduce the width of the Mo¨ssbauer
neutrino line in the 3H – 3He system from γnatural = 1/τ = 1.17 · 10−24 eV to at
least 10−11 eV [100].
• Different binding energies in the source and in the detector. Since the
source and detector crystals in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment cannot be exactly
identical — one of them has to contain large amounts of tritium, while the other
contains essentially none — the energy levels EH,S and EHe,S of the
3H and 3He
atoms in the source will be different from the corresponding energy levels EH,D
and EHe,D in the detector (see ref. [101] for a discussion of H and He energies in
metal crystals). Therefore, it is very likely that also the energies of the emission and
absorption lines, which are given by ES,0 = EH,S−EHe,S and ED,0 = EH,D−EHe,D,
respectively, will be different, so that the resonance condition might no longer be
fulfilled.
• Lattice expansion and contraction during the decay. In classical Mo¨ssbauer
experiments, the photon is emitted in a nuclear deexcitation process, which does not
affect the chemical properties of the emitting atom. In particular, its effective size
remains essentially unchanged. In contrast, the 3H and 3He atoms involved in the
neutrino Mo¨ssbauer process do take up different amounts of space in the crystal,
so that the decay and absorption processes (3.1) and (3.2) are accompanied by
an expansion resp. contraction of the nearby lattice cells. It is very likely that a
phonon is created due to this deformation, destroying the recoilless nature of the
process. It has been estimated [100] that taking into account lattice deformations
might reduce the fraction f of recoil-free emissions by three orders of magnitude
compared to the commonly used estimate f ∼ 0.3 [88,89]. Since the probability for
recoil-free absorption receives a similar suppression, the achievable event rate would
be reduced by a factor of 10−6, which might render the experiment impracticable.
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• Second order Doppler shift. The energy of a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino emitted by a
nucleus moving at a velocity v will be shifted due to the Doppler effect according
to
ES,0 → ES,0
√
1∓ v
1± v ≃ ES,0
[
1∓ v + v
2
2
∓ . . .
]
. (3.4)
For a nucleus bound in crystal at rest, 〈v〉 = 0, so the first order term vanishes.1 The
second order term, however, is non-negligible because
〈
v2
〉 6= 0 even in the ground
state due to zero point motion. Ideally, the resulting shift of the neutrino line is
identical in the source and the detector, but slightly different Debye temperatures
or slightly different heat bath temperatures of the two crystals can change this,
and thus bring the system out of resonance.
Inhomogeneous line broadening is mainly caused by lattice defects and impurities. The
best available crystals in photon Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy lead to inhomogeneous line
widths & 10−13 – 10−12 eV [92,103]. It is doubtful whether similar values can be achieved
also for the metal tritides proposed for a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment. In particular,
inhomogeneities in the 3H/3He distribution throughout the crystal would already perturb
the regularity of the lattice. In the remainder of this chapter, we will for definiteness
assume that line widths of 10−11 eV can be achieved, but our analytical results will
remain true also if the line widths are several orders of magnitude larger.
3.2 Prospects of a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment
If the difficulties discussed in the previous section could be circumvented and a Mo¨ssbauer
neutrino experiment could be built, this experiment could carry out a very interesting
physics program [89,100]:
• Neutrino oscillations on a laboratory scale. Due to the low energy of Mo¨ss-
bauer neutrinos, E ≃ 18.6 keV, the oscillation lengths are ∼ 20 m for atmospheric
oscillations governed by ∆m231, and ∼ 600 m for solar oscillations, governed by
∆m221. Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos could thus be used to measure the neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters at baselines much shorter than those used in conventional neutrino
oscillation experiments [104].
• Gravitational interactions of neutrinos. One of the first applications of the
classical Mo¨ssbauer effect has been the measurement of the gravitational redshift
of photons [105]. If a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment could be realised, it would
open up the possibility to perform a similar experiment with neutrinos, whose
gravitational interactions have never been studied in the laboratory.
1Since the typical timescale of lattice vibrations is of O(10−13 s) [102], while the neutrino emission
process takes O(10−5 s) (see below), only the mean values of v and v2 are relevant, and all fluctuations
average out.
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• Solid state effects. The extreme sensitivity of the Mo¨ssbauer resonance condition
to atomic interactions inside the source and detector crystals could allow for a study
of such interactions with unprecedented precision, and might thus greatly improve
our understanding of solid state physics.
3.3 Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos do oscillate
Let us now address the question, raised by Bilenky et al. [94–97], whether Mo¨ssbauer
neutrinos can oscillate. In sec. 2.1.2, we have discussed the “textbook derivation” of the
neutrino oscillation probability, eq. (2.9). In this approach, the neutrino was treated
as a plane wave, and it was assumed that all mass eigenstates forming a given flavour
eigenstate are emitted with the same energy or with the same momentum. For Mo¨ssbauer
neutrinos, the equal momentum approximation is certainly unrealistic because it would
imply that the energies associated with different mass eigenstates have to differ by |Ej −
Ek| ∼ 6 · 10−8 eV for ∆m2jk ∼ 2.4 · 10−3 eV2 and E = 18.6 keV (cf. eq. (2.12)). This is
precluded by the tiny energy uncertainty of O(10−11 eV) [92,93] in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino
experiment.
On the other hand, the equal energy approximation, though invalid for conventional
neutrino experiments, is justified for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos because their energy spread
is much smaller than the inverse oscillation length. There remains the question whether
the momentum uncertainty σp of the Mo¨ssbauer source and detector is large enough to
allow for the coherent emission and absorption of all three neutrino mass eigenstates. If
this were not the case, the coherent production of different mass eigenstates would not
be possible, so that no oscillations could occur. According to eq. (2.8), we have to check
whether the condition
pk − pj ∼ 6 · 10−8 eV≪ σp (3.5)
is fulfilled. The neutrino momentum can in principle be determined by measuring the
recoil momentum of the crystal in which the emitting or absorbing nucleus is embedded.
The ultimate uncertainty σp of this measurement is related to the coordinate uncertainty
σx of the emitting nucleus through the Heisenberg relation σpσx ≥ 1/2. The most
conservative estimate for σx is several cm, the size of the source and detector crystals.
This would imply σp & 2 · 10−5 eV, already fulfilling eq. (3.5). In reality, σx can be
determined to a much better accuracy because it is in principle possible to find out which
particular nuclei have participated in the Mo¨ssbauer process by destroying the crystals
and checking which atom has undergone a 3H ↔ 3He transition. Thus, a more realistic
estimate is σx ≃ 10−10 m and σp & 2·103 eV. This value certainly fulfills eq. (3.5), so that
we can conclude that Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos do oscillate, with the oscillation probability
being approximately given by eq. (2.9).
The above statements can also be formulated in a different way [106]. Neutrino oscilla-
tions require the quantum mechanical coherence of different mass eigenstates, therefore
they can only occur if the experiment is not able to distinguish different mass eigenstates.
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The mass resolution σm2 is related to the neutrino energy E and momentum p, and to
the uncertainties σE and σp of these quantities by
σm2 =
√
(2EσE)2 + (2pσp)2 , (3.6)
where it is assumed that σE and σp are statistically independent. From the estimates
E ≃ p = 18.6 keV, σE ∼ 10−11 eV, and σp ∼ 2 keV, it follows that
σm2 ∼ 9 · 103 eV2 ≫ ∆m2jk . (3.7)
This shows that the small energy spread of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos does not preclude os-
cillations because a large momentum uncertainty persists.
3.4 Mo¨ssbauer neutrino wave packets
3.4.1 Gaussian wave packets
Although the arguments given in the previous section indicate that Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos
do oscillate, and can, to some extent, be described by using the equal energy approxima-
tion, a more realistic treatment of the problem is desirable in order to avoid the imper-
fections of the textbook derivation, discussed at the end of sec. 2.1.2. As a first step, we
will now derive the flavour transition probability in a formalism in which the neutrino is
described as a superposition of wave packets rather than plane waves [25,28,30–33].
Following most of the literature, we first assume a Gaussian shape for the wave packets,
and write the momentum space wave function for a neutrino, produced with the initial
flavour α, as
〈p|ναS(t)〉 = 1
(2πγ2S)
1/4
∑
j
U∗αj exp
[
− (p− pjS)
2
4γ2S
]
exp
[− iEjt] |νj〉 . (3.8)
Here, |νj〉 are the neutrino mass eigenstates in three-dimensional flavour space, Ej = (p2+
m2j )
1/2 is the energy corresponding to the momentum p, pjS is the average momentum
of the mass eigenstate |νj〉, and γS is the wave packet width in momentum space. The
index S indicates quantities that are determined by the properties of the neutrino source,
and we will use an index D for quantities depending on the detector properties. For
Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, we estimate γS ∼ 10−11 eV, i.e. the wave packet width is given by
the energy uncertainty of the source, and not by its much larger momentum uncertainty.
This is due to the on-shellness of the propagating neutrino, which ensures, by virtue
of the relativistic energy-momentum relation, that the wave packet for each individual
mass eigenstate cannot have a momentum spread larger than its energy spread. (Of
course, the momenta of different mass eigenstates will differ by much larger amounts, as
discussed in sec. 3.3.)
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The wave packet in eq. (3.8) is defined such that, at t = 0, it is located at x = 0. This
is most easily seen from the coordinate space representation of eq. (3.8),
〈x|ναS(t)〉 = 1
(2πγ2S)
1/4
∑
j
U∗αj
∫
dp
(2π)1/2
exp
[
− (p− pjS)
2
4γ2S
]
exp
[− iEjt+ ipx]|νj〉
=
(
2γ2S
π
)1/4∑
j
U∗αj exp
[− (x− vjSt)2γ2S] exp [− iEjSt+ ipjSx] |νj〉 . (3.9)
To be able to evaluate the momentum integral, we have made use of the smallness of γS ,
and expanded the phase factor in the integrand to first order in p around pjS :
2
−i
√
p2 +m2j t+ ipx ≃ −iEjS t+ ipjSx+ i(x− vjSt)(p− pjS) . (3.10)
The average energy EjS and the average group velocity vjS of the neutrino mass eigen-
state |νj〉 are defined by
EjS =
√
p2jS +m
2
j and vjS =
pjS√
p2jS +m
2
j
. (3.11)
The amplitude for the state |ναS〉 to have evolved into another state |νβD〉 after a time
t and after travelling a distance L is given by
Aαβ(t, L) =
∫
dp 〈νβD(0)|p〉 〈p|ναS(t)〉 exp[ipL] , (3.12)
where the factor exp[ipL] is chosen such that the final state 〈νβD(0)|p〉 exp[ipL] is a wave
packet centred at x = L. |νβD(0)〉 does not depend on t because the time evolution
of the system is already fully described by the time dependence of |ναS(t)〉. On this
point, we disagree with ref. [28], where the detection operator is assumed to be not a
time-independent, but only a time-averaged, quantity. Note that the central momenta
pjD and the width γD of the final state wave packet, which depend on the properties
of the neutrino detector, are in general different from the corresponding parameters pjS
and γS of |ναS〉. Plugging eq. (3.8) into eq. (3.12), the transition amplitude takes the
form
Aαβ(t, L) =
∑
j
U∗αjUβj
∫
dp
1
(2πγSγD)1/2
e−iEjt+ipL exp
[
− (p− pjS)
2
4γ2S
− (p− pjD)
2
4γ2D
]
.
(3.13)
To evaluate the integral over p, a momentum expansion of Ej , similar to eq. (3.10), is
required. Here, however, we expand not around pjS , but around the mean momentum
2This approximation neglects dispersion (wave packet spreading), which is a second-order effect [16].
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p¯j = (pjS + pjD)/2 in order to preserve the symmetry of eq. (3.13) under the exchange
of source- and detector-related quantities. Hence, we write√
p2 +m2j t ≃ E¯j t+ v¯jt(p− p¯j) , (3.14)
with the definitions
E¯j =
√
p¯2j +m
2
j and v¯j =
p¯j√
p¯2j +m
2
j
. (3.15)
The expansion (3.14) is a good approximation as long as (p − p¯j)/E¯j ≪ E¯2j /m2j for all
p within the peak regions of the source and detector wave packets. The momentum
integral in (3.13) now gives
Aαβ(t, L) = (4πγ˜2)1/2
∑
j
U∗αjUβj exp
[
− (pjS − pjD)
2
4(γ2S + γ
2
D)
− (L− v¯jt)2 γ˜2
]
· exp
[
i
(L− v¯jt)(pjSγ2D + pjDγ2S)
γ2S + γ
2
D
− iE¯jt+ iv¯j p¯jt
]
. (3.16)
In this expression, we have introduced an effective total momentum uncertainty γ˜, given
by
1
γ˜2
≡ 1
γ2S
+
1
γ2D
. (3.17)
The probability of the transition |ναS〉 → |νβD〉 is
Pαβ(L) = N
∫
dtA∗αβ(t, L)Aαβ(t, L) , (3.18)
where the time integration reflects the fact that we do not precisely know at which point
in time the production and detection reactions take place. Since the formalism presented
here does not automatically yield a physically meaningful normalisation for Pαβ(L), we
have by hand introduced a normalisation constant N , which will be chosen such that,
in the case of vanishing neutrino mixing and identical initial and final states, Pαβ(L)
becomes equal to unity:
Pαβ(L) = δαβ for U = 13 and |ναS〉 ≡ |ναD〉 . (3.19)
Here, 13 is the three-dimensional unit matrix. The expected experimental event rate Γ
will be proportional to Pαβ(L), but the proportionality constant can only be determined
if the production and detection processes are included in the computation. For the case
of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, we will explicitly elucidate the relation between Pαβ(L) and Γ
in sec. 3.5. Note that Pαβ(L) is not an oscillation probability in the strict sense because
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we will see below that Pαβ(L) |∆m2
jk
=0 6= δαβ. Therefore, we will for the most part refer
to it as a “transition probability” rather than an oscillation probability.
Eq. (3.18) gives, after a straightforward evaluation of the Gaussian time integral,
Pαβ = N
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj Njk exp
[
iL(pjS − pkS) γ
2
D
γ2S + γ
2
D
+ iL(pjD − pkD) γ
2
S
γ2S + γ
2
D
]
· exp
[
− i∆EjkL v¯j + v¯k
v¯2j + v¯
2
k
]
· exp
[
− (pjS − pjD)
2
4(γ2S + γ
2
D)
− (pkS − pkD)
2
4(γ2S + γ
2
D)
− ∆E
2
jk
4γ˜2(v¯2j + v¯
2
k)
− L
2(v¯j − v¯k)2γ˜2
v¯2j + v¯
2
k
]
, (3.20)
with the abbreviations
∆Ejk ≡ E¯j − E¯k + γ
2
S − γ2D
γ2S + γ
2
D
[
v¯j(pjD − pjS)− v¯k(pkD − pkS)
]
(3.21)
and
Njk =
(
π
γ˜2(v2jS + v
2
kS)
)1/2( 2γ2D
γ2S + γ
2
D
)1/2( 2γ2S
γ2S + γ
2
D
)1/2
. (3.22)
To simplify Pαβ further, and to facilitate its physical interpretation, let us make use of
the fact that, in realistic experiments, neutrinos are ultra-relativistic, i.e. mj ≪ E¯j . This
suggests the expansion
pjS ≃ ES,0 − (1− ξS)
m2j
2ES,0
, pjD ≃ ED,0 − (1− ξD)
m2j
2ED,0
, (3.23)
from which it follows that
E¯j ≃ E¯ + ξ¯
m2j
2E¯
, p¯j ≃ E¯ − (1− ξ¯)
m2j
E¯
, v¯j ≃ 1−
m2j
2E¯2
, (3.24)
with
E¯ ≡ 1
2
(ES,0 + ED,0) and 1− ξ¯ ≡ E¯
2
(
1− ξS
ES,0
+
1− ξD
ED,0
)
. (3.25)
In these expressions, ES,0 and ED,0 are the mean energies for the case of massless neu-
trinos and ξS , ξD are constant parameters determined by the properties of the source
and the detector, respectively. They can be calculated only in an explicit treatment of
the neutrino production and detection processes. For conventional neutrino sources, ξS
and ξD are of O(1), but for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, the energies associated with different
neutrino mass eigenstates have to coincide within the line widths γS and γD, so that ξS ,
ξD and ξ¯ must be very small in this case.
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Here, we will consider two special cases of eq. (3.24): The first one, ES,0 = ED,0 = E¯,
applies to oscillation experiments with conventional neutrino detectors, whose sensitivity
is essentially uniform over a wide range of neutrino energies, so that there is no reason
to expect ES,0 6= ED,0. The situation is different in Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiments,
where the resonance behaviour limits the sensitivity to a narrow energy interval. Unless
the setup is perfectly tuned into resonance, we must therefore assume ES,0 6= ED,0. On
the other hand, we will use the equal energy assumption EjS = ES,0, EjD = ED,0 (which
implies ξS = ξD = 0 and ξ¯ = −(ES,0 − ED,0)2/4ES,0ED,0) for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos.
In the first case, ES,0 = ED,0 = E¯, the transition probability takes the form
Pαβ =
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj exp
[
− 2πi L
Loscjk
−
(
L
Lcohjk
)2
− π
2
2
ξ˜2
(
1
γ˜Loscjk
)2
− [(ξS − ξD)(m
2
j +m
2
k)]
2
32E¯2(γ2S + γ
2
D)
]
, (3.26)
with the oscillation and coherence lengths
Loscjk =
4πE¯
∆m2jk
and Lcohjk =
2
√
2E¯2
γ˜|∆m2jk|
, (3.27)
and the quantity ξ˜ being defined by
ξ˜2
γ˜2
≡ ξ
2
S
γ2S
+
ξ2D
γ2D
. (3.28)
In eq. (3.26), we have neglected the dependence of the prefactor Njk on the neutrino
masses, and have implemented eq. (3.19) by choosing N = 1/Njk.
We see that the first term in the exponent of (3.26) is the standard oscillation phase.
The second term suppresses oscillations in the j-k-sector if L ≫ Lcohjk . In this case, the
wave packets corresponding to the mass eigenstates νj and νk separate before reaching
the detector because of their different group velocities. Note, however, that Lcohjk depends
on the momentum uncertainties of both, the source and the detector. This means that a
measurement with small momentum uncertainty γD ≪ γS , i.e. large spatial uncertainty
σxD = 1/2γD ≫ σxS = 1/2γS , can restore coherence even if the wave packets have
separated by more than their spatial width σxS .
The third term in eq. (3.26) implements a localisation condition of the form
ξ˜
γ˜Loscjk
!≪ 1 , (3.29)
For neutrinos from conventional sources with ξ˜ ∼ O(1), oscillations are thus suppressed
if the effective spatial extent of the wave packets, σx ≡ 1/2γ˜ (which takes into account
the coherence properties of the source and the detector), is larger than the oscillation
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length. If ξ˜ ≪ 1, as for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, this condition is relaxed. In the derivation of
eq. (3.26), one contribution to the localisation exponent arises from the term proportional
to ∆E2jk/γ˜
2 in the last line of (3.20). This term suppresses interference between different
neutrino mass eigenstates if their phase difference at the detector site changes significantly
during the time it takes to absorb the neutrino wave packet. In this case, oscillations are
effectively averaged out. Another contribution to the condition (3.29) comes from the
terms proportional to (pjS−pjD)2/(γ2S+γ2D) and (pkS−pkD)2/(γ2S+γ2D) in (3.20). They
enforce sufficient overlap of the neutrino wave packets with the wave packets describing
the detection process. This requirement corresponds to the approximate conservation
of the average momentum for each mass eigenstate. If the overlap is better for some
neutrino mass eigenstates than for others, flavour mixing is effectively reduced, and the
associated suppression of oscillations is described by a localisation exponential.
The last term in the exponent of (3.26) also arises from the requirement of approximate
conservation of the average momenta. However, unlike the localisation term, it does
not only depend on ∆m2jk, but also on the absolute scale of the neutrino masses. It
suppresses the transition probability if pjS and pjD differ by more than (γ
2
S + γ
2
D)
1/2.
For small γS and γD, one might call this constraint a resonance condition. While the
oscillation, coherence and localisation terms in (3.26) agree with those found by other
authors (see e.g. [25, 28]), we are not aware of previous discussions of the resonance
term in the context of the quantum mechanical wave packet formalism. In quantum
field theoretical descriptions of neutrino oscillations, a term proportional to (m2j +m
2
k)
2
is found [16, 107], but its precise form is not the same as that of the resonance term in
eq. (3.26). For example, it does not vanish if the properties of the source and the detector,
and thus ξS and ξD, are identical. We attribute this to the fact that in our formalism
it is implicitly assumed that all mass eigenstate components of |ναS〉 are emitted with
equal probabilities, and all components of |νβD〉 are absorbed with equal probabilities.
In reality, this will generally not be the case due to the kinematics of the production
and detection processes, which are correctly described only in QFT models of neutrino
oscillations. In that sense, the resonance term in (3.26) should be considered incomplete.
In terrestrial experiments using atmospheric neutrinos, reactor neutrinos or accelerator
neutrinos, the coherence, localisation and resonance terms in (3.26) are negligible, but
for astrophysical neutrinos, decoherence is important.
Eq. (3.26) is different from the corresponding result derived in ref. [28] using the
density matrix formalism. In particular, the author of [28] does not obtain any overlap or
resonance condition because he does not assume full time-independence of the detection
operator (see discussion below eq. (3.12)), and treats the neutrino density matrix as a
matrix in flavour space, but only as a function of x in coordinate space.
Let us now consider the second limiting case of eq. (3.24), EjS = ES,0 and EjD = ED,0.
Under this assumption, inserting the approximations (3.23) and (3.24) into eq. (3.20)
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yields
Pαβ =
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E¯
(
1 +
ES,0 − ED,0
2E¯
γ2S − γ2D
γ2S + γ
2
D
)]
· exp
[
− γ˜
2(∆m2jk)
2L2
8E¯4
− (ES,0 − ED,0)
2
2(γ2S + γ
2
D)
(
1 +
m2j +m
2
k
2ES,0ED,0
+
(m4j +m
4
k)E¯
2
2E3S,0E
3
D,0
)
− (ES,0 − ED,0)
4
8γ˜2(γ2S + γ
2
D)
2
(
∆m2jk
2E¯
)2(ED,0γ2D + ES,0γ2S
ES,0ED,0E¯
)2]
. (3.30)
To obtain this expression, the second order terms in the expansions (3.23) have to be
taken into account for consistency. For EjS = ES,0, EjD = ED,0, they have the form
−m4j/8E3S,0 and −m4j/8E3D,0, respectively. Many of the terms in eq. (3.30) are subdom-
inant for realistic assumptions on the parameters (L ∼ Loscjk , ES,0 − ED,0 . γ˜), and can
be neglected. This leads to
Pαβ =
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj exp
[
− 2πi L
Loscjk
−
(
L
Lcohjk
)2
− (ES,0 − ED,0)
2
2(γ2S + γ
2
D)
]
. (3.31)
We encounter the same oscillation and decoherence factors as in eq. (3.26), but, as ex-
pected, the ξ˜-dependent localisation and resonance terms are absent. Instead, a new
resonance term appears, which depends on ES,0 − ED,0 rather than (ξS − ξD)m2j/2E¯.
Note that, for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, γS ∼ γD ∼ γ˜ ∼ 10−11 eV implies that the coher-
ence lengths Lcohjk are of order 10
13 km, so that wave packet decoherence is completely
irrelevant.
3.4.2 Lorentzian wave packets
Even though the formalism of Gaussian wave packets is widely used in the literature, it
does not always provide a realistic description of physics. For example, we expect the
emission and absorption lines for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos to have a Lorentzian shape, like the
emission and absorption lines encountered in Mo¨ssbauer experiments with photons [102,
103]. Also the momentum uncertainty of neutrinos emitted in decays of free particles is
described by Lorentzian rather than Gaussian wave packets. Therefore, let us re-derive
the flavour transition probability using Lorentzian wave packets of the form
〈p|ναS(t)〉 =
∑
j
U∗αj
√
γS/2π
p− pjS + iγS/2 exp
[− iEjt] |νj〉 . (3.32)
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This leads to
Aαβ(t, L) =
∑
j
U∗αjUβj
−iγS
pjS − pjD − i(γS + γD)/2 exp
[− iE¯jt+ iv¯j p¯jt]
·
{
exp
[(
ipjS +
γS
2
)
(L− v¯jt)
]
θ(v¯jt− L) + exp
[(
ipjD − γD
2
)
(L− v¯jt)
]
θ(−v¯jt+ L)
}
,
(3.33)
where θ denotes the Heaviside step function. Calculation of the transition probabil-
ity according to eq. (3.18) requires splitting the time integral into three separate inte-
grals with integration domains (−∞, L/v¯k], (L/v¯k, L/v¯j) and [L/v¯j ,∞) for mj > mk, or
(−∞, L/v¯j ], [L/v¯j , L/v¯k] and [L/v¯k,∞) for mj < mk. Here, we will only show how to
evaluate one of these integrals, since the others are similar. Consider
Jjk =
∫ L/v¯j
L/v¯k
dt exp
[
− i(E¯j − E¯k)t+ i(v¯j p¯j − v¯kp¯k)t− i(v¯jpjD − v¯kpkS)t
+
1
2
(γDv¯j − γS v¯k)t+ i(pjD − pkS)L− 1
2
(γD − γS)L
]
(3.34)
for mj > mk. After using the relativistic approximation (3.24), neglecting terms contain-
ing the small product ∆m2jk(ES,0 − ED,0)/E¯2 and, in the denominator, also neglecting
terms of order γ˜m2j/E¯
2, we obtain
Jjk =
A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk
1
2(γD − γS) + i(ES,0 − ED,0)− iξ¯∆m2jk/2E¯
(3.35)
with the oscillation and coherence terms abbreviated as
A
(S,D)
jk = exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E¯
− |∆m
2
jk|γS,DL
4E¯2
]
≡ exp
[
− 2πi L
Loscjk
− L
LcohS,D,jk
]
. (3.36)
The full expression for Pαβ(L) (normalised according to (3.19)) is
Pαβ(L) = γS + γD
4
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj γSγD
·
[
ES,0 − ED,0 −m2j
(
1− ξS
2ES,0
− 1− ξD
2ED,0
)
− i(γS + γD)
2
]−1
·
[
ES,0 − ED,0 −m2k
(
1− ξS
2ES,0
− 1− ξD
2ED,0
)
+
i(γS + γD)
2
]−1
·
{
A
(S)
jk
γS + iξS
∆m2
jk
2ES,0
+
A
(D)
jk
γD − iξD ∆m
2
jk
2ED,0
+
A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk
1
2(γD − γS)± i(ES,0 − ED,0)− iξ¯
∆m2
jk
2E¯
}
.
(3.37)
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In the last term, the upper sign applies to the case ∆m2jk > 0, while the lower one applies
to ∆m2jk < 0. It is straightforward to approximate eq. (3.37) further by considering
again the special cases ES,0 = ED,0 and EjS = ES,0, EjD = ED,0. We are particularly
interested in the second of these, which is relevant to Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos. It leads to
Pαβ(L) =
∑
j,k
U∗αjUαkU
∗
βkUβj
(γS + γD)/4
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + 14(γS + γD)2
·
{
γS + γD
2
(A
(S)
jk +A
(D)
jk )−
1
2
(A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk )
[
(ES,0 − ED,0)(γS − γD)± i (γS+γD)
2
2
]
ES,0 − ED,0 ± iγS−γD2
}
.
(3.38)
We see that, like in the case of Gaussian wave packets (eq. (3.31)), oscillation, decoherence
and resonance terms emerge. However, the exponents in the coherence terms are now
linear rather than quadratic in L, and the resonance term has a Breit-Wigner form, as
for the classical Mo¨ssbauer effect.
Even though we will confirm in eq. (3.80) that (3.38) provides a realistic description
of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, the derivation presented here has several shortcomings. In
particular, the shapes, widths and central energies of the wave packets had to be put
in by hand, and it is not straightforward to verify that the estimates we have used for
them were appropriate. Moreover, it is not clear whether γS , γD, ES,0, ED,0, ξS and ξD
are sufficient to describe all features of the source and the detector that are relevant to
the oscillation phenomenology. To avoid these shortcomings of the quantum mechanical
formalism, we have to employ quantum field theory, which allows us to explicitly include
the neutrino production and detection processes in the calculation. This will be the
subject of the next section.
3.5 Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos in quantum field theory
3.5.1 The Feynman diagram
The quantum field theoretical approach to neutrino oscillations, in which the neutrino is
treated as an intermediate state, has been developed in [16, 34–42, 107] for conventional
neutrino sources, and we will now adapt it to the case of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos. Our aim
is to compute the amplitude for the combined process of neutrino production in bound
state tritium decay, neutrino propagation and oscillation, and neutrino absorption by
induced electron capture on 3He. This process is depicted schematically in the Feynman
diagram shown in fig. 3.1. We assume the external 3H and 3He atoms to be confined
by quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator potentials to reflect the fact that they are
bound in crystal lattices. Typical values for the harmonic oscillator frequencies are of the
order of the Debye temperature ΘD ∼ 600 K ≃ 0.05 eV of the respective crystals [89,92].
Even though this simple model does not account for the details of the solid state binding
forces, it is known to correctly reproduce the main features of the conventional Mo¨ssbauer
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagram for neutrino emission, propagation and absorption in the
3H – 3He system.
effect [108]. Since we are interested mainly in the oscillation physics rather than in the
exact overall rate of the Mo¨ssbauer processes, it is also sufficient for our purposes. As
we consider only recoil-free neutrino emission and absorption, we can neglect thermal
excitations and assume the parent and daughter nuclei in the source and detector to be
in the ground states of their respective harmonic oscillator potentials. Their normalised
wave functions thus have the form
ψA,B,0(x, t) =
[
mAωA,B
π
] 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mAωA,B|x− xB|2
]
e−iEA,Bt , (3.39)
where the index A = {H,He} distinguishes the two types of atoms and B = {S,D} dis-
tinguishes between quantities related to the source and to the detector, respectively. The
masses of the tritium and 3He atoms are denoted by mH and mHe, and the coordinates of
the lattice sites at which the atoms are localised in the source and in the detector are xS
and xD. The quantities ωA,B are the harmonic oscillator frequencies, which are in gen-
eral different for 3H and 3He because of the different chemical properties of these atoms.
Moreover, they are different in the source and the detector because of the different 3H
and 3He abundances in the two crystals. The energies EA,B of the external particles are
not exactly fixed due to the line broadening mechanisms discussed in sec. 3.1, but follow
narrow distribution functions, which are centred around EA,B,0 = mA +
1
2ωA,B. For the
differences of these mean energies of tritium and helium atoms in the source and detector
we will use the notation
ES,0 = EH,S,0 − EHe,S,0 , ED,0 = EH,D,0 − EHe,D,0 . (3.40)
These quantities correspond to the central values of the neutrino emission and absorption
lines.
Factorisation approach: Production and detection as separate processes
As a prelude to our calculation of the combined overall rate of neutrino production,
propagation and detection, let us first compute the neutrino production rate and the
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detection cross section separately. This factorisation approach is very instructive, and it
will allow us later to identify the unique features of the combined treatment.
Neutrino production and absorption in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment are governed
by the Hamiltonians
H+S =
∫
d3x
1√
2
GF cos θc〈3He|Jµ|3H〉 ψ¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)ψν (3.41)
and
H−D =
∫
d3x
1√
2
GF cos θc〈3H|Jµ|3He〉 ψ¯νγµ(1− γ5)ψe,D , (3.42)
respectively. H+S describes tritium decay in the source, while H
−
D describes ν¯e capture in
the detector. Here, GF is the Fermi constant, θc is the Cabibbo angle, ψe,S , ψe,D, and ψν
are the field operators for the electron and the neutrino, respectively, and 〈3He|Jµ|3H〉,
〈3H|Jµ|3He〉 are the hadronic currents.
If we assume for the moment that the four-momentum pν = (Eν ,pν) of the neutri-
nos from the production process (3.1) is fixed, i.e. no line broadening is effective, the
amplitude of recoilless neutrino production is
iA =
∫
d3x dt
(
mHωH,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,S |x|2
]
e−iEH,S,0t
·
(
mHeωHe,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,S |x|2
]
eiEHe,S,0teiEνt−ipνx
· GF cos θc√
2
ψe(R)
∫
ΨZ=2,S(r)
∗ΨZ=1,S(r) d3r
· u¯He
(
MV δ
µ
0 −
1√
3
gAMAγ
iγ5δµi
)
uH u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν(pν) . (3.43)
Here, uH, uHe, ue and vν(pν) are the spinors of the
3H and 3He atoms, the electron
and the neutrino, respectively. The atoms and the electron are non-relativistic, so the
momentum-dependence of their spinors can be neglected. On the other hand, the neu-
trino is ultra-relativistic, so its mass can be set to zero in vν(pν). In the hadronic current,
MV and MA denote the vector and axial-vector (or Fermi and Gamow-Teller) nuclear
matrix elements and gA ≃ 1.25 is the axial-vector coupling constant. For the allowed
beta transition 3H→ 3He, MV = 1 and MA ≈
√
3 [109, 110]. The quantity ψe(R) is the
value of the anti-symmetrised atomic wave function of 3He at the surface of the nucleus.
The integral in the third line of eq. (3.43) gives the overlap of the electronic 1s wave
functions of 3H and 3He, and thus accounts for the fact that the spectator electron,
which is initially in the 1s atomic state of 3H, ends up in the 1s state of 3He.
After evaluating the integrals over x and t in eq. (3.43), we can easily compute the
rate for Mo¨ssbauer neutrino emission using Fermi’s Golden Rule. We find
Γp = Γ0XS , (3.44)
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with
Γ0 =
G2F cos
2 θc
π
|ψe(R)|2m2e
(|MV |2 + g2A|MA|2)
(
ES,0
me
)2
κS (3.45)
and
κS =
∣∣∣∣
∫
ΨZ=2,S(r)
∗ΨZ=1,S(r) d3r
∣∣∣∣2 . (3.46)
The factor XS in eq. (3.44) is defined as
XS = 8
(
ηS +
1
ηS
)−3
exp
[
− p
2
ν
σ2pS
]
≡ YS exp
[
− p
2
ν
σ2pS
]
, (3.47)
where |pν | = (E2S,0 − m2)1/2 is the neutrino momentum3, and we have introduced the
notation
ηS =
√
mH ωH,S
mHe ωHe,S
, σ2pS = mH ωH,S +mHe ωHe,S . (3.48)
The factor exp[−p2ν/σ2pS ] is the well-known Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor or recoil-free frac-
tion [88,102,108], which gives the relative probability of recoil-free emission compared to
the total emission probability. We see that recoilless emission is suppressed if the neutrino
momentum |pν | is larger than the effective momentum uncertainty σpS of the emitting
atom, because in that case, the recoil energy is likely to lead to a phonon excitation.
From eq. (3.44) and our assumption of monochromatic emission, it follows that the
energy spectrum ρ(E) of the emitted Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos is
ρ(E) = Γ0XS δ(E − ES,0) . (3.49)
In a similar way as the production rate, we can also derive the detection cross section
σ(E) = B0XD δ(E − ED,0) , (3.50)
with
B0 = 4πG
2
F cos
2 θc |ψe(R)|2
(|MV |2 + g2A|MA|2)κD , (3.51)
XD = 8
(
ηD +
1
ηD
)−3
exp
[
− p
2
ν
σ2pD
]
≡ YD exp
[
− p
2
ν
σ2pD
]
, (3.52)
ηD =
√
mH ωH,D
mHe ωHe,D
, (3.53)
σ2pD = mH ωH,D +mHe ωHe,D . (3.54)
3Since in this calculation we ignore neutrino oscillations, we also neglect the neutrino mass differences.
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The factor κD is defined in analogy to eq. (3.46). In the approximation of hydrogen-like
atomic wave functions, one has κS = κD = 512/729 ≃ 0.7.
The Mo¨ssbauer neutrino production rate Γp and detection cross section σ(E) differ
from the corresponding results previously obtained for unbound parent and daughter
nuclei (refs. [86] and [87]) by the factors XS and XD. Note that in the limit mH ωH,S =
mHe ωHe,S , mH ωH,D = mHe ωHe,D, these factors reduce to a numerical constant times the
Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor.
Assuming factorisation of the production and detection probabilities, and neglecting
neutrino oscillations, we can combine eqs. (3.44) and (3.50) to obtain the detection rate
Γ =
1
4πL2
∫ ∞
0
ρ(E)σ(E) dE =
Γ0B0
4πL2
XSXD δ(ES,0 − ED,0) . (3.55)
The geometric factor 1/(4πL2), which is valid only for isotropic emission (i.e. for an
unpolarised source), describes the attenuation of the flux over the baseline L. We see
that Γ is infinite when the Mo¨ssbauer resonance condition ES,0 = ED,0 is exactly sat-
isfied and zero otherwise, which is a consequence of our assumption of infinitely sharp
emission and absorption lines. This assumption is certainly unphysical, and a realistic
calculation should take into account the finite linewidth effects. Therefore, let us intro-
duce Lorentzian broadening factors of width γS and γD, respectively, in ρ(E) and σ(E),
so that these quantities become
ρ(E) = Γ0XS
γS/2π
(E − ES,0)2 + γ2S/4
, σ(E) = B0XD
γD/2π
(E − ED,0)2 + γ2D/4
. (3.56)
Then,
Γ ≃ Γ0B0
4πL2
XSXD
(γS + γD)/2π
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS + γD)2/4 . (3.57)
This shows that the Mo¨ssbauer resonance is strong if
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 ≪ (γS + γD)2/4 . (3.58)
In that case, the neutrino detection cross section is enhanced by a factor of order
(αZme)
3/[peEe(γS + γD)] compared to cross sections of non-resonant capture reactions
ν¯e + A→ A′ + e+ for neutrinos of the same energy (assuming the recoil-free fraction to
be of order 1). For γS + γD ∼ 10−11 eV the enhancement factor can be as large as 1012.
Combined approach: Production, propagation and detection as a single processes
We now turn to the treatment of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino production, propagation and ab-
sorption as one single process. Initially, we will neglect line broadening. We derive the
transition amplitude by applying the coordinate space Feynman rules to the diagram in
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fig. 3.1, using the bound state wave functions ψA,B,0(x, t) from eq. (3.39) for the external
tritium and helium atoms. This leads to
iA =
∫
d3x1 dt1
∫
d3x2 dt2
(
mHωH,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,S |x1 − xS |2
]
e−iEH,St1
·
(
mHeωHe,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,S |x1 − xS |2
]
e+iEHe,St1
·
(
mHeωHe,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,D|x2 − xD|2
]
e−iEHe,Dt2
·
(
mHωH,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,D|x2 − xD|2
]
e+iEH,Dt2
·
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
exp
[− ip0(t2 − t1) + ip(x2 − x1)]
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)
i(/p+mj)
p20 − p2 −m2j + iǫ
(1 + γ5)γνue,D . (3.59)
In this expression, the Dirac spinors of the external particles are uA,B, with A =
{e,H,He} and B = {S,D}. They are all non-relativistic, so we can neglect their mo-
mentum dependence. The matrix elements MµS and MµD are given by
MµS,D =
GF cos θc√
2
ψe(R) u¯He(MV δ
µ
0 − gAMAγiγ5 δµi /
√
3)uH κ
1/2
S,D . (3.60)
They encode the information on the bound state tritium beta decay and on the inverse
process, the induced orbital electron capture taking place in the detector.
The integrations over t1 and t2 in eq. (3.59) yield energy-conserving δ-functions at the
neutrino production and detection vertices. The spatial integrals are Gaussian and can
be evaluated after making the transformations x1 → x1 + xS and x2 → x2 + xD. We
obtain
iA = N
∫
d4p
(2π)4
2πδ(p0 − ES) 2πδ(p0 − ED) exp
[
− p
2
2σ2p
]
·
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)
i(/p+mj)e
ipL
p20 − p2 −m2j + iǫ
(1 + γ5)γνue,D , (3.61)
where we have used the notation
ES = EH,S − EHe,S , ED = EH,D − EHe,D , (3.62)
and introduced the baseline vector L = xD − xS . The quantity σp, which is given by
1
σ2p
=
1
σ2pS
+
1
σ2pD
=
1
mHωH,S +mHeωHe,S
+
1
mHωH,D +mHeωHe,D
, (3.63)
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can be interpreted as an effective momentum uncertainty of the neutrino. In eq. (3.61),
we have absorbed the normalisation factors from the wave functions (3.39) and those
coming from the integrals over x1 and x2 into a constant
N =
(
mHωH,S
π
) 3
4
(
mHeωHe,S
π
) 3
4
(
mHeωHe,D
π
) 3
4
(
mHωH,D
π
) 3
4
·
(
2π
mHωH,S +mHeωHe,S
) 3
2
(
2π
mHωH,D +mHeωHe,D
) 3
2
. (3.64)
We now use one of the δ-functions in eq. (3.61) to perform the integration over p0, the
timelike component of the neutrino momentum, thus fixing p0 at the value p0 = ES =
ED. To compute the remaining integral over the three-momentum p, we use a theorem
by Grimus and Stockinger [38], which states the following: Let ψ(p) be a three times
continuously differentiable function on R3, such that ψ itself and all its first and second
derivatives decrease at least as 1/|p|2 for |p| → ∞. Then, for any real number A > 0,∫
d3p
ψ(p) eipL
A− p2 + iǫ
|L|→∞−−−−→ −2π
2
L
ψ(
√
ALL)e
i
√
AL +O(L− 32 ). (3.65)
It is easy to check that the validity conditions are fulfilled in our case, so that, to leading
order in 1/L, we have
iA = −i
2L
N δ(ES − ED)
∑
j
exp
[
− E
2
S −m2j
2σ2p
]
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2 e
i
q
E2S−m2jL
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)(/pj +mj)(1 + γ5)γνue,D . (3.66)
Here, pj = (ES , [E
2
S−m2j ]1/2 L/L) is the on-shell 4-momentum of the neutrino mass eigen-
state j. The Grimus-Stockinger theorem ensures that for L ≫ E−1S , the intermediate-
state neutrino is essentially on mass shell, and its momentum points from the neu-
trino source to the detector. In a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment, ES ∼ 18.6 keV, so
L≫ 10−11 m is already sufficient to ensure on-shellness.
From (3.66), one can compute the transition probability P by summing |A|2 over the
spins of the final states and averaging over the initial-state spins. Note that no integration
over final-state momenta is necessary because we consider transitions into discrete states.
The transition rate is Γ = dP/dT , where T is the total running time of the experiment.
As we shall see below, in the case of inhomogeneous line broadening, P ∝ T for large
T , so that Γ is independent of T in that limit. The same is true for homogeneous line
broadening, except for the special case of the line width being dominated by natural
broadening; there, the dependence on T is more complicated (see sec. 3.5.4).
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3.5.2 Inhomogeneous line broadening
Computation of Γ
As we have seen in sec. 3.1, one of the limiting factors in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment
is inhomogeneous line broadening due to lattice defects, impurities, etc. Because of these
effects, the ground state energies for different individual 3H or 3He atoms are slightly
different. To account for this in our computation, we have to sum the probabilities of the
process for all possible energies of the external particles, weighted with the probability
distributions of these energies. In other words, we are going to fold the probability or
total rate of the process with the energy distributions of the tritium and helium atoms
in the source and detector, ρHe,S(EHe,S), ρH,D(EH,D), ρH,S(EH,S) and ρHe,D(EHe,D). We
have to compute
P =
∫ ∞
0
dEH,S dEHe,S dEHe,D dEH,D
· ρH,S(EH,S) ρHe,D(EHe,D) ρHe,S(EHe,S) ρH,D(EH,D) |A|2, (3.67)
where |A|2 denotes the squared modulus of the amplitude, averaged over initial spins
and summed over final spins. Using the standard trace techniques to evaluate these spin
sums and neglecting the momenta of the non-relativistic external particles, one finds
P = T G
4
F cos
4 θc
πL2
|ψe(R)|4E2S,0 (|MV |2 + g2A|MA|2)2 YSYDκSκD
·
∫ ∞
0
dEH,S dEHe,S dEHe,D dEH,D ρH,S(EH,S) ρHe,D(EHe,D) ρHe,S(EHe,S) ρH,D(EH,D)
· δ(ES − ED)
∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 exp
[
− 2E
2
S −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
e
i
(q
E2
S
−m2j−
√
E2
S
−m2
k
)
L
,
(3.68)
where YS and YD have been defined in eqs. (3.47) and (3.52), respectively. Note that
we have rewritten the squared δ-function appearing in |A|2 according to the standard
formula [111,112]
[δ(ES − ED)]2 ≃ 1
2π
δ(ES − ED)
∫ T/2
−T/2
dt ei(ES−ED)t =
T
2π
δ(ES − ED) , (3.69)
which holds for T ≫ (ES − ED)−1.4 The overall process rate Γ is then obtained from
eq. (3.68) by dividing by T . Using the definitions of Γ0 and B0 given in eqs. (3.45) and
4The expression δ(ES − ED) here should be understood as a δ-like function of very small width. For
|ES − ED| ∼ 10
−11 eV, the condition T ≫ (ES − ED)
−1 would require T ≫ 10−4 s, which should be
very well satisfied in any realistic experiment.
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(3.51), one finds
Γ =
Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD
∫ ∞
0
dEH,S dEHe,S dEHe,D dEH,D
· δ(ES − ED)ρH,S(EH,S) ρHe,D(EHe,D) ρHe,S(EHe,S) ρH,D(EH,D)
·
∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 exp
[
− 2E
2
S −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2ES
]
. (3.70)
In this expression, we have used the approximation of ultra-relativistic (or nearly mass-
degenerate) neutrinos,
∆m2jk
2ES
≪ ES , (3.71)
so that the complex exponential reduces to the standard oscillation phase. Note that
(3.71) is a good approximation only if the energy distributions ρA,B are such that only
values of ES much larger than the neutrino mass contribute significantly to Γ. This is
indeed the case, because inhomogeneous line broadening effects are very well described
by [103]
ρA,B(EA,B) =
γA,B/2π
(EA,B − EA,B,0)2 + γ2A,B/4
, (3.72)
with A = {H,He}, B = {S,D}, EA,B,0 = mA + 12ωA,B, and γS ∼ γD ∼ 10−11 eV (see
sec. 3.1). We see that the widths of the ρA,B are much smaller than their peak energies
EA,B,0, and that these peak energies, as well as the differences EH,S,0 − EHe,S,0 and
EH,S,0 −EHe,S,0 that determine the neutrino energies are much larger than the neutrino
masses.
After inserting (3.72) into (3.70), we simplify the energy integrals by making use of
the identity∫ ∞
−∞
dEa dEb
γa/2π
(Ea − Ea,0)2 + γ2a4
γb/2π
(Eb − Eb,0)2 + γ
2
b
4
f(Ea − Eb)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
d(Ea − Eb) (γa + γb)/2π[
(Ea − Eb)− (Ea,0 − Eb,0)
]2
+ (γa+γb)
2
4
f(Ea − Eb) ,
(3.73)
which holds for any function f(E) for which the integrals on the left and right hand sides
exist. Applying this identity requires extending the domain of the EA,B integrals from the
physical region [maxj(mj),∞) to the whole real axis, (−∞,∞). This is possible due to
the small widths of the Lorentzians ρA,B(EA,B), which ensure that the unphysical contri-
butions are strongly suppressed, the error introduced by the extension of the integration
interval being of order γS(D)/ES(D),0 ∼ 10−15. Of the two energy integrals remaining
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after (3.73) has been applied in (3.70), one is trivial due to the factor δ(ES − ED), so
that the expression for Γ becomes
Γ =
Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
γS/2π
(E − ES,0)2 + γ2S/4
γD/2π
(E − ED,0)2 + γ2D/4
·
∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 exp
[
− 2E
2 −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E
]
. (3.74)
In the next step, we pull the real exponential in the second line, which we will interpret
below as the analogue of the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor, out of the integral, replacing it by
its value at
E¯ = (ES,0 + ED,0)/2 . (3.75)
This is justified by the observation that γS , γD ∼ 10−11 eV ≪ σp ∼ 10 keV, so that the
exponent is nearly constant over the region where the integrand is sizeable. We are thus
left with the task to compute the expression
Ijk ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
γS/2π
(E − ES,0)2 + γ2S/4
γD/2π
(E − ED,0)2 + γ2D/4
exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E
]
, (3.76)
which can be done by integration in the complex plane. The integrand has four complex
poles, two above the real axis and two below, and an essential singularity at E = 0
(see fig. 3.2). To circumvent the essential singularity, we choose the integration contour
as depicted in fig. 3.2: It consists of the real axis with a small interval [−ε, ε] cut out,
supplemented by a half-circle of radius ε around the point E = 0 and closed by a half-
circle of large radius. The contribution of the small half-circle vanishes when its radius
goes to zero provided that we avoid the point E = 0 from above when ∆m2jk > 0 and
from below when ∆m2jk < 0. Thus, we close the integration contour in the upper half-
plane for ∆m2jk > 0 and in the lower half-plane for ∆m
2
jk < 0. The contribution from
the large half-circle vanishes when its radius tends to infinity because the product of two
Lorentzians goes to zero as |E|−4 for |E| → ∞, while the exponential becomes unity in
this limit. Application of the residue theorem yields now
Ijk =
1
2π
1
ES,0 − ED,0 ± i γS−γD2
{
γDA
(S)
jk
ES,0 − ED,0 ± i γS+γD2
+
γSA
(D)
jk
ES,0 − ED,0 ∓ i γS+γD2
}
=
1
2π
1
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS+γD)
2
4
{
γS + γD
2
(A
(S)
jk +A
(D)
jk )
− 1
2
(A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk )
[
(ES,0 − ED,0)(γS − γD)± i (γS+γD)
2
2
]
ES,0 − ED,0 ± i γS−γD2
}
, (3.77)
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Re E
Im E
ES,0 + i
γS
2
ES,0 − iγS2
ED,0 + i
γD
2
ED,0 − iγD2
Integration contour
for ∆m2jk > 0
Integration contour
for ∆m2jk < 0
Figure 3.2: Integration contours in the complex E plane, used in the evaluation of
(3.76).
where the upper (lower) signs correspond to ∆m2jk > 0 (∆m
2
jk < 0). Here, we have
introduced the abbreviation
A
(B)
jk = exp
[
− i ∆m
2
jk
2(EB,0 ± i γB2 )
L
]
≃ exp
[
− 2πi L
LoscB,jk
]
exp
[
− L
LcohB,jk
]
, (3.78)
for B = {S,D}. The oscillation and coherence lengths are
LoscB,jk =
4πEB,0
∆m2jk
≃ 4πE¯
∆m2jk
and LcohB,jk =
4E2B,0
γB|∆m2jk|
≃ 4E¯
2
γB|∆m2jk|
, (3.79)
in analogy to eqs. (2.10) and (3.27). Note that the A
(B)
jk , as defined here, coincide with
the quantities of the same name introduced in sec. 3.4.2 only after replacing EB,0 by E¯
in the expressions for the oscillation and coherence lengths. However, the discrepancy of
O(∆m2jk(ES,0 − ED,0)/E¯2) is smaller than the accuracy of the approximations made in
sec. 3.4.2, and should therefore be neglected. Inserting Ijk from eq. (3.77) into eq. (3.74),
we obtain our final expression for the decay rate in the case of inhomogeneous line
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broadening,
Γ =
Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD
1
2π
∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 exp
[
− 2E¯
2 −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
1
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS+γD)
2
4
·
{
γS + γD
2
(A
(S)
jk +A
(D)
jk )−
1
2
(A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk )
[
(ES,0 − ED,0)(γS − γD)± i (γS+γD)
2
2
]
ES,0 − ED,0 ± i γS−γD2
}
,
(3.80)
It is interesting to observe that this expression depends not on the individual energies
and widths of all external states separately, but only on the resulting average neutrino
energies EB,0 = EH,B,0 − EHe,B,0 and on γB = γH,B + γHe,B.
Discussion
Eq. (3.80), contains an exponential suppression factor exp[−(2E¯2−m2j−m2k)/2σ2p], which
is an analogue of the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor (or recoil-free fraction) that we have already
encountered in eqs. (3.47) and (3.52). For Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, this factor depends on
the neutrino masses, and is thus different for different mass eigenstates. If two mass
eigenstates νj and νk do not satisfy the relation |∆m2jk| . 2σ2p, the emission and absorp-
tion of the lighter mass eigenstate is suppressed compared to the emission and absorption
of the heavier one. This can be viewed as a reduced mixing of the two states, which in
turn leads to a suppression of oscillations. To reflect this point directly in our formulas,
we will henceforth write
exp
[
− 2E¯
2 −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
= exp
[
− (p
min
jk )
2
σ2p
]
exp
[
− |∆m
2
jk|
2σ2p
]
, (3.81)
where
(pminjk )
2 = E¯2 −max(m2j ,m2k) , (3.82)
i.e. pminjk is the smaller of the two momenta of the mass eigenstates νj and νk. We will
call the exponential depending on pminjk a generalised Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor because it
describes the suppression of the emission rate and the absorption cross section. The expo-
nential depending on |∆m2jk| can be viewed as a localisation term because the condition
|∆m2jk| . 2σ2p can be reformulated as Loscjk & 8πE¯σx/σp, where σx = 1/2σp. Since the
generalised Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor (the first factor in eq. (3.81)) enforces E¯ . σp, this
inequality is certainly fulfilled if |Loscjk | & 2πσx holds. The latter, stronger, localisation
condition is the one obtained in other external wave packet calculations [16,36,39].
Another interesting observation that can be made from eq. (3.80) is that Γ factorises
into the no-oscillation rate (3.57) computed at the resonance (ES,0 = ED,0), multiplied
with the transition probability (3.38) derived in the quantum mechanical formalism under
the assumption of Lorentzian neutrino wave packets. This observation also provides the a
posteriori justification for the assumptions and approximations we have made in sec. 3.4.
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If the localisation condition |∆m2jk| ≪ 2σ2p is satisfied for all j and k, as it is expected
to be the case in realistic experiments, one can pull the generalised Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer
factor out of the sum in eq. (3.80) and replace the localisation exponentials by unity,
which yields
Γ ≃ Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD exp
[
− E
2
S,0 −m20
σ2p
] ∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 Ijk . (3.83)
Here, m0 is an average neutrino mass and Ijk is given by eq. (3.77).
To describe experimental results, it is often sufficient to use a two-flavour version of
eq. (3.80), parameterising oscillations in terms of only one mixing angle θ and one mass
squared difference ∆m2. In particular, a hypothetical Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment
studying oscillations driven by θ13 would operate at a baseline L ≃ 10 m, at which the
solar mass squared difference ∆m221 is inessential. For longer baselines around L ≃ 300 m,
which are suitable for studying oscillations driven by ∆m221 and θ12, the subdominant
oscillations governed by ∆m231 and θ13 are in the averaging regime, leading to an effective
two-flavour oscillation probability.
For L ≪ Lcoh, which is easily be fulfilled in terrestrial experiments because LcohS,D =
4E¯2/∆m2γS,D ∼ 1013 km, the two-flavour approximation to (3.83) becomes
Γ ≃ Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD exp
[
− E
2
S,0 −m20
σ2p
]
(γS + γD)/2π
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS+γD)24
·
{
1− sin2 2θ sin2
(
π
L
Losc
)}
, (3.84)
which is just the no-oscillation rate (3.57), multiplied with the standard two-flavour ν¯e
survival probability.
3.5.3 Homogeneous line broadening
In sec. 3.1 we have emphasised the importance of homogeneous line broadening, caused
by fluctuating electromagnetic fields in the solid state crystal. By definition, it affects
all emitters or absorbers equally, and thus cannot be implemented in our calculation
of Γ by averaging the unperturbed transition probability over the energy distributions
of the participating particles, as in the case of inhomogeneous broadening. Instead,
one has to modify already the expression for the amplitude. Since the homogeneous
broadening effects are stochastic, a proper averaging procedure, adequate to the broad-
ening mechanism, has then to be employed. For the conventional Mo¨ssbauer effect with
long-lived nuclei, a number of models of homogeneous broadening has been investigated
in [93,113–116]. In all the considered cases, a Lorentzian shape has been obtained for the
emission and absorption lines. The same models can also be used for the neutrino Mo¨ss-
bauer effect; therefore, we expect that for most homogeneous broadening mechanisms,
the form of the Mo¨ssbauer resonance will also be Lorentzian, i.e. the expression for the
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transition rate will coincide with eq. (3.80). To show this explicitly, we will use the ho-
mogeneous line broadening model from ref. [114], and insert time-dependent modulation
factors of the form
fA,B(t) = exp
[
− i
∫ t
0
dt′
(
EA,B(t
′)− EA,B,0
)]
, (3.85)
with A = H,He and B = S,D, into the external particle wave functions. These modu-
lation factors describe the integrated effect of small phase shifts, caused by fluctuations
of the 3H and 3He energy levels EA,B around their mean values EA,B,0. Note that this
model describes only the contribution of solid-state effects to homogeneous line broad-
ening, but not broadening due to the natural line width. The latter effect (which is
completely negligible in the 3H – 3He system) will be treated separately in the next
section. The transition amplitude (3.59), including the modulation factors (3.85), is
iA =
∫
d3x1 dt1
∫
d3x2 dt2
(
mHωH,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,S |x1 − xS |2
]
fH,S(t1) e
−iEH,St1
·
(
mHeωHe,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,S |x1 − xS |2
]
f∗He,S(t1) e
+iEHe,St1
·
(
mHeωHe,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,D|x2 − xD|2
]
fHe,D(t2) e
−iEHe,Dt2
·
(
mHωH,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,D|x2 − xD|2
]
f∗H,D(t2) e
+iEH,Dt2
·
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
exp
[− ip0(t2 − t1) + ip(x2 − x1)]
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)
i(/p+mj)
p20 − p2 −m2j + iǫ
(1 + γ5)γνue,D . (3.86)
with the notation from sec. 3.5.1. The spatial integrals in this expression are the same as
those encountered in (3.59) and yield a factor exp[−p2/2σ2p] exp[ipL], as in eq. (3.61). To
evaluate the three-momentum integral over p, we again employ the Grimus-Stockinger
theorem and find
iA = −i
8π2L
N
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1 dt2 fH,S(t1) f
∗
He,S(t1) fHe,D(t2) f
∗
H,D(t2)
·
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0 exp
[
− p
2
0 −m2j
2σ2p
]
e
i
q
p20−m2jLe−i(ES,0−p0)t1+i(ED,0−p0)t2
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)(/pj +mj)(1 + γ5)γνue,D (3.87)
Since we do not know the exact form of the modulation factors fA,B(t), we cannot
evaluate the time integrals at this stage. However, ultimately, we are only interested in
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the transition rate Γ, which is proportional to 〈AA∗〉, the statistical average of AA∗ over
all possible 3H and 3He states in the source and the detector. This expression can be
simplified using statistical arguments. In particular, when evaluating it, we encounter
the quantity
BS(t1, t˜1) ≡
〈
fH,S(t1) f
∗
He,S(t1) f
∗
H,S(t˜1) fHe,S(t˜1)
〉
=
〈
exp
[
− i
∫ t1
t˜1
dt′∆ES(t′)
]〉
,
(3.88)
and a similar term from the detector-related modulation factors. Here, t1 and t˜1 are
the time variables appearing in the expressions for A and A∗, respectively. To shorten
the notation, we have defined ∆ES(t
′) ≡ ES(t′) − ES,0(t′) = [EH,S(t′) − EHe,S(t′)] −
[EH,S,0(t
′)−EHe,S,0(t′)], which gives the deviation of the energy of the neutrino emission
line from its mean value at time t′. Following [114], we assume ∆ES(t′) to be a Gaussian
random variable centred around zero:〈
∆ES(t
′)
〉
= 0 . (3.89)
Moreover, we assume fluctuations at different points in time to be uncorrelated (Markov-
ian approximation), which implies〈
∆ES(t
′)∆ES(t′′)
〉
= γS δ(t
′ − t′′) . (3.90)
This is a good approximation if the correlation time of the fluctuations is much smaller
than all other time scales appearing in the problem, in particular the tritium life time
and the running time of the experiment. The constant γS will turn out to be the width
of the neutrino emission line. Proceeding along the lines of refs. [114, 117], we expand
(3.88) into a Taylor series and obtain
BS(t1, t˜1) =
∞∑
n=0
(−i)n
n!
∫ t1
t˜1
dt(1) · · · dt(n)
〈
∆ES(t
(1)) · · ·∆ES(t(n))
〉
. (3.91)
One can now use the assumption that ∆ES(t
(i)) is normally distributed around zero
to show that the n-point correlation functions on the right hand side can, for even
n, be rewritten by splitting them into products of two-point functions (which can be
evaluated by using (3.90)) and summing over all (n− 1)(n− 3) · · · 3 · 1 = n!/[2n/2(n/2)!]
distinct combinations of such two-point functions. For odd n, the n-point correlation
functions can be transformed into products of (n− 1)/2 two-point functions and a one-
point function, which is zero by virtue of eq. (3.89). Therefore, BS(t1, t˜1) takes the
form
BS(t1, t˜1) =
∞∑
n=0
(−γS/2)n
n!
n∏
i=1
∫ t1
t˜1
dt(2i) dt(2i−1) δ(t(2i) − t(2i−1))
= exp
[
− 1
2
γS |t1 − t˜1|
]
. (3.92)
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Using∫ ∞
−∞
dt1 dt˜1 dt2 dt˜2 exp
[
− 1
2
γS |t1 − t˜1| − i(ES,0 − p0)t1 + (ES,0 − p˜0)t1
]
· exp
[
− 1
2
γD|t2 − t˜2|+ i(ED,0 − p0)t2 − (ED,0 − p˜0)t2
]
= (2π)4[δ(p0 − p˜0)]2 γS/2π
(ES,0 − p0)2 + γ2S/4
γD/2π
(ED,0 − p0)2 + γ2D/4
, (3.93)
the expression for 〈AA∗〉 now becomes
〈AA∗〉 = N
2
64π4L2
∑
j,k
MµSMν∗DMρ∗S MσD|Uej |2|Uek|2
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0 dp˜0 exp
[
− 2p
2
0 −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
· (2π)4[δ(p0 − p˜0)]2 γS/2π
(ES,0 − p0)2 + γ2S/4
γD/2π
(ED,0 − p0)2 + γ2D/4
e
i
(q
p20−m2j−
√
p20−m2k
)
L
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)(/pj +mj)(1 + γ5)γνue,Du¯e,Dγσ(1− γ5)(/˜pj +mk)(1 + γ5)γρue,D .
(3.94)
We can rewrite the squared δ-function as T/2π · δ(p0 − p˜0), and use the remaining δ-
factor to evaluate the p˜0 integral. We are left with the p0 integration, which receives its
main contribution from the region where |ES − p0| . γS and |ED − p0| . γD due to the
Lorentzians on the right hand side of eq. (3.94). Since γS,D ≪ σp and γS,D ≪ E¯, the
spinorial factors as well as the real exponential that will lead to the generalised Lamb-
Mo¨ssbauer factor and to the localisation term are almost constant over this region and
may be replaced by their values at E¯ = (ES+ED)/2. If we finally expand the oscillation
phase in ∆m2jk/p
2
0, we see that the p0 integral is identical to the expression Ijk which
we have encountered in the previous section (eqs. (3.76) and (3.77)). Therefore, the
transition rate Γ for the case of homogeneous line broadening is
Γ =
Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD
1
2π
∑
j,k
|Uej |2|Uek|2 exp
[
− 2E¯
2 −m2j −m2k
2σ2p
]
1
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 + (γS+γD)
2
4
·
[
γS + γD
2
(A
(S)
jk +A
(D)
jk )−
1
2
(A
(S)
jk −A(D)jk )
[
(ES,0 − ED,0)(γS − γD)± i (γS+γD)
2
2
]
ES,0 − ED,0 ± i γS−γD2
]
,
(3.95)
and thus coincides with the expression for the case of inhomogeneous line broadening,
eq. (3.80), as expected.
3.5.4 Natural line broadening
Although the line width in the Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment proposed by Raghavan,
using a tritium source and a 3He absorber, will be limited by homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous solid state effects, it is interesting to ask how the situation would change in a
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hypothetical experiment in which these effects could be eliminated so that line broaden-
ing would be dominated by the natural line width.
In such a case, we have to modify eq. (3.59) by including exponential decay factors in
the 3H wave functions. For tritium in the source, this factor has the form exp(−γt/2),
describing a decay starting at t = 0, the time at which the experiment starts.5 For the
tritium which is produced in the detector, the decay factor is exp(−γ(T − t2)/2), where
t2 is the time at which the neutrino is absorbed and T is the time at which the number
of produced 3H atoms is counted. Note that γ here is the total decay width of tritium,
not the partial width for bound state beta decay. Since we are taking into account the
finite lifetime of tritium, we also have to restrict the domain of all time integrations in
A to the interval [0, T ] instead of (−∞,∞). We thus have to compute
iA =
∫
d3x1
∫ T
0
dt1
∫
d3x2
∫ T
0
dt2
(
mHωH,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,S |x1 − xS |2
]
e−iEH,S,0t1−
1
2
γt1
·
(
mHeωHe,S
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,S |x1 − xS |2
]
e+iEHe,S,0t1
·
(
mHeωHe,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHeωHe,D|x2 − xD|2
]
e−iEHe,D,0t2
·
(
mHωH,D
π
) 3
4
exp
[
− 1
2
mHωH,D|x2 − xD|2
]
e+iEH,D,0t2−
1
2
γ(T−t2)
·
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
e−ip0(t2−t1)+ip(x2−x1)
· u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)
i(/p+mj)
p20 − p2 −m2j + iǫ
(1 + γ5)γνue,D . (3.96)
The arguments leading to this expression for A can also be put into a rigorous form
by using the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation [39, 119–121]. We will show this in ap-
pendix A.
Computation of Γ
In the same way as before, we can evaluate the spatial and three-momentum integrals
in eq. (3.96). The time integrals can also be evaluated straightforwardly, and give ap-
proximate energy conserving factors for the production and detection vertices. Energy
conservation is not exact here because of the non-zero width of the tritium states and
5It is assumed that, at t = 0, the number of 3H atoms in the source is known. In reality, this is true
to a good approximation if the source is fabricated in a time interval that is short compared to the
tritium lifetime γ−1 = 17.79 years [118].
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because of the finite measurement time T . We find
iA = −i
8π2L
N
∑
j
MµSMν∗D |Uej |2
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0 u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)(/pj +mj)(1 + γ5)γνue,D
· e−γT/2 e
−i(ES−p0)T−γT/2 − 1
p0 − ES + iγ/2
ei(ED−p0)T+γT/2 − 1
p0 − ED + iγ/2 exp
[
− p
2
0 −m2j
2σ2p
]
e
i
q
p20−m2jL ,
(3.97)
where the 4-vector pj is defined as pj = (p0, (p
2
0−m2j )1/2 L/L). The spinorial factors and
the exponential depending on σ2p can be approximated by their values E¯ = (ES +ED)/2
because γ ≪ σp ensures that they are almost constant in the region |p0 − ES | . γ and
|p0 − ED| . γ, from which the main contribution to the integral comes. The fact that
this region is very narrow also allows us to expand the oscillation phase around E¯,
i
√
p20 −m2jL ≃ i
√
E¯2 −m2jL+ i
L
vj
(p0 − E¯) . (3.98)
Here, an effective neutrino velocity has been defined by
vj = (E¯
2 −m2j )1/2/E¯. (3.99)
The integral over p0 can be evaluated by complex contour integration. The denominator
has poles at p0 = ES − iγ/2 and p0 = ED − iγ/2 (see fig. 3.3), while the p0-dependent
terms in the numerator are(
e−i(ES−p0)T−γT/2 − 1
)(
ei(ED−p0)T+γT/2 − 1
)
e
i(p0−E¯) Lvj
= e
ip0
L
vj e
−i(ES−ED)T−E¯ Lvj︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)
− eip0(T+
L
vj
)
e
−iEST−iE¯ Lvj −γT/2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)
− e−ip0(T−
L
vj
)
e
iEDT−iE¯ Lvj +γT/2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(C)
+ e
i L
vj
p0
e
−iE¯ L
vj︸ ︷︷ ︸
(D)
. (3.100)
We close the integration contour by adding to the real axis a half-circle of infinite radius.
For the terms labelled (A), (B) and (D), this half-circle has to lie in the upper half-plane,
while for (C) it has to lie in the upper half-plane for T < L/vj and in the lower half-
plane for T > L/vj . As the integrand is holomorphic for Im(p0) ≥ 0, the integral can be
non-zero only in this last case. The residue theorem then yields
iA = N
4πL
∑
j
θ(T − L/vj)MµSMν∗D |Uej |2 u¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)(/¯pj +mj)(1 + γ5)γνue,D
· exp
[
− E¯
2 −m2j
2σ2p
]
e
i
q
E¯2−m2jL e
− 1
2
γ(T− L
vj
)
e−
i
2
(ES−ED)T )
ES − ED
·
{
exp
[
− i
2
(ES − ED)(T − L
vj
)
]
− exp
[
i
2
(ES − ED)(T − L
vj
)
]}
, (3.101)
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Re p0
Im p0
ES − iΓ2
ED − iΓ2
Figure 3.3: Integration contours in the complex p0 plane, used in the evaluation of
(3.97).
where now p¯j = (E¯, (E¯
2 − m2j )1/2 L/L), and θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. The
total probability for finding a tritium atom at the lattice site xD in the detector after a
time T is
P = |A|2 , (3.102)
where the bar indicates the average over initial spins and the sum over final spins. Apart
from these spin sums, no integration over the energy distributions of the initial and
final state nuclei is necessary as long as only natural line broadening is taken into ac-
count, because we are dealing with transitions between discrete energy eigenstates. A
straightforward evaluation of (3.102) yields
P = Γ0B0
4πL2
YSYD
2
π
∑
j,k
θ(Tjk) |Uej |2|Uek|2
· exp
[
− (p
min
jk )
2
σ2p
]
exp
[
− |∆m
2
jk|
2σ2p
]
e
i
(q
E¯2−m2j−
√
E¯2−m2
k
)
L
· e−γTjke−L/Lcohjk
sin
[
1
2(ES,0 − ED,0)(T − Lvj )
]
sin
[
1
2(ES,0 − ED,0)(T − Lvk )
]
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 .
(3.103)
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Note that we have parameterised the generalised Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor and the local-
isation exponential according to eq. (3.81). Moreover, we have defined the quantity
Tjk = min
(
T − L
vj
, T − L
vk
)
, (3.104)
corresponding to the total running time of the experiment, minus the time of flight of
the heavier of the two mass eigenstates νj and νk. The appearance of the Heaviside
factor θ(Tjk) in eq. (3.103) is related to the nonzero neutrino time of flight between the
source and the detector and to the fact that the interference between the jth and kth
mass components leading to oscillations is only possible if both have already arrived at
the detector. As in secs. 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, decoherence exponentials appear containing the
characteristic coherence lengths
1
Lcohjk
= γ
∣∣∣∣ 1vj − 1vk
∣∣∣∣ . (3.105)
In the approximation of ultra-relativistic (or nearly mass-degenerate) neutrinos, this
becomes
Lcohjk =
4E¯2
γ|∆m2jk|
, (3.106)
and is thus analogous to eqs. (3.27) and (3.79).
Discussion
While the first two lines of eq. (3.103) contain the standard oscillation terms, the gen-
eralised Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor and some numerical factors, the expression in the third
line is unique to Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos in the regime of natural linewidth dominance. To
interpret this part of the probability, it is helpful to consider the approximation of mass-
less neutrinos. In this limit, vj = 1 for all j, and thus L
coh
jk =∞. If we neglect the time
of flight L/vj compared to the total running time of the experiment T , we find that P
is proportional to
e−γT
sin2[(ES,0 − ED,0)T2 ]
(ES,0 − ED,0)2 . (3.107)
The factor exp(−γt) accounts for the depletion of 3H in the source and for the decay of
the produced 3H in the detector.
It is easy to see that for γ = 0 and T → ∞, eq. (3.70) is recovered, except for the
omitted folding with the energy distributions of the initial and final state nuclei. In
particular, we see that, in this limit, due to the emerging δ-function, the Mo¨ssbauer
effect can only occur if the resonance energies ES,0 and ED,0 match exactly. For finite T ,
in contrast, the matching need not be exact because then, the time-energy uncertainty
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relation permits a certain detuning as long as |ES,0−ED,0| . 1/T . Note that the allowed
detuning of ES,0 and ED,0 does not depend on γ, but only on T . This means that the
natural linewidth is not a fundamental limitation to the energy resolution of a Mo¨ssbauer
neutrino experiment. Even though this observation may seem counterintuitive, there is a
well-known, and experimentally verified, analogue to this in quantum optics [122], called
subnatural spectroscopy. Consider an experiment, in which an atom is instantaneously
excited from its ground state into an unstable state |b〉 by a strong laser pulse at t = 0.
Moreover, the atom is continuously exposed to electromagnetic radiation with a photon
energy E, which can eventually excite it further into another unstable state |a〉. If, after
a time τ , the number of atoms in state |a〉 is measured, it turns out that the result
is proportional to 1/[(E − ∆E)2 + (γa − γb)2/4] rather than to the naively expected
1/[(E−∆E)2+(γa+ γb)2/4]. Here ∆E is the energy difference between the two excited
states, and γa, γb are their respective widths. In our case, the state |b〉 corresponds
to a 3H atom in the source and a 3He atom in the detector, while |a〉 corresponds to
a 3He atom in the source and a 3H atom in the detector. The initial excitation of
the state |b〉 corresponds to producing the tritium source and starting the Mo¨ssbauer
neutrino experiment, and the transition from |b〉 to |a〉 corresponds to the production,
propagation and absorption of a neutrino. Since the tritium lifetime in the source and
detector is the same, γa− γb vanishes for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos6, so that γ does not have
any impact on the achievable energy resolution, in accordance with eq. (3.107). The
analogy with subnatural spectroscopy shows that this is only true because the source is
produced at one specific point in time, namely t = 0 (or, rather, during a time interval
that is short compared to the tritium lifetime). If tritium were continuously replenished
in the source, an additional integration of P over the production time would be required,
and this would yield proportionality to 1/[(ES,0 −ED,0)2 + γ2], in full analogy with the
corresponding result in quantum optics [122].
If the resonance condition enforced by eq. (3.107) is well fulfilled, i.e. |ES,0 −ED,0| ≪
1/T , the T -dependence of P can be approximated by
T 2 e−γT /4 . (3.108)
This behaviour can be understood already from a classical argument. The number of 3H
atoms in the detector ND obeys the differential equation
N˙D = −N˙SN0Pee σ(T )
4πL2
− γND , (3.109)
where, NS is the number of
3H atoms in the source and N0 is the number of
3He atoms
in the detector, which we treat as constant (this is justified if the number of 3H atoms
produced in the detector is small compared to the initial number of 3He). By Pee,
we denote the ν¯e survival probability, and σ(T ) is the absorption cross section. The
6Tiny deviations of γa − γb from zero are possible because the different
3H and 3He abundances in the
source and the detector influence electromagnetic interactions in the respective crystals differently, and
may thus lead to small differences between γa and γb.
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latter depends on T because, due to the Heisenberg principle, the accuracy to which the
resonance condition has to be fulfilled is given by T−1. If we describe this limitation by
assuming the emission and absorption lines to be Lorentzians of width 1/T , we find that
for |ES,0 − ED,0| ≪ T−1 the overlap integral is proportional to T , so that we can write
σ = s0 T , with s0 a constant. Using furthermore the fact that NS = NS,0 exp(−γT ), the
solution of eq. (3.109) is found as
ND =
NS,0N0γPees0
8πL2
T 2e−γT . (3.110)
Thus, the classical argument predicts forND precisely the T -dependence given by (3.108).
3.6 Discussion
To summarise our results on oscillations of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, let us compare the
different approaches we have discussed. In sec. 3.3, we have argued that the equal en-
ergy approximation used in the plane wave (or “textbook”) derivation of the oscillation
formula (see sec. 2.1.2), is justified for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, even though it is inconsis-
tent for most other neutrino sources. The survival probability of Mo¨ssbauer ν¯e is thus
approximately given by eq. (2.9). If the neutrino is more realistically treated as a wave
packet, this expression gets modified into (3.31) for Gaussian wave packets and into
(3.38) for Lorentzian wave packets. These formulas still have the disadvantage that a
priori assumptions on the neutrino energies and momenta, as well as on the shape and
width of the wave packets had to be made in their derivation. For example, we had to
assume the central energies of the wave packets corresponding to different neutrino mass
eigenstates to be equal in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment. Moreover, eqs. (3.31) and
(3.38) had to be normalised by hand. These problems are circumvented in the quantum
field theoretical formalism, which we have used in sec. 3.5 to derive expressions for the
combined rate of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino production, propagation and absorption. In the
case of an experiment dominated by inhomogeneous line broadening, we have obtained
eq. (3.80), and we have shown in eq. (3.95), that this expression remains valid also if
homogeneous broadening (other than the natural line width) is dominant. For practical
purposes, it will usually be sufficient to use the approximate formula (3.84) instead of
(3.80). In the hypothetical case of line broadening dominated by the natural line width,
we have found that the probability for finding a tritium atom at a specific lattice site
in the detector crystal after a running time T , is given by (3.103). In all our QFT
derivations, the kinematical properties of the neutrino were automatically determined
from the wave functions of the emitting and absorbing nuclei, for which we have used a
well-established approximation from the theory of the classical Mo¨ssbauer effect.
The most important features of the expressions obtained in different approaches,
namely the oscillation, coherence, localisation and resonance terms, are summarised in
table 3.1. We see that, in all cases, Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos are predicted to oscillate.
However, the oscillation terms from eqs. (3.38) (QM for Lorentzian wave packets) and
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(3.80) (QFT for non-natural line broadening) match only if one assumes the Mo¨ssbauer
resonance condition ES,0 = ED,0 = E¯ to be well fulfilled. Even though this mismatch be-
tween QM and QFT is irrelevant for practical purposes, it shows that the QM formalism
is imperfect.
Coherence terms are obtained in all approaches except the plane wave formalism, but
their precise form is not always the same: In QFT, the exponent is linear in L/Lcoh,
while in QM, it is linear if the neutrino is described by a Lorentzian wave packet, and
quadratic in the Gaussian case (the linear form of the decoherence exponents in the case of
a Lorentzian neutrino energy distribution has been previously pointed out in [39]). This
indicates that, for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, the correct QM limit of QFT is the Lorentzian
wave packet formalism. Indeed, the coherence terms from eqs. (3.38) and (3.80) agree
within the approximations made in the QM derivation. The predicted coherence lengths
are determined by the momentum space width of the neutrino wave packets in QM, and
by the energy uncertainties of the source and the detector in QFT. In realistic terres-
trial experiments, the coherence lengths are always far too large to be of any practical
relevance.
A localisation condition for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos is found only in QFT, where it
emerges as a result of the slightly different Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer terms (recoil-free fractions)
for different mass eigenstates, which can be viewed as a suppression of neutrino mixing
(cf. eq. (3.81)). For the realistic estimate σp & 2 ·103 eV (cf. sec. 3.3), this suppression is
not effective. We have seen in eq. (3.30) that, for conventional neutrino sources, also the
QM formalism yields a localisation term. However, the discussion below (3.29) shows
that the physical origin of this term is different from the origin of the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer
term. It suppresses oscillations if conservation of the average momentum cannot be
fulfilled for all mass eigenstates simultaneously, or if the oscillation phase changes sig-
nificantly over timescales comparable to the duration of the detection process. We have
not found a localisation term in eq. (3.38) because we have used ξS = ξD ≃ 0 there. It is
important to keep in mind that this relation is an assumption in our QM computation,
while in QFT, it emerges naturally.
The QM formalism using Lorentzian wave packets, as well as the QFT approach, are
able to reproduce the Breit-Wigner shaped Mo¨ssbauer resonance factor expected for
realistic experiments. In the hypothetical case of an experiment dominated by natural
line broadening, however, we have found this factor to be absent. Instead, the required
overlap between the emission and absorption lines is in this case determined by the inverse
of the running time of the experiment, i.e. by the time-energy uncertainty relation. We
have interpreted the absence of a Breit-Wigner factor in the case of natural line width
dominance by drawing an analogy to subnatural spectroscopy in quantum optics.
Let us finally stress that the QFT results including the production and detection
processes do not only give reliable predictions for the oscillation phenomenology, but
can also be used to derive approximate estimates for the total event rate expected in a
Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment. In principal, similar estimates can also be obtained by
combining the no-oscillation rate derived in the beginning of sec. 3.5 with the flavour
transition probability derived in the quantum mechanical wave packet approach. Even
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Equation Oscillation Coherence Localisation Resonance
Plane waves (2.9) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jk
L
2E¯
]
QM (Gaussian) (3.31) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E¯
]
exp
[
−
(
γ˜∆m2jkL
2
√
2E¯2
)2]
exp
[
− (ES,0−ED,0)2
2(γ2S+γ
2
D)
]
QM (Lorentzian) (3.38) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E¯
]
exp
[
− γS,D|∆m
2
jk|L
4E¯2
]
(γS+γD)/2π
(ES,0−ED,0)2+(γS+γD)2/4
QFT (inhom. broadening) (3.80) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2ES,D,0
]
exp
[
− γS,D|∆m
2
jk|L
4E2S,D,0
]
exp
[
− |∆m
2
jk|
2σ2p
]
(γS+γD)/2π
(ES,0−ED,0)2+(γS+γD)2/4
QFT (hom. broadening) (3.95) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2ES,D,0
]
exp
[
− γS,D|∆m
2
jk|L
4E2S,D,0
]
exp
[
− |∆m
2
jk|
2σ2p
]
(γS+γD)/2π
(ES,0−ED,0)2+(γS+γD)2/4
QFT (natural broadening) (3.103) exp
[
− i∆m
2
jkL
2E¯
]
exp
[
− γ|∆m
2
jk|L
4E¯2
]
exp
[
− |∆m
2
jk|
2σ2p
]
sin2(ES,0−ED,0)T/2
(ES,0−ED,0)2
Table 3.1: The oscillation, coherence, localisation and resonance terms obtained for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos in the plane
wave approach (sec. 3.3), in the quantum mechanical calculations for Gaussian and Lorentzian neutrino wave packets
(sec. 3.4), and in the QFT formalism for inhomogeneous (sec. 3.5.2), homogeneous (sec. 3.5.3) and natural line broadening
(sec. 3.5.4), respectively. The notation is as follows: ∆m2jk are the neutrino mass squared differences, L is the baseline,
ES,0 and ED,0 are the resonance energies of the source and the detector, E¯ = (ES,0+ES,0)/2 is the average of the resonance
energies, γS and γD are the widths of the emission and absorption lines, the quantity γ˜ appearing in the second line is an
effective total line width defined by γ˜−2 = γ−2S + γ
−2
D , γ is the natural line width of
3H and σp is the effective momentum
uncertainty defined in eq. (3.63).
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though eqs. (3.38) and (3.80) show that such a factorised treatment is possible, great
care has to be taken that the assumptions made in the QFT treatment of the production
and detection processes, and those made in the QM treatment of the propagation, are
consistent. Moreover, it has to be ensured that the transition probability obtained in
QM is properly normalised by hand since the appropriate prefactor does not emerge
automatically.
3.7 Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos and the time-energy uncertainty
relation
In the preceding sections, we have studied in detail the conditions under which Mo¨ssbauer
can oscillate. We have found that all mechanisms that might suppress oscillations are not
effective in realistic experiments. In particular, decoherence and localisation conditions
are well fulfilled in all imaginable scenarios.
Our conclusion has been supported by Cohen, Glashow and Ligeti [123], but disagrees
with that of Bilenky, Feilitzsch and Potzel. In [94–97], these authors argue that the
question whether Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos do oscillate should depend on whether neutrino
oscillation are a stationary or a non-stationary phenomenon. Here, stationarity means
that the neutrino flavour is different at different points in space, but does not evolve in
time. In contrast, non-stationarity means that the neutrino flavour changes also in time.
Bilenky et al. consider these two approaches to be fundamentally different mechanisms
that can only be distinguished by an experiment. They argue that, for non-stationary
evolution, the time-energy uncertainty relation forbids oscillations of Mo¨ssbauer neutri-
nos. In the stationary case, they consider the time-energy uncertainty relation to be not
applicable.
We disagree with this point of view [29]. The time-energy uncertainty relation is based
on fundamental principles of quantum theory, and must therefore be applicable to all
physical systems. As for the distinction between evolution in time and evolution in
space, we do not regard these options as different mechanisms, but rather as different
approximations to the true behaviour of oscillating neutrinos. This true behaviour must
be fully derivable within the standard quantum field theory for any given experiment.
In the following, we will first discuss the arguments from [96] concerning the time-
energy uncertainty relation, because we find them very instructive, even though we con-
sider the way in which they are applied in [96] to be erroneous. We will then explain why
we come to the conclusion that time-energy uncertainty does not prevent oscillations of
Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos.
The authors of [96] base their arguments on the Mandelstam-Tamm relation (see, for
example, ref. [124]):
∆E∆O ≥ 1
2
∣∣∣∣ ddtO(t)
∣∣∣∣ , (3.111)
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which is a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Here, O is an arbitrary quan-
tum mechanical operator, and O(t) = 〈ψ(t)|O|ψ(t)〉 is its expectation value in a QFT
Fock state |ψ(t)〉. Bilenky et al. choose O as the projection operator onto the neutrino
flavour να, i.e. O ≡ |να〉〈να|. With this choice, they derive the uncertainty relation
∆E ≥ 1
2
| ddtP (t)|√
P (t)− P 2(t) . (3.112)
where P (t) = | 〈να|Ψ(t)〉 |2, with Ψ(t) being a neutrino state. In [96], P (t) is interpreted
as the να survival probability, and, using this interpretation, it is then argued that
eq. (3.112) cannot be fulfilled for the tiny energy uncertainty ∆E ∼ 10−11 of Mo¨ssbauer
neutrinos.
In our opinion, the interpretation of P (t) as the να survival probability is incorrect.
It would be correct if the neutrino flavour were really measured by an operator of the
form |να〉〈να|, acting only in flavour space and leaving the spatial degrees of freedom of
the neutrino untouched. A realistic neutrino detector, however, is spatially localised, so
its action must depend on the coordinate. An idealised pointlike detector localised at x
would be described by the operator Ox ≡ |να〉|x〉〈x|〈να|. Then, eq. (3.112) would turn
into
∆E ≥ 1
2
| ddtP (x, t)|√
P (x, t)− P 2(x, t) , (3.113)
with P (x, t) = |〈x| 〈να|Ψ(t)〉 |2 now being indeed a survival probability in the conven-
tional sense. Following [32] and our derivation from sec. 3.4, we write P (x, t) as7
P (x, t) =
∑
j,k
|Uαj |2|Uαk|2 e−2iφ(x,t) g(x− vjt) g(x− vkt)∗ , (3.114)
Here, φ is the oscillation phase, given by
2φ(x, t) = (Ej − Ek)t− (pj − pk)x , (3.115)
and g(x − vjt) are the wave packet shape factors depending on the group velocities vj
of the neutrino mass eigenstates and on the width and shape of the wave packets. They
contain the decoherence and localisation terms, but since we have shown that these are
irrelevant in realistic Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiments, we will set g(x − vjt) equal to
unity in the following. Then, the probability P (x, t) takes the standard form
P (x, t) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2 φ(x, t) , (3.116)
where we have additionally gone to the two-flavour approximation, and have introduced
the two-flavour mixing angle θ. Substituting eq. (3.116) into eq. (3.113), one readily finds
∆E ≥ |E1 − E2| sin 2θ cosφ(x, t)√
1− sin2 2θ sin2 φ(x, t)
. (3.117)
7This equation is valid in the limit of no wave packet spreading, which is a very good approximation
for neutrinos.
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It is sufficient to consider the case sin2 2θ = 1, because the right hand side has a maximum
as a function of θ then. Phrased differently, (3.117) is certainly fulfilled if it is fulfilled
for sin2 2θ = 1. In this case, the inequality (3.117) amounts to
∆E ≥ |E1 − E2| . (3.118)
It expresses the requirement that the energy uncertainty of the neutrino state must be
larger than the difference of the energies of different mass eigenstates composing the
given flavour state να. This condition has to be fulfilled in any oscillation experiment,
and will certainly be satisfied in Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiments where, due to the large
momentum uncertainty of the emitted neutrino state, the energy difference |E1 − E2|
can be vanishingly small without violating the energy-momentum relation of relativistic
neutrinos.
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“When you have eliminated all which is impossible,
then whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.”
Sherlock Holmes
4
Non-standard neutrino interactions
Great efforts are currently undertaken to gain a better understanding of neutrino masses
and mixing angles, and to measure generic three-flavour effects such as leptonic CP
violation in new oscillation experiments (see chapter 2). However, true to the motto
“today’s signal is tomorrow’s background”, physicists are going even farther and consider
possible subdominant effects, originating from new physics beyond the standard model.
Under discussion are neutrino decay, neutrino decoherence, Lorentz violation, and in
particular non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), which will be the subject of this
chapter.
NSI have been discussed by many authors, first as an alternative to standard os-
cillations [43, 125–127], and later as a possible additional feature. Most studies use a
model-independent formalism [127–131], but NSI have also been investigated in the con-
text of concrete models [127, 132–138]. Their phenomenology has been studied in the
context of solar neutrinos [43, 126, 127, 139–143], reactor neutrinos [144], atmospheric
neutrinos [145–150], conventional and upgraded neutrino beams [148,150–158], neutrino
factories [130,152,159–169], beta beams [170], supernova neutrinos [171,172], cosmolog-
ical relic neutrinos [173], high energy astrophysical neutrinos [174], e+e− colliders [175],
neutrino-electron scattering [176,177] and neutrino-nucleus scattering [177,178]. Reviews
of the current experimental bounds on NSI can be found in refs. [61, 63]
In the following sections, we will first introduce the effective field theory formalism
used to describe NSI, and briefly discuss current constraints on the respective higher
dimensional operators (sec. 4.1). Afterwards, we will investigate the impact that NSI can
have on future neutrino oscillation experiments. In sec. 4.2, we will focus on reactor and
superbeam setups and study the NSI discovery potential of these experiments. Moreover,
we will show that large NSI can mimic standard effects, and, for example, may lead to
wrong fits of θ13. Sec. 4.3 will be devoted to neutrino factories, for which we will determine
the optimal muon energy and detector configuration, aiming at excellent sensitivity to
both standard and non-standard observables.
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4.1 The formalism of non-standard interactions
4.1.1 The effective NSI Lagrangian
In the standard model, charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) neutrino inter-
actions originate from the Lagrangian operators (see eq. (2.1))
LCC = g√
2
[
ℓ¯αγ
µ 1− γ5
2
ναW
+
µ + h.c.
]
(4.1)
and
LNC = g
2 cos θW
ν¯αγ
µ 1− γ5
2
ναZ
0
µ . (4.2)
Here, g is the weak coupling constant, θW is the Weinberg angle, να is the neutrino field
of flavour α, and ℓα is the corresponding charged lepton field. At energies much below
the W boson mass MW , it is more convenient to describe neutrino interactions with the
effective dimension 6 operators
LeffCC =
GF√
2
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)ℓα
][
f¯γρ(1− γ5)f ′
]
+ h.c. , (4.3)
and
LeffNC =
GF√
2
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)να
][
f¯γρ(g
f
V − gfAγ5)f
]
, (4.4)
where GF =
√
2g2/8M2W is the Fermi constant. The fermions f and f
′ in the expression
for LeffCC are the members of an arbitrary weak doublet, while the field f appearing in
LeffNC can also be an iso-singlet. The constants gfV and gfA are the vector and axial vector
couplings of f [22].
If new high energy phenomena beyond the standard weak interactions exist, it is very
likely that their low-energy fingerprint will also have the form of effective dimension 6
operators. Since there is only a limited set of such operators, they provide a convenient,
model independent approach to new physics phenomena in low-energy neutrino experi-
ments. Here, we consider mostly operators with (V −A)(V −A) Lorentz structure, and
refer the reader to appendix B for a discussion of more general NSI operators. Moreover,
we neglect NSI involving right handed neutrinos because these are always doubly sup-
pressed in the formulas for the interaction rates: To produce and detect a right handed
neutrino, either two NSI couplings or one NSI coupling and one neutrino helicity flip are
required. Operators fulfilling these restrictions must have a form similar to eqs. (4.3)
and (4.4), and can be written as
LNSI = GF√
2
∑
f,f ′
εCC,f,f
′
αβ
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)ℓβ
] [
f¯γρ(1− γ5)f ′
]
+ h.c.
+
GF√
2
∑
f
εNC,fαβ
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)νβ
] [
f¯γρ(1− γ5)f
]
+ h.c. . (4.5)
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The dimensionless parameters εCC,f,f
′
αβ and ε
NC,f
αβ (to which we will sometimes collectively
refer as “the ε parameters”) give the strength of the non-standard interactions relative
to GF . The ε
CC,f,f ′ are arbitrary complex 3 × 3 matrices, while the εNC,f have to
be hermitian. Note that, for certain choices of f , f ′ and ℓβ , not all ε parameters are
independent. For example, ε
CC,ℓρ,νσ
αβ is identical to (ε
CC,ℓβ ,να
σρ )∗, and ε
CC,ℓβ ,νσ
αβ is related
to ε
NC,ℓβ
ασ by virtue of the Fierz identity.
The numerical value of GF |ε| is, for all ε parameters, related to the scale of new physics
MNSI in the same way as GF is related to MW [160]:
GF |ε| ∼ g
2
M2NSI
(4.6)
or, equivalently,
|ε| ∼ M
2
W
M2NSI
, (4.7)
This estimate is obtained under the assumption that the NSI are mediated by new heavy
particles with masses of order MNSI, and that the coupling constants of these particles
at high energies are similar to the weak gauge coupling g. For MNSI ∼ 1 TeV, eq. (4.7)
would yield |ε| ∼ 0.006.
4.1.2 Modified oscillation probabilities in the presence of NSI
We will now describe in general how NSI can be incorporated into the calculation of
neutrino oscillation probabilities. It is sufficient here to consider the oscillation for-
mula obtained from the “textbook derivation”, eq. (2.9), because one can easily argue
that the additional terms appearing in wave packet models, are irrelevant in terrestrial
long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments on which we will focus here. It will be
convenient to rewrite eq. (2.9) in matrix form:
P (νανβ) = |〈νβ |e−iHL|να〉|2 , (4.8)
where
H = U

0 ∆m221/2E
∆m231/2E

U † + VMSW , (4.9)
In this expression, E is the neutrino energy, U is the leptonic mixing matrix (2.3), and
VMSW is the MSW potential in the flavour basis, given by eq. (2.16). Note that H is not
a Hamiltonian in the usual sense because (2.6) shows that the oscillation phase receives
contributions not only from the energies of different neutrino mass eigenstates, but also
from their momenta. Only if the equal momentum approximation is used — which is
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not justified here even though it gives the correct result — H can rightly be called a
Hamiltonian.
If non-standard interactions are present, a neutrino source will not produce a pure
flavour neutrino eigenstate |να〉, but rather a state
|νsα〉 = |να〉+
∑
β=e,µ,τ
εsαβ |νβ〉 . (4.10)
For reactor, beta beam and superbeam sources, εsαβ = ε
CC,d,u
βα , and the charged lepton
flavour α can be e (reactor, beta beam, superbeam) and µ (superbeam). In a neutrino
factory, εs will receive contributions from εCC,e,νeαµ and ε
CC,µ,νµ
αe (note that these operators
are not independent). Similarly, the detector projects the neutrino wave function not
onto the standard weak eigenstates, but onto the combinations
〈νdβ | = 〈νβ |+
∑
α=e,µ,τ
εdαβ〈να| . (4.11)
For neutrino-nucleon interactions, which will be the dominant processes in most future
neutrino detectors, εdαβ = ε
CC,d,u
αβ . Note that in ε
s
αβ , the first index corresponds to the
flavour of the charged lepton, and the second one to that of the neutrino, while in εdαβ ,
the order is reversed. We have chosen this convention to be consistent with the literature.
The matrices (1 + εs) and (1 + εd) need not be unitary, i.e. |νsα〉 and |νdα〉 are not
required to form complete orthonormal sets of basis vectors in the Hilbert space, and in
general we will have∑
α=e,µ,τ
|νsα〉〈νsα| 6= 1 ,
∑
β=e,µ,τ
|νdβ〉〈νdβ | 6= 1 , (4.12)
〈νsα|νsβ〉 6= δαβ , 〈νdα|νdβ〉 6= δαβ . (4.13)
The oscillation probability in the presence of NSI is
P (νsα → νdβ) = |〈νdβ|e−iH˜L|νsα〉|2
=
∣∣(1 + εd)γβ (e−iH˜L)γδ(1 + εs)αδ∣∣2
=
∣∣∣[(1 + εd)T e−iH˜L (1 + εs)T ]
βα
∣∣∣2 , (4.14)
where H˜ = U diag(0,∆m221/2E,∆m
2
31/2E)U
† + V˜MSW. The modified matter potential
is
V˜MSW =
√
2GFNe

1 + εmee εmeµ εmeτεm∗eµ εmµµ εmµτ
εm∗eτ εm∗µτ εmττ

 , (4.15)
with the non-standard entries given by
εmαβ = ε
NC,e
αβ + 3ε
NC,u
αβ + 3ε
NC,d
αβ . (4.16)
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Parameter Bound Reference
εmee 3.0 [61]
εmeµ 0.0023 [61]
εmeτ 1.5 [61]
εmµµ 0.045 [61]
εmµτ 0.038 [62]
εmττ 0.12 [62]
Table 4.1: Current 90% C.L. bounds on non-standard matter effects.
The last relation follows from the fact that the numbers of protons, neutrons, and elec-
trons are similar in the Earth matter, and that each nucleon contains three valence
quarks. Eq. (4.14) shows that non-standard effects in neutrino oscillation experiments
interfere with the standard effects, and are therefore suppressed by only one power of
the respective ε parameter. In most other experiments searching for new physics (e.g.
rare decay experiments), the non-standard operators contribute incoherently, implying a
suppression by at least two powers of the respective small coupling constants.
Note that, due to the non-unitarity of (1+εs) and (1+εd), one should, strictly speaking,
not call P (νsα → νdβ) a probability because it is not normalised to unity. For lack of a
better term, and since the normalisation of P (νsα → νdβ) is not relevant to our discussion,
we will nevertheless continue to refer to it as the oscillation probability.
4.1.3 Current bounds on non-standard interactions
At present, the best bounds on the NSI parameter space are obtained by combining the
data from oscillation and non-oscillation experiments. For NSI in the source and in the
detector, a model-independent constraint εs,d . 0.1 can be derived from the fact that
larger values of εs or εd would violate universality in lepton and pion decays [160]. Note,
however, that model-dependent bounds are typically much stronger, as one may expect
from the relation (4.7) between εs,d and the new physics scale MNSI, and from the fact
that most models require MNSI ≫MW . Significantly stronger bounds are also obtained
if it is assumed that non-standard neutrino interactions occur only in conjunction with
their SU(2)L counterparts in the charged lepton sector. For non-standard matter effects,
parameterised in terms of εmαβ , the current bounds are summarised in table 4.1. For a
short recent review on these bounds, see ref. [63].
4.2 Non-standard interactions in reactor and superbeam
experiments
Let us now study in detail the impact of non-standard interactions on reactor and su-
perbeam experiments. In these experiments, the main neutrino production processes
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N → N ′ + e− + ν¯e (reactor) and π → µ + νµ (superbeam), as well as the detection
process να+N → N ′+ ℓα, all involve the same quark-lepton coupling, and are therefore
affected by the same types of NSI. This implies that the effective coupling constants εsαβ
and εdαβ are the same in reactor and superbeam experiments, and that moreover
εsαβ = (ε
d
βα)
∗ (4.17)
holds. This constraint can only be circumvented if non-(V−)(V − A) NSI are present
(see appendix B), or if different detection processes, such as ν–e scattering are used. To
be as general as possible, we will in the following discuss both, the case where eq. (4.17)
is taken into account and the case of independent εs and εd. Another advantage of this
approach is that analytical and numerical results are usually more transparent if εs and
εd are treated as independent matrices.
4.2.1 Theoretical expectations
Let us first formulate our theoretical expectations for the impact of non-standard in-
teractions on reactor and superbeam experiments. We will numerically verify these
expectations in the subsequent sections.
On the one hand, the appearance of non-standard terms in the oscillation probabilities
may be beneficial because it might provide the means to discover new physics in oscilla-
tion experiments. On the other hand, correlations between standard and non-standard
parameters may also spoil the sensitivity to either of them [163, 179]. A particularly
dangerous situation arises when data that has been affected by NSI is used in a stan-
dard oscillation fit, assuming absence of NSI. In this case, the fit values for the standard
parameters may be severely wrong.
Consider figs. 4.1 – 4.3, in which we depict the possible transition chains that a neutrino
can follow before its detection. Solid lines represent transitions that are unsuppressed,
dotted lines indicate suppression by standard three-flavour effects (proportional to θ13 or
∆m221/∆m
2
31), and dashed lines stand for processes that are suppressed by the indicated
NSI couplings. The blue lines correspond to standard oscillations, while transition chains
involving black paths are only accessible in the presence of NSI. To find the orders of
magnitude of the leading terms in a particular oscillation channel, one has to take the
following steps:
1. Find all paths in figs. 4.1 – 4.3 that contribute to the considered oscillation channel.
2. For each path, the order of the corresponding term in the transition amplitude is
given by the product of all suppression factors along the path.
3. The suppression factors of the leading terms in the transition probability are ob-
tained by forming pairwise products of the contributions to the amplitude.
In the following discussion, we will for simplicity set ∆m221/∆m
2
31 = 0, but one should
keep in mind that each term proportional to θ13 is accompanied by a similar term pro-
portional to ∆m221/∆m
2
31. We will use the symbol ε (without any indices) to improve the
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N
∗
1 + εs∗ee
ε
s∗
eµ
ε
s∗
eτ
ν¯e
ν¯µ
ν¯τ
θ13 θ13
θ23
ν¯e
ν¯µ
ν¯τ
1 + εd∗ee
ε
d∗
µe
ε
d∗
τe
e
+
N
∗ 1 + εs∗ee
ε
s∗
eµ
ε
s∗
eτ
νe
νµ
ντ
1 + εd∗ee
ε
d∗
µe
ε
d∗
τe
e
−
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Impact of εs and εd on the event rate in the far detector (a) and the near
detector (b) of a reactor ν¯e disappearance experiment. Solid lines indicate unsuppressed
processes, dotted lines indicate processes that are suppressed by standard three-flavour
effects proportional to θ13 (we assume ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
31 = 0 for simplicity), and dashed lines
represent transitions that are suppressed by the indicated NSI coupling constants. The
path that is followed in the absence of NSI is drawn in blue.
readability in cases where it is obvious to which entries of εs, εd or εm we are referring.
One should interpret ε as denoting the generic magnitude of the NSI couplings, estimated
according to (4.7).
For the reactor, we can read off from fig. 4.1 that, as long as exactly one entry of
εs, εd or εm is nonzero, only terms proportional to εsee, ε
s
eµ, ε
s
eτ , ε
d
ee, ε
d
µe or ε
d
τe can
appear in the oscillation probability. The effect of εsee and ε
d
ee on the event rate is of
O(ε) and might thus even be larger than the standard oscillation term, which is of order
s213 ≡ sin2 θ13. However, εsee and εdee affect the near detector in the same way as the
far detector, and can therefore be detected only if the absolute reactor neutrino flux is
known with sufficient precision. On the other hand, this type of NSI cannot spoil the θ13
sensitivity of the experiment, because the latter depends only on the relative counting
rates in both detectors.
The terms proportional to εseµ, ε
s
eτ , ε
d
µe and ε
d
τe, contribute to the oscillation probability
at O(εs13), and can therefore be comparable to the standard term if ε ∼ θ13. They do
not affect the near detector as long as only one of them is present. If eq. (4.17) is taken
into account, both detectors will receive additional O(ε2) contributions.
These considerations are summarised in the first two columns of table 4.2, and are
also confirmed by a direct calculation of the oscillation probability, expanded in θ13,
∆m221/∆m
2
31 and ε (see appendix C and ref. [165]).
For a superbeam experiment, fig. 4.2 shows that the νµ → νe appearance signal is
affected by NSI couplings to muons in the source (εsµe, ε
s
µµ, ε
s
µτ ) and by couplings to
electrons in the detector (εdee, ε
d
µe, ε
d
τe). The terms proportional to ε
s
µµ, ε
s
µτ and ε
d
ee
contribute to the oscillation probability only at the level of ε s213, which is small compared
to the s213 suppression of the standard oscillation probability. Therefore, the dominating
NSI parameters in the superbeam appearance channel are εsµe, ε
d
µe, and ε
d
τe. These
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Figure 4.2: Impact of εs and εd on the event rate in a superbeam experiment for the
appearance channel (a), the disappearance channel (b), and in the near detector (c). The
meaning of the line styles and colours is the same as in fig. 4.1.
parameters affect the νµ → νe oscillation probability at O(ε s13).
There are also contributions to the νe event sample coming from the intrinsic νe con-
tamination of the beam via the νe → νe channel. The suppression factors of the cor-
responding terms are the same as those found for the ν¯e → ν¯e channel in the reactor
experiment, but should now be multiplied with the fraction ξ of νe in the beam.
An indirect perturbation of the νe appearance signal can arise for nonzero ε
d
µµ, because
the corresponding term in the near detector mimics a modified initial νµ flux. This could
cause an O(ε) miscalibration of this flux, so that the νµ → νe oscillation probability,
deduced from the ratio of the νe rate in the far detector to the νµ rate in the near
detector, would be off by a term of O(ε s213). The important point is here that εdµµ mimics
a modified νµ flux, while, for example, NSI proportional to ε
s
µµ do really modify this flux
and therefore would lead to a harmless rescaling of the event rate in both detectors. In
fact, εsµµ is indistinguishable from a systematic misunderstanding of the beam source
unless its modulus is very large.
Note that also εsee, ε
s
µe, ε
d
ee and ε
d
µe would affect the near detector by modifying the
νe signal. If this effect is detected and successfully disentangled from the systematical
uncertainties in the intrinsic νe background, it could actually help to detect the presence
of the NSI. On the other hand, if nonzero εdµe remains undetected, it will lead to the
wrong conclusion that the fraction of νe in the beam is ξ + |εdµe|2 instead of ξ. If the far
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Figure 4.3: Impact of εm on the event rate in the superbeam appearance channel (a)
and in the disappearance channel (b). The meaning of the line styles and colours is the
same as in fig. 4.1.
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detector then measures a νe appearance signal, the reconstructed oscillation probability
will be of order sin2 2θ13 − |εdµe|2 instead of sin2 2θ13, which will in turn lead to a wrong
fit value for θ13. A similar effect does not occur for nonzero ε
s
µe because in that case, the
intrinsic background is really modified.
In the superbeam disappearance channel, the relevant NSI operators are those which
induce new couplings of neutrinos and muons. Terms proportional to εsµµ, ε
s
µτ , ε
d
µµ and
εdτµ contribute to the oscillation probability at O(ε), while those proportional to εsµe and
εdeµ are suppressed by ε s13.
If the baseline of the superbeam experiment is large enough (several 100 km for typical
superbeam energies of E ∼ several GeV), standard and non-standard matter effects will
become important. In the appearance channel, the lowest order non-standard effects
are those proportional to εmeµ and ε
m
eτ . We have seen in sec. 4.1.3 that ε
m
eµ is already
strongly constrained experimentally to the level of 2.3 · 10−3 [61, 63], but for εmeτ , the
current bound is much weaker (εmeτ . 1.5), so the corresponding terms could in principle
contribute significantly in the superbeam appearance channel [130, 156]. All other non-
standard matter effects are suppressed by an additional power of θ13 and can therefore
be neglected.1 It is interesting to observe that the contribution of εmee, which is just a
rescaling of the standard MSW potential, is not a leading order effect. This fact has
been discussed in more detail in ref. [180].
The dominant matter effect in the disappearance channel is εmµτ , which contributes at
O(ε) to the oscillation probability. From fig. 4.3, one might expect εmµµ and εmττ to be
as relevant as εmµτ , but when one actually calculated the oscillation probability, it turns
out that the corresponding terms are always accompanied by an additional small factor
cos 2θ23 (see eq. (C.8)).
Let us emphasise that the arguments given in this section did not account for the com-
plex phases of the NSI parameters and of the standard leptonic mixing matrix. A direct
calculation of the approximate oscillation probabilities (cf. appendix C and ref. [157]),
as well as numerical simulations (see below), show that unfavourable combinations of
these phases may suppress non-standard effects, even if the moduli of the corresponding
coupling constants are large.
4.2.2 Simulation of reactor and superbeam experiments
In order to fully assess the consequences of non-standard interactions for realistic reactor
and superbeam experiments, we have performed numerical simulations using the GLoBES
(General Long Baseline Experiment Simulator) software [181, 182]. GLoBES provides a
full three-flavour treatment of the oscillation physics, and can compute and analyse the
expected event spectra for many different types of neutrino experiments. Building on
earlier work by Patrick Huber, Manfred Lindner and Walter Winter, we have extended
the software to include the ability to study non-standard neutrino oscillation physics,
1This might change if an experiment were performed at energies close to the MSW resonance because
then, the matter enhancement could compensate for the smallness of θ13.
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NSI Reactor Superbeam
far ν¯e near ν¯e far νe far νµ near νe near νµ
None 1 1 s213 + ξ 1 ξ 1
εsee ε ε ξ ε ξ ε
εseµ ε s13 ξ ε s13
εseτ ε s13 ξ ε s13
εsµe ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13 ε
2
εsµµ ε s
2
13 ε ε
εsµτ ε s
2
13 ε
εdee ε ε ε s
2
13 + ξ ε ξ ε
εdeµ ε s13
εdµe ε s13 ε s13 + ε
2 ε2
εdµµ ε ε
εdτe ε s13 ε s13 + ε
2
εdτµ ε
εsee = ε
d∗
ee ε ε ε s
2
13 + ξ ε ξ ε
εseµ = ε
d∗
µe ε s13 + ε
2 ε2 ε s13 + ε
2 ε2
εseτ = ε
d∗
τe ε s13 + ε
2 ε2 ε s13 + ε
2 ξ ε2
εsµe = ε
d∗
eµ ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13 + ε
2 ε2 ε2
εsµµ = ε
d∗
µµ ε s
2
13 ε ε
εsµτ = ε
d∗
τµ ε s
2
13 ε ε
2
εmee ε s
2
13 ε s
2
13
εmeµ ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13
εmeτ ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13
εmµµ ε s
2
13 ε c2×23
a
εmµτ ε s
2
13 ε
εmττ ε s
2
13 ε c2×23
a
aThe factor cos 2θ23 cannot be derived from fig. 4.3, but only from the computation of P (ν
s
µ → ν
d
µ) (see
appendix C and ref. [157]).
Table 4.2: Classification of non-standard interactions according to their expected impact
on the event rates in reactor and superbeam experiments. For each NSI parameter, only
the leading order effects are shown. The notation is s13 ≡ sin θ13, c2×23 ≡ cos 2θ23, and
ξ is the small percentage of νe in the beam. In the suppression factors, we have denoted
the magnitude of the respective entries of εs, εd and εm simply by ε (without any indices)
to increase the readability.
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to provide a more realistic treatment of systematical uncertainties and to offer better
numerical efficiency [182, 183]. For the present study, we have simulated the following
experiments:
• T2K (Tokai to Kamioka): Our simulation of T2K [69] is based on [184], where
most experimental parameters are taken from the T2K letter of intent [185], and
the systematical uncertainties are based on [186]. We include a separate 1.0 kt
water Cˇerenkov near detector with otherwise similar properties as the far detec-
tor Super-Kamiokande, and with similar systematical uncertainties. To model the
interplay of the two detectors, we introduce a common 10% uncertainty on the
neutrino flux, and a common 20% error on the number of background events in
the νe appearance channel. In the absence of non-standard interactions, these cor-
related uncertainties would cancel completely because the total neutrino flux and
the background contribution are calibrated by the near detector, but if εs,d 6= 0,
this calibration can be wrong, and there may be an observable effect. The neutrino
interaction cross sections in our simulation are taken from [187, 188]. We assume
3 years of neutrino running and 3 years of anti-neutrino running, each with a beam
power of 0.77 MW. The fiducial far detector mass is 22.5 kt, and the baseline is
295 km. We consider νe appearance events as well as the νµ disappearance sig-
nal. The background for the disappearance channel is made up of neutral current
events, while for the appearance measurement, neutral current events, misidentified
muons, and the intrinsic beam backgrounds can contribute.
• NOνA (NuMI Off-axis νe Appearance Experiment): To simulate the NOνA ex-
periment, we follow ref. [70] for the νe appearance signal, while the simulation of
the νµ disappearance channel is based on [189]. We assume 3 years of neutrino
running and 3 years of anti-neutrino running with a beam power of 1.12 MW. The
far detector mass is 25 kt, and the baseline is 812 km, with an average matter den-
sity of 2.8 g/cm3 along the trajectory. The near detector has a mass of 0.0204 kt,
and is located 1 km away from the target. Again, we introduce, in addition to the
uncorrelated systematical errors from [70,189], a correlated 10% uncertainty on the
total neutrino flux, and a correlated 20% error on the νe background.
• Double Chooz: For the simulation of Double Chooz [67], we use the same param-
eters as in [190]. In particular, we simulate two 10.16 t detectors at baselines of
0.1 km and 1.05 km, respectively. As systematical uncertainties, we introduce a
2.8% flux normalisation error, which is correlated between the near and far detec-
tors, uncorrelated 0.6% fiducial mass errors for both detectors, uncorrelated 0.5%
energy calibration uncertainties, and an independent 0.5% error in each energy bin
of the spectrum. These bin-to-bin errors parameterise in a conservative way back-
ground events with an unknown energy spectrum. The cross sections for inverse
beta decay in our simulation are taken from [191].
• DC-200: As a model for a generic next-generation reactor experiment, we con-
sider a setup with the same parameters and systematical errors as Double Chooz,
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but with a 200 t far detector. Such a setup, which we call DC-200 here, corre-
sponds, for example, to the hypothetical Triple Chooz upgrade of the Double Chooz
experiment [190]. Such an upgrade would increase the sensitivity to the energy
dependence of neutrino oscillations, which is a more robust observable with respect
to systematic uncertainties than the total event rate.
Unless indicated otherwise, we compute event rates assuming the following “true” values
for the standard oscillation parameters [55]:
sin2 2θtrue12 = 0.87 , (∆m
2
21)
true = 7.6 · 10−5 eV2 ,
sin2 2θtrue23 = 1.0 , (∆m
2
31)
true = 2.4 · 10−3 eV2 , (4.18)
sin2 2θtrue13 = 0.001 , δ
true
CP = 3π/2 .
Moreover, we assume the “true” mass hierarchy to be normal, i.e. ∆m231 > 0. To analyse
the simulated data, we follow the statistical procedure described in the appendix of [184],
and define the following χ2 function2
χ2 = min
λ
[
channel∑
j
bin∑
i
∣∣Nij (λtrue, εtrue, a = 0)−Nij (λ, ε, a)∣∣2
Nij(λ
true, εtrue, a = 0)
+ χ2pull(λ) + χ
2
pull(a)
]
,
(4.19)
whereNij denotes the number of events in the i-th energy bin for oscillation channel j, the
vector λ = (θ12, θ13, θ23, δCP,∆m
2
21,∆m
2
31) contains the standard oscillation parameters,
ε is the vector of non-standard parameters, and a represents the systematical biases.
The pull terms χ2pull(λ) and χ
2
pull(a) implement external input on the parameters and
have the form
χ2pull(x) =
∑
i
(xi − xtruei )2
σ2xi
, (4.20)
where xi are the components of the vector x, and σxi is the externally given uncertainty
of xi. We assume θ12 and ∆m
2
21 to be known to within 5% from solar and reactor
experiments [55]. When analysing Double Chooz or DC-200 alone, we additionally assume
a 10% uncertainty on θ23 and a 5% error on ∆m
2
31. Beam experiments are themselves
sensitive to θ23 and ∆m
2
31, so we omit these priors if T2K or NOνA is included in the
simulation. In the fit, we minimise χ2 over all systematical biases and all standard
oscillation parameters unless indicated otherwise. As a first step in the minimisation
procedure, we perform a rough scan of the χ2 manifold over the θ13–δCP plane in order
to find the approximate positions of all local minima. These are then refined using
the local minimisation algorithm provided by GLoBES. In this way, we ensure that all
2In the implementation of superbeam experiments, we actually assume the events to follow the Poisson
distribution. However, for illustrative purposes, it is sufficient to consider the more compact approxi-
mate Gaussian expression here.
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degenerate solutions are properly taken into account. In the initial scan, we neglect
systematical uncertainties, correlations with the solar parameters and, except in the
simulations leading to figs. 4.6 – 4.9, also correlations with ∆m231 and θ23. We perform
separate scans for the normal and inverted mass hierarchies.
4.2.3 Discovery reach
In this section, we study the prospects for detecting NSI in future reactor and superbeam
experiments. We define the discovery reach (or discovery potential) of an experiment
for some NSI parameter ε as the minimum value the true |ε| must have in order to be
distinguishable from the ε = 0 case at a given confidence level. To compute the discovery
reach, we simulate the event spectra for different “true” values of ε and then perform
fits in which ε is kept fixed at zero. In fig. 4.4, we show the NSI discovery reach of T2K,
Double Chooz and of a combined analysis of these experiments. We have computed results
for all NSI parameters which, according to table 4.2, might potentially be detectable,
and we consider scenarios both with and without the constraint (4.17), εsαβ = (ε
d
αβ)
∗.
Our first observation is that the discovery reach crucially depends on the values nature
has chosen for the complex phases δCP and arg(ε
s,d,m
αβ ).
3 For favourable combinations of
these phases (light portions of bars), much smaller non-standard effects may be detected
than for unfavourable combinations (dark portions of bars).
Reactor
By comparing fig. 4.4 with table 4.2, one can see that our expectations for the relative
importance of different NSI parameters are mostly confirmed. In particular, the figure
shows that reactor experiments are sensitive only to non-standard CC interactions of
neutrinos and electrons, i.e. to the parameters εsee, ε
s
eµ, ε
s
eτ , ε
d
ee, ε
d
µe and ε
d
τe. As dis-
cussed in sec. 4.2.1, the discovery potential for εsee and ε
d
ee can never be better than the
uncertainty in the reactor neutrino flux and spectrum, which is on the per cent level.
It can, however, be much worse if arg(εs,dee ) ∼ π/2, 3π/2 because then, the lowest order
order contribution to P (ν¯se → ν¯de ) vanishes (cf. eq. (C.2)).
The phase dependence that it visible for the parameters εseµ, ε
s
eτ , ε
d
µe and ε
d
τe disappears
when the combinations εseµ = (ε
d
µe)
∗ and εseτ = (εdτe)∗ are considered. We interpret this
feature with the help of the analytical expression for P (ν¯se → ν¯de ) from eq. (C.2): In
general, the main sensitivity to NSI parameters comes from terms having an energy
dependence different from that of the standard oscillation probability. In (C.2), this is
the case for terms containing a factor sin(∆m231L/2E). For ε
s
eµ = (ε
d
µe)
∗ and εseτ = (εdτe)∗,
however, all such terms cancel, and therefore, spectral information can no longer be used
to disentangle standard and non-standard effects. On the other hand, the second order
expansion of the ν¯e survival probability at L = 0, given in eq. (C.3), shows that the near
3The impact of the true δCP is not directly evident from fig. 4.4, which has been computed for fixed
δtrueCP = 3pi/2. It can, however, be seen from the equations given in appendix C, in which most terms
depend on sums or differences of δCP and the non-standard phases.
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Figure 4.4: 90% C.L. NSI discovery reaches of Double Chooz (green bars), T2K (blue
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detector is sensitive to the combinations εseµ = (ε
d
µe)
∗ and εseτ = (εdτe)∗, even though it is
insensitive to each parameter on its own. We conclude that the discovery reaches for εseµ,
εseτ , ε
d
µe and ε
d
τe, treated as independent parameters, are dominated by phase-dependent
spectral distortions seen in the far detector, while the discovery reaches for εseµ = (ε
d
µe)
∗
and εseτ = (ε
d
τe)
∗ come mainly from phase-independent terms in the near detector.
Superbeam
The superbeam has some sensitivity to all shown NSI parameters except εseµ and ε
s
eτ . For
most parameters, however, the discovery potential is competitive with current bounds
only for very special values of the complex phases. Unaffected by the phases are only
the discovery potentials for εsµe, ε
d
µe, and for the combinations ε
s
eµ = (ε
d
µe)
∗, εseτ = (εdτe)∗,
εsµe = (ε
d
eµ)
∗ and εsµτ = (εdτµ)∗. In all of these cases, the sensitivity is dominated by O(ε2)
effects causing a modified νe or νµ flux in the near detector. Also the relatively good
sensitivity to εsee and ε
d
ee is due to near detector effects. Of the other discovery reaches,
those for εdτe, ε
m
eµ and ε
m
eτ come from the appearance channel, while those for ε
s
µµ, ε
s
µτ ,
εdµµ, ε
d
ττ and ε
m
µτ are dominated by the disappearance channel.
A careful inspection of the superbeam discovery reaches shows that, in several places,
our expectations from table 4.2 are contradicted by the simulation. For example, we
would have expected the discovery reach for the parameter combination εsµτ = (ε
d
τµ)
∗ to
be similar to or better than the discovery reaches for εsµτ and ε
d
τµ treated as independent
parameters. The reason why this is not the case can be deduced from eq. (C.7) or
eq. (C.8). These expressions show that, of the terms proportional to εsµτ and ε
d
τµ, those
having a non-standard energy dependence ∼ sin(∆m231L/2E), cancel in the case εsµτ =
(εdτµ)
∗.
It is also interesting to observe that the discovery reach of the superbeam for εmeµ is
more than an order of magnitude better than the discovery reach for εmeτ even though
the corresponding terms in eq. (C.6) are identical up to effects of O(θ23 − π/4), and up
to signs. It turns out that an intricate interplay of these signs causes the contributions
proportional to εmeτ to be always smaller. In sec. 4.3, we will see that, in a neutrino factory
experiment, the sensitivities to εmeµ and ε
m
eτ are more similar than in the superbeam case.
Combined analysis
Comparing the discovery reaches achievable in T2K and Double Chooz separately to
the potential of a combined analysis, we find that for most parameters, the combined
analysis is dominated either by the reactor experiment or by the superbeam, and that
the contribution from the other experiment is negligible. For εdτe and ε
m
eτ , however,
the discovery prospects in the combined approach are much better than in the single
experiment fits. We will see in the next section that this can be explained by the fact
that the χ2 of a standard oscillation fit to a single set of experimental data is very small
in the presence of εdτe or ε
m
eτ , but that there is a large discrepancy between the fitted
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parameter values obtained in the reactor and superbeam experiments, respectively. It is
this discrepancy, which effectively enhances the sensitivity of the combined analysis.
In conclusion, we have seen that reactor and superbeam experiments have some discovery
potential for non-standard interactions, but only if the NSI couplings are very large and
if, moreover, the complex phases are favourable. Next-generation neutrino oscillation
experiments will certainly not be able to probe the parameter region εs,d,mαβ < 0.01, in
which new effects might be expected, according to the estimate (4.7), if there is new
physics at the TeV scale.
4.2.4 NSI-induced offsets and discrepancies in θ13 fits
In sec. 4.2.1, we have already mentioned that non-standard interactions can spoil the fits
of the standard oscillation parameters in reactor and superbeam experiments if they are
not taken into account properly. Let us now study this in more detail: In fig. 4.5, we
show two extreme examples. Assuming only the NSI parameters εmeτ = 0.5 e
−iπ/2 (upper
plots) or εseτ = ε
d
τe = 0.05 (lower plots) to be non-zero, we have simulated the expected
event spectra in T2K, Double Chooz, NOνA and DC-200, and have then performed a fit
of θ13 and δCP, naively neglecting the non-standard effects. According to the discussion
from sec. 4.2.1, we expect only the superbeam experiments to be affected by εmeτ , while
nonvanishing εseτ and ε
d
τe should also have an impact on the reactor experiments. Indeed,
fig. 4.5 confirms this expectation. The upper plots show that the reactor experiments
give the correct best fit value for θ13 (vertical black lines) in the case ε
m
eτ = 0.5 e
−iπ/2,
while the superbeam fits are severely wrong if the non-standard effects are neglected in
the analysis. For the parameter values we have chosen, the discrepancy is so large that
the standard oscillation fit of T2K and NOνA data would erroneously rule out the true
θ13 at the 90% confidence level. NOνA would even yield a θ13 value above the CHOOZ
bound and a fake hint to the mass hierarchy. This example shows that reactor and
superbeam experiments, though seemingly redundant in the standard oscillation case,
may be highly complementary if non-standard interactions are present. In particular, a
discrepancy between their respective θ13 fits may indicate the presence of NSI that would
remain undetected if only one experiment were performed.
The second example shown in fig. 4.5 (lower plots) is more dangerous because there, the
reactor and the superbeam experiments both rule out the true θ13 at 90%, while agreeing
very well among each other on a false value. This common offset renders a detection
of the mistake impossible unless complementary data sets from other experiments are
available.
Of course, the NSI parameters used in fig. 4.5 were specifically selected in such a way
that the discrepancies and offsets in the θ13 fits were most apparent. In particular, the
chosen moduli of εmeτ resp. ε
s
eτ = ε
d∗
eτ are close to the current upper limits, and we are not
aware of any realistic model that could yield such large NSI. Therefore, let us now turn
to a more systematic analysis of the possible impact of NSI on the θ13 fits in reactor and
superbeam experiments. In figs. 4.6 – 4.8, we take the role of the devil’s advocate and
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Figure 4.5: Two extreme examples for the consequences of neglecting non-standard
interactions when fitting θ13 and δCP to the data of reactor and superbeam experiments.
The left hand plots compare T2K and Double Chooz, while the right hand ones show
results for NOνA and DC-200. The gray shading represents the 90% confidence region
from the reactor experiment, and the vertical black line shows the corresponding best
fit θ13 value. The 90% contours from the superbeam are shown as solid blue lines for
a normal hierarchy fit, and as dashed pink lines for an inverted hierarchy fit. The
coloured diamonds represent the corresponding best fit points. In our χ2 analysis, we
have assumed 2 degrees of freedom in the beam experiments, and one degree of freedom
in the reactor setups. For εmeτ = 0.5e
−iπ/2 (upper panels), a discrepancy arises between
the results of the two experiments, while for εseτ = ε
d
eτ = 0.05 (lower panels), they agree
with each other, but the fit value for θ13 is offset from the “true” value.
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show by which amount standard oscillation fits of θ13 to data taken in the presence of NSI
can maximally fail. In each panel, one of the |εs,d,mαβ | parameters was assumed to saturate
its current upper bound, while all other NSI were assumed to vanish. For different values
of the phases arg(εs,d,mαβ ), we have simulated the expected T2K and Double Chooz data,
and have then fitted θ13 to it, neglecting NSI in the fit. The points and error bars in the
figures show the results of these fits, with the colour indicating the minimum χ2, i.e. the
quality of the fit in each case. Dark blue means perfect agreement of the standard fit with
the non-standard data, while points drawn in grey indicate that standard oscillations are
correctly ruled out at more than 3σ. Fig. 4.6 is for (V −A)(V −A) charged current NSI,
respecting the constraint εsαβ = (ε
d
αβ)
∗, while fig. 4.7 is for the more general case where
εs and εd are treated as independent matrices, and fig. 4.8 is for non-standard matter
effects, parameterised by εmαβ . Note that, as in the previous section, we do not show plots
for CC NSI couplings to τ leptons, because we have argued in sec. 4.2.1 (table 4.2) that
these do not affect reactor and superbeam experiments. We also omit all NC NSI except
those proportional to εmeτ because they have turned out to leave the θ13 fits essentially
unaffected (εmee, ε
m
µµ, ε
m
µτ , ε
m
ττ ) or are already strongly constrained (ε
m
eµ). For ε
s and εd we
only show results for T2K and Double Chooz, but we have checked that the corresponding
plots for NOνA and DC-200 are similar, with somewhat smaller error bars. For εmeτ , we
show results for both combinations of experiments because the sensitivity to matter
effects is much better in NOνA than in T2K due to the longer baseline.
By comparing figs. 4.6 – 4.8 with table 4.2, we can easily check, that our expectations
for the impact of the different NSI parameters on the νµ → νe channel, and thus on the
θ13 fits, are confirmed. A particularly interesting situation arises for ε
d
τe, because this
parameter has a sizeable effect on both, the reactor experiment and the superbeam. It
is especially dangerous, because it induces a similar offset in both fits, and also gives a
low χ2 in both of them. This means that one would find perfectly consistent values for
θ13, which might, however, be far away from the true value. Other NSI parameters, in
particular εmeτ , may lead to seemingly conflicting results, represented in our plots by best
fit points far from the diagonal. Note that, in some cases, NOνA and T2K might even
erroneously report a θ13 value above the CHOOZ bound.
Let us now drop the assumption that only one non-standard parameter is non-zero.
Since it is impossible to visualise the emerging high-dimensional parameter space, we
resort to the scatter plots shown in fig. 4.9. Each point in these plots was computed
by choosing a random set of NSI parameters and then determining the impact of this
parameter combination on the θ13 fits in the same way as above. Only (V −A)(V −A)
operators were considered, i.e. εsαβ = (ε
d
βα)
∗ was assumed (see eq. (4.17)). The moduli of
the εs,mαβ were randomly chosen on a logarithmic scale between 10
−5 and the respective
current upper limits from sec. 4.1.3. The phases are distributed linearly between 0 and
2π. We see that there are again points representing a clear discrepancy between the
standard oscillation θ13 fits of the reactor and superbeam experiments, and others which
correspond to a common offset of the fit value. The colour coding shows that, for some
fraction of the parameter space, the non-standard effect can actually be discovered, as
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Figure 4.6: Impact of (V −A)(V −A) type charged current NSI (fulfilling εsαβ = (εdβα)∗)
on naive standard oscillation fits in T2K and Double Chooz. For each NSI parameter,
|ε| was chosen at the current upper limit, and arg(ε) was varied in the interval [0, 2π].
The colour of the dots indicates the resulting χ2 values in a fit assuming ε = 0, and the
error bars indicate the 90% confidence intervals obtained for θ13. The red star shows the
assumed “true” θ13.
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Figure 4.7: Impact of arbitrary charged current non-standard interactions (εs and εd
treated as independent matrices) on naive standard oscillation fits in T2K and Double
Chooz. Plots similar to fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.8: Impact of non-standard matter effects proportional to εmeτ on naive standard
oscillation fits in T2K, Double Chooz, NOνA and DC-200. Plots similar to fig. 4.6.
one should expect from fig. 4.4. It is interesting to observe that there are some points
for which the reactor fit lies above the CHOOZ bound. This indicates that already with
the presently available data, the corresponding combination of NSI parameters and θtrue13
could be excluded. Let us, however, also emphasise that the majority of our random NSI
scenarios leads to fit points very close to the “true” value.
4.3 Non-standard interactions in a neutrino factory
Depending on the findings of upcoming reactor and superbeam neutrino oscillation ex-
periments, the further route in precision neutrino physics may very well lead to the
construction of a neutrino factory. As we have mentioned in sec. 2.3, such a device has
an extremely good sensitivity to the standard oscillation parameters θ23, ∆m
2
31, θ13 and
δCP. It is therefore natural to ask how sensitive it is to non-standard effects, such as NSI.
This question has been addressed previously by many authors [130,161–168,179], and it
has been shown that a neutrino factory can, for favourable values of the complex phases,
probe some of the ε parameters to the level of 10−3 [165], which corresponds to a new
physics scale MNSI ∼ 2.5 TeV according to the estimate (4.7). If no NSI are detected,
the sensitivity limits for some NSI couplings can be improved to less than 10−2 – 10−1,
i.e. MNSI of the order of several hundred GeV [165,167].
Here, we are going to study the optimisation of a neutrino factory experiment for
constraining non-standard interactions. In particular we will determine the optimum
parent muon energy and optimal detector baselines. We will only consider non-standard
matter effects, parameterised by εmαβ , because these effects can be probed only by a
neutrino factory with its long baseline and high neutrino energy. Moreover, we expect
that, in the long run, limits on most charged current effects will be more efficiently
improved by other experiments, such as short baseline neutrino scattering experiments,
experiments on charged lepton flavour violation, or the LHC. Also a neutrino factory near
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Figure 4.9: Possible outcomes of naive standard oscillation fits to reactor and superbeam
data taken in the presence of combinations of several NSI. For each plot, 3000 random
sets of NSI parameters were generated, with the moduli of the εs,mαβ being distributed
logarithmically between 10−5 and their current upper bounds, and the phases distributed
linearly between 0 and 2π. Only (V−A)(V−A) operators are considered, i.e. εsαβ = (εdβα)∗
is assumed. The colour of the dots indicates the minimum χ2 obtained in fits assuming
no NSI, and the error bars indicate the 90% confidence intervals for θ13 deduced from
these fits. In order to improve the clarity of the plots, we show error bars only for
fit points far from the “true” value. The figure shows that large NSI could induce
ostensible discrepancies between reactor and superbeam data (off-diagonal points), or
common offsets (close-to-diagonal points far from the “true” value), which would lead to
consistent, but wrong results.
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NSI Neutrino factory
νe → νµ νµ → νµ νe → ντ
(“golden”) (“disappearance”) (“silver”)
None s213 1 s
2
13
εmee ε s
2
13 ε s
2
13 ε s
2
13
εmeµ ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13 ε s13 + ε
2
εmeτ ε s13 + ε
2 ε s13 ε s13 + ε
2
εmµµ ε s
2
13 ε ε s
2
13
εmµτ ε s
2
13 ε ε s
2
13
εmττ ε s
2
13 ε ε s
2
13
Table 4.3: Classification of non-standard interactions according to their expected impact
on the oscillation probability for the different oscillation channels observable in a neutrino
factory. For each NSI coupling, only the leading order effect is shown.
detector can contribute significantly, but the optimisation of this detector will be mainly
a technological problem, and is therefore far beyond the scope of our more theoretical
study.
4.3.1 Theoretical expectations
As in sec. 4.2, let us begin by formulating our theoretical expectations for the impact of
different non-standard terms on the neutrino factory experiment. By considering fig. 4.10
and table 4.3, we see that the dominant effect in the “golden channel” νe → νµ and in
the “silver channel” νe → ντ comes from terms proportional to εmeµ and εmeτ , while the
disappearance channel is most strongly affected by NSI in the µ–τ sector, i.e. by terms
proportional to εmµµ, ε
m
µτ or ε
m
ττ .
It would, however, be premature to draw conclusions on the NSI sensitivities of a
neutrino factory from the suppression factors listed in table 4.3. In particular, we will
see below that correlations between different parameters can greatly reduce the achievable
sensitivities. Moreover, at long baselines, also subdominant effects can lead to appreciable
shifts of the oscillation phase. Finally, the MSW enhancement can partly compensate
for the smallness of θ13.
4.3.2 Simulation of a neutrino factory
The starting point for our optimisation study will be the neutrino factory setup con-
sidered by the International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF) [19, 76].
Within the International Scoping Study of a Future Neutrino Factory and Superbeam
Facility [19, 81], this setup has been optimised for the measurement of sin2 2θ13, the
neutrino mass hierarchy and leptonic CP violation in the case of standard three-flavour
oscillations. For these performance indicators, the optimum configuration was deter-
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Figure 4.10: Impact of εm on the event rate in the neutrino factory golden channel (a),
in the disappearance channel (b) and in the silver channel (c). Note the similarity of (b)
to fig. 4.3b. The meaning of the colours and line styles is the same as in figs. 4.1 – 4.3.
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mined to be a 25 GeV muon storage ring, capable of delivering 2.5 · 1021 useful muon
decays (i.e. muons decaying in that section of the ring which is pointing towards the
detector) and 2.5 · 1021 useful antimuon decays during its total operating time. The
IDS-NF setup involves two identical 50 kt magnetised iron detectors, one of them at a
baseline L1 ∼ 3 000 – 5 000 km, and the other at L2 ∼ 7 000 – 8 000 km (i.e. close to the
“magic baseline” [192]). For definiteness, we choose L1 = 4000 km and L2 = 7500 km.
In addition, the IDS-NF neutrino factory features a 10 kt emulsion cloud chamber (“sil-
ver channel detector”), placed at the shorter baseline L1, to detect ντ interactions. In
this work, we will also consider a hypothetical, improved silver channel detector dubbed
“Silver*”, which features five times the signal and three times the background of the
detector proposed by the IDS-NF. This corresponds to a situation where hadronic τ de-
cays can be reconstructed and used in the analysis [81]. In some cases, we will also omit
the silver channel detector altogether because we will show that it does not significantly
improve the sensitivity of the experiment, neither to standard physics nor to NSI. In our
simulations, the detector resolutions, efficiencies and systematical errors follow [76,193].
As discussed above, we exclude the near detector from our optimisation study, and there-
fore do not simulate it explicitly. However, we include its capability of normalising the
unoscillated neutrino flux by assuming appropriately small values for the systematical
uncertainties on that flux. In summary, we include the following oscillation channels:
1. νe → νµ at 4 000 km (νµ appearance, “golden” channel)
2. ν¯e → ν¯µ at 4 000 km (ν¯µ appearance, “golden” channel)
3. νe → νµ at 7 500 km (νµ appearance, “golden” channel)
4. ν¯e → ν¯µ at 7 500 km (ν¯µ appearance, “golden” channel)
5. νµ + ν¯e → νµ + ν¯µ at 4 000 km (νµ disappearance)
6. ν¯µ + νe → ν¯µ + νµ at 4 000 km (ν¯µ disappearance)
7. νµ + ν¯e → νµ + ν¯µ at 7 500 km (νµ disappearance)
8. ν¯µ + νe → ν¯µ + νµ at 7 500 km (ν¯µ disappearance)
9. νe → ντ at 4 000 km (ντ appearance, “silver” channel)
Note that we do not require charge identification in the disappearance channel (i.e. we
add the νµ and ν¯µ event rates) because it has has been demonstrated in [81] that the
better efficiencies and better energy threshold in this case lead to a better performance.
The “wrong sign muon” contribution from νe → νµ oscillations is small anyway if θ13
is small. We do not consider the ν¯e → ν¯τ channel because we are not aware of any
efficiency and background estimates for ν¯τ detection. For ντ interactions, the detector
performance is based on the experience from the OPERA experiment [193, 194], which,
however, was so far exposed only to a neutrino beam, but never to anti-neutrinos.
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As in sec. 4.2, all numerical simulations have been performed using GLoBES [181,182],
with the experiment description files being based on refs. [76,81,184,187,188]. The matter
density profile along the neutrino trajectory is approximated by a single layer of constant
density for neutrinos that do not cross the core of the Earth, and by three layers of
constant density for core-crossing neutrinos (baseline L > 10 673 km). The density within
each layer is computed by averaging the PREM profile (Preliminary Reference Earth
Model) [195] along the neutrino trajectory. Using appropriate pull terms in eq. (4.19),
we allow for a 5% systematical bias on the matter density [196,197], and we assume this
bias to be the same for detectors operated at the same baseline, but uncorrelated between
different baselines. For the “true” standard oscillation parameters with the exception of
θ13, and for their external errors, we assume the same values as in the superbeam case (see
eq. (4.18)) unless stated otherwise. For θ13, we use the smaller value sin
2 2θtrue13 = 0.001
because small θ13 constitutes the strongest physics case for a neutrino factory. To analyse
the simulated data, we proceed in the same way as in sec. 4.2. In those cases where NSI
parameters are marginalised over in the fit, we include these parameters also in the
initial scan of the χ2 manifold (in addition to θ13 and δCP) in order to ensure that all
non-standard degeneracies are found. As in sec. 4.2, the preliminary scan is performed
without taking into account systematical uncertainties and correlations with the solar
parameters. Correlations with θ23 and ∆m
2
31 are included only when computing θ13
sensitivities.
To quantitatively assess the physics potential of the neutrino factory, we define the
following performance indicators
• Sensitivity to sin2 2θ13 (5σ): This is the bound that the neutrino factory can
set on sin2 2θ13 if the true value is zero. In other words, it is the maximum sin
2 2θ13
that is still able to provide an acceptable fit to data taken at sin2 2θtrue13 = 0.
• Sensitivity to normal mass hierarchy (5σ) for δtrueCP = 3pi/2: This is defined
as the largest sin2 2θtrue13 for which a 5σ determination of the mass hierarchy is no
longer possible if the true mass hierarchy is to be normal. The choice of δtrueCP = 3π/2
corresponds to a conservative assumption because at most other values of the CP
phase, degeneracies have a weaker impact.
• Sensitivity to maximal CP violation δtrueCP = 3pi/2 (5σ): This performance
indicator gives the largest sin2 2θtrue13 for which δ
true
CP = 3π/2 can no longer be
distinguished from the CP conserving cases δCP = 0, π.
• Sensitivity to |εm
eτ
| (3σ): In analogy to the sin2 2θ13 sensitivity defined above,
the sensitivity to |εmeτ | is the bound that the experiment can set on |εmeτ | provided
that the true value is zero. In the fit, the phase of εmeτ as well as all standard
oscillation parameters and systematical biases are marginalised over, but the other
NSI parameters are kept fixed at zero. The last simplification, which greatly reduces
the numerical effort, is justified for the following reasons:
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– Correlations between εmeτ and ε
m
ee are equivalent to correlations with the matter
density, which are implemented in our simulations anyway.
– Correlations between εmeτ and ε
m
eµ are unimportant due to the strong constraint
εmeµ . 0.0023.
– Correlations between εmeτ and the µ–τ sector (ε
m
µµ, ε
m
µτ , ε
m
ττ ) are absent be-
cause εmeτ affects mainly the appearance channel, while ε
m
µµ, ε
m
µτ and ε
m
ττ are
most relevant in the disappearance channel (cf. table 4.3). For the εmeτ–ε
m
ττ
correlation, this has explicitly been demonstrated numerically in [167].
• Sensitivity to |εm
µτ
| (3σ): This is defined in the same way as the |εmeτ | sensitivity;
again, we do not marginalise over NSI parameters (except for arg(εmµτ )), because
the above arguments show that correlations with εmee, ε
m
eµ and ε
m
eτ are negligible,
and we have checked numerically that this is also true for correlations with εmµµ and
εmττ .
• Sensitivity to |εm
ττ
| (3σ): The definition is again analogous to the definition of
the other NSI sensitivities, but here, correlations between εmττ and ε
m
µµ have to be
taken into account, because eq. (C.8) shows that, to leading order, the neutrino
factory is sensitive only to the combination εmµµ − εmττ . All other correlations are,
as before, irrelevant.
We do not consider the sensitivity to εmee because this parameter is directly correlated
with the matter density [167], the sensitivity to which has been studied in great detail in
the literature [198–200]. We also neglect the sensitivity to εmeµ, which is already strongly
constrained, and the sensitivity to εmµµ, which will be similar to the ε
m
ττ sensitivity due
to the strong correlation between these two parameters.
4.3.3 Optimisation of the parent muon energy
The first important parameter of a neutrino factory is the energy Eµ of the parent
muons, which also determines the maximum neutrino energy. In fig. 4.11, we show the
dependence of the 3σ sensitivity to |εmeτ |, |εmµτ | and |εmττ | as a function of Eµ, with all
other experimental parameters (baselines, efficiencies, etc.) fixed at the values proposed
in [19]. We show results for two different combinations of sin2 2θ13 and δCP, both with
and without inclusion of the Silver resp. Silver* detector at LSilver = 4000 km. The plots
reveal that, for Eµ & 25 GeV, the NSI sensitivity becomes almost independent of Eµ.
The reason for this is that above the matter resonance oscillations are suppressed, so
no improvement of the sensitivity is expected from that region. On the other hand, Eµ
should not be lower than the 25 GeV proposed in the IDS-NF setup, because this would
lead to a severe loss of sensitivity. A comparison of the two panels of fig. 4.11 shows that
there is virtually no dependence of the NSI sensitivity on sin2 2θ13 and δCP. The plots
also show that the sensitivities to |εmµτ | and |εmττ | do not benefit at all from the inclusion
of a silver channel detector, and that the improvement in the sensitivity to |εmeτ | is rather
small, and only visible at high energies. We have checked that this conclusion holds also
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Figure 4.11: NSI sensitivity (3σ) of a neutrino factory as a function of the parent muon
energy Eµ for two different combination of θ
true
13 and δ
true
CP . Two 50 kt magnetised iron
detectors were simulated at baselines of 4 000 km and 7 500 km, respectively, and for the
long- and short-dashed curves also a Silver resp. Silver* detector was added at 4 000 km.
when the silver channel detector is placed at a different baseline. In fact, ref [167] shows
that LSilver ∼ 4 000 km was already the optimal choice.
4.3.4 Baseline optimisation
Let us now determine the optimum baselines L1 and L2 for the two golden channel
detectors included in the IDS-NF setup. To this end, we study the behaviour of the
performance indicators introduced in sec. 4.3.2 as functions of L1 and L2. All other
experimental parameters are fixed at the values chosen for the IDS-NF setup. The silver
channel detector is omitted in this section because we have checked that it does not
improve the results significantly.
In fig. 4.12, we analyse the dependence of the standard oscillation performance indica-
tors (sin2 2θ13 sensitivity, sensitivity to the normal mass hierarchy, sensitivity to maximal
CP violation δtrueCP = 3π/2) on L1 and L2. The indicated threshold values have been cho-
sen in such a way that the resulting contours enclose approximately equal areas. The
lower right panel shows the overall optimum region, which is obtained as the intersection
of the optimum regions from the other three panels. We have computed results both for
a standard fit, in which all NSI parameters are kept fixed at zero (shaded regions), and
for an extended fit, in which |εmeτ | and arg(εmeτ ) are marginalised over (dotted contours).
Both for the standard and for the non-standard fit, we find that the sensitivity to
sin2 2θ13 is best if one of the two baselines is close to the “magic baseline” [192], because
there, parameter degeneracies can most easily be resolved. This is in agreement with
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Figure 4.12: Baseline optimisation for a neutrino factory with two golden channel
detectors with respect to standard oscillation performance indicators. The shaded regions
indicate those combinations of L1 and L2 for which the 5σ sensitivity to sin
2 2θ13 is
better than 10−3.3 (upper left panel), a 5σ discovery of the normal mass hierarchy (MH)
is possible for all sin2 2θ13 ≥ 10−3.7 (upper right panel), and a 5σ discovery of maximal
CP violation δtrueCP = 3π/2 is possible for all sin
2 2θ13 ≥ 10−3.6 (lower left panel). The
intersection of these regions is depicted in orange in the lower right panel. We also show
the optimum regions for a fit which includes marginalisation over εmeτ , with the true
εmeτ assumed to vanish (dotted contours). The diamonds mark the setups with the best
sensitivities (coloured for the standard fit, black for the fit including εmeτ ), and the red
circles represent the IDS-NF setup with L1 = 4000 km and L2 = 7500 km.
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fig. 1 from ref. [192], which is similar to the upper left panel of our fig. 4.12. Similarly,
also the sensitivity to the normal mass hierarchy is best if either L1 or L2 is “magic”.
For good sensitivity to maximal CP violation, it is crucial that one baseline be short
(2 000 – 5 000 km) because in this region, the dependence of the oscillation probability
on δCP is strongest (this can be seen from the third and fourth lines of eq. (C.6)). On
the other hand, the second baseline should be larger in order to resolve degeneracies. In
particular, scenarios with L1 = L2 are undesirable if CP violation is to be measured.
Combining the above considerations, the lower right panel of fig 4.12 shows that the
IDS-NF setup with L1 = 4000 km, L2 = 7500 km (marked by the red circle) provides
close to optimum sensitivity to all three standard physics observables studied here. This
conclusion holds independent of whether εmeτ is included in the fit or not. Thus, even
though marginalisation over NSI parameters can reduce the sensitivity of a neutrino
factory [163, 179], the optimisation of L1 and L2 remains unaffected. We have checked
that this is also true if one of the other εmαβ is marginalised over. The parameters ε
m
µµ, ε
m
µτ
or εmττ do not affect the sensitivities to sin
2 2θ13, the normal mass hierarchy and maximal
CP violation at all because they are subdominant in the appearance channel, on which
these performance indicators mainly depend. The effect of including εmeµ in the fit is
qualitatively similar to the effect of including εmeτ .
Next, we address the question whether the the combination L1 = 4000 km, L2 =
7500 km is also optimal with respect to the non-standard performance indicators. There-
fore, we plot in fig. 4.13 the 3σ sensitivities to |εmeτ | (upper row), |εmµτ | (middle row) and
|εmττ | (bottom row) as functions of L1 and L2. The left column of plots is for a parent
muon energy Eµ = 25 GeV (as in the IDS-NF setup), while the right column is for
Eµ = 50 GeV. We see that the sensitivity to |εmeτ | is close to optimal at L1 = 4000 km,
L2 = 7500 km at Eµ = 25 GeV, while for larger Eµ, longer baselines are preferable. For
|εmµτ | and |εmττ |, the baselines should always be as long as possible. However, the decrease
in sensitivity at L1 = 4000 km, L2 = 7500 km compared to the optimum value is not
dramatic, so we conclude that the IDS-NF baselines are satisfactory also for constraining
non-standard interactions.
4.3.5 Summary of neutrino factory optimisation for non-standard
interactions
In summary, we have found the following (see also table 4.4 and fig. 4.14):
• The neutrino factory has excellent and highly competitive sensitivity to standard
oscillation observables (θ13, mass hierarchy, CP violation), as well as to the NSI
parameters εmeτ and ε
m
µτ . The sensitivity to ε
m
µµ and ε
m
ττ is limited by the mutual
correlation of these two parameters. The bound on εmeµ is already strong, and can
therefore not be improved significantly by the neutrino factory. The sensitivity
to εmee is competitive, but is limited by the correlation with the matter density
uncertainty.
• The optimal muon energy is Eµ = 25 GeV. Lower energies would greatly reduce
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Figure 4.13: Sensitivities to |εmeτ | (upper row), |εmµτ | (middle row) and |εmττ | (bottom row)
as functions of L1 and L2 in a neutrino factory with two golden channel detectors and
with Eµ = 25 GeV (left column) or Eµ = 50 GeV (right column). The dashed contour
is the optimum region for standard performance indicators, taken from the lower right
panel of fig. 4.12. The dark diamonds represent the optimum points in each plot, and
the red circles mark the IDS-NF scenario L1 = 4000 km, L2 = 7500 km.
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the sensitivity, while higher energies are hardly beneficial.
• The optimum baseline combination is L1 = 4000 km, L2 = 7500 km, as proposed
by the IDS-NF. Longer baselines would be favourable if strong emphasis were put
on the sensitivities to εmµτ and ε
m
ττ , even at the cost of greatly reduced standard
oscillation sensitivities.
• The silver channel detector does not help to improve the sensitivity of the neutrino
factory, neither to standard oscillation observables, nor to εm.
One may ask whether other types of new physics could constitute a physics case
for ντ detection at long baselines. One possibility are effects that directly influence
ντ interactions, e.g. charged current NSI proportional to ε
d
ττ . Non-standard effects
in oscillation physics, however, will always contribute also to the much more easily
accessible golden or disappearance channel because of strong µ-τ mixing. Recently,
it has been shown that the νµ → ντ channel can help to resolve degeneracies in
sterile neutrino models [169]. Another scenario that might justify the construction
of a silver channel detector at a long baseline are unitarity studies. To test the
unitarity of the leptonic mixing matrix, one could either measure the oscillation
probabilities for several channels separately, and then form their sum, or one could
study neutral current events. In the former case, the weakest link will most likely
not be ντ detection, but νe detection, which is extremely difficult in a magnetised
iron calorimeter, and has uncertainties on the level of a few per cent. This is
comparable to the uncertainties of neutral currents events [201], so it is easier to
use the latter for studying unitarity in neutrino oscillations. These considerations
show that our conclusions regarding the silver channel detector apply not only to
neutral current NSI, but also to many other new physics scenarios.
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Performance indicator 90% C.L. 3σ C.L. 5σ C.L.
Standard oscillation physics
sin2 2θ13 4.8 · 10-5 1.41 · 10-4 3.56 · 10-4
Normal hierarchy (for δCP = 3π/2) 2.01 · 10-5 5.82 · 10-5 1.31 · 10-4
Max. CP violation (δCP = 3π/2, NH) 1.65 · 10-5 5.41 · 10-5 1.45 · 10-4
Standard oscillation physics (fit including εm
eτ
)
sin2 2θ13 9.68 · 10-5 2.31 · 10-4 5.64 · 10-4
Normal hierarchy (for δCP = 3π/2) 4.45 · 10-5 1.13 · 10-4 2.83 · 10-4
Max. CP violation (δCP = 3π/2, NH) 5.52 · 10-5 1.63 · 10-4 7.09 · 10-4
Sensitivities to non-standard interactions
εmee [−1.3 · 10-1, [−1.79, [−1.85,
1.19 · 10-1] 2.17 · 10-1] 3.72 · 10-1]
εmµµ [−1.19 · 10-1, [−2.17 · 10-1, [−3.72 · 10-1,
1.3 · 10-1] 2.42 · 10-1] 3.62 · 10-1]
εmττ [−1.22 · 10-1, [−2.21 · 10-1, [−3.76 · 10-1,
1.33 · 10-1] 2.47 · 10-1] 3.65 · 10-1]
|εmeµ| 3.37 · 10-3 5.67 · 10-3 7.72 · 10-3
|εmeτ | 5.65 · 10-3 1.02 · 10-2 1.79 · 10-2
|εmµτ | 1.81 · 10-2 2.29 · 10-2 3.37 · 10-2
Table 4.4: Summary of the sensitivity of a neutrino factory (L1 = 4000 km, L2 =
7500 km, Eµ = 25 GeV) to standard and non-standard observables. For the real diagonal
entries of εm, we give the positive and negative limits separately. The true parameter
values were assumed to be sin2 2θtrue13 = 0.001 and δ
true
CP = 3π/2. Note that especially the
sensitivity to εmee depends on this choice.
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Figure 4.14: Summary of the neutrino factory performance with and without the pres-
ence of non-standard interactions. The IDS-NF setup with L1 = 4000 km, L2 = 7500 km
was used, and the “true” parameter values sin2 2θtrue13 = 0.001 and δ
true
CP = 3π/2 were as-
sumed. The plot shows that sensitivities are poor at Eµ = 5 GeV (light bars), but
increase dramatically at Eµ = 25 GeV (medium light bars). The benefit from increasing
Eµ further to 50 GeV (dark bars) is only marginal, as is the benefit from including a
silver channel detector.
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A conclusion is the place where you got tired of thinking.
Martin H. Fischer
5
Summary and conclusions
In this work, we have discussed two interesting new topics from neutrino physics: Mo¨ss-
bauer neutrinos and non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI).
After giving a brief introduction to the theoretical and experimental status of neu-
trino physics, we have described the Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment proposed by Ragha-
van [88, 89]. We have discussed the many technological challenges that this experiment
would face, and have then turned to the interesting theoretical aspects of Mo¨ssbauer neu-
trinos. We have argued that, in spite of their near monochromaticity, Mo¨ssbauer neutri-
nos can oscillate because the momentum uncertainties of the source and of the detector
are large enough to allow for the coherent production of different mass eigenstates. We
have substantiated our arguments by detailed quantum mechanical and quantum field
theoretical calculations. In QM, we have computed the flavour transition probability,
first treating the neutrino as a Gaussian wave packet, and then as a Lorentzian wave
packet. These results are applicable also to non-Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiments if the
parameters of the wave packets are chosen appropriately. We have then proceeded to
the computation of the total rate of Mo¨ssbauer neutrino production, propagation and
absorption in QFT, not making any assumptions on the wave function of the interme-
diate state neutrino, and using a well-established approximation for the wave functions
of the external particles. We have paid special attention to a realistic description of
inhomogeneous and homogeneous line broadening, and have shown that the expression
for the transition rate is the same in both cases. Our approach yields the standard oscil-
lation phase, a Breit-Wigner-like resonance term and the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor, which
describes the relative probability of recoil-free emissions and absorptions, compared to
the total emission and absorption probability. Moreover, we have obtained terms enforc-
ing localisation and coherence conditions, which are, however, easily fulfilled in realistic
experiments. Our results show that, for Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos, the correct QM limit of
QFT is provided by the formalism of Lorentzian wave packets. Finally, we have argued
why the time energy uncertainty relation does not prevent oscillations of Mo¨ssbauer
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neutrinos, contrary to a concern that has recently been raised by Bilenky et al. [96].
In the second part of this thesis, we have studied non-standard neutrino interactions.
We have distinguished between charged current NSI, which affect the neutrino produc-
tion and detection processes, and neutral current NSI, which are most relevant as non-
standard matter effects in neutrino propagation over long distances. We have argued
that the NSI formalism provides a convenient, model independent way of parameterising
many types of new physics in the neutrino sector, and have classified the NSI operators
according to their impact on upcoming reactor and superbeam experiments (table 4.2).
We have performed numerical simulations using the GLoBES software [181,182] to assess
the NSI discovery reach of these experiments. We have found that NSI can only be
detected if the corresponding coupling constants are close to their current upper bounds,
which is, however, unlikely from the model-building point of view. However, if large NSI
should exist, reactor and superbeam experiments could nicely complement one another
because they are sensitive to different NSI operators. In some cases, a combined anal-
ysis is necessary for optimal sensitivity. Unfortunately, NSI may also have the effect of
mimicking standard oscillations, which could lead to incorrect fit results for the standard
oscillation parameters if NSI are not accounted for in the fit. Particularly dangerous are
situations where the analyses of reactor and superbeam experiments are misguided in the
same way (common offsets), while in the case where only one of them is misguided, or
they are misguided in different ways, the arising discrepancies between their respective
fits could reveal the presence of NSI.
We have then turned to a study of NSI in the context of a neutrino factory. We have
considered non-standard matter effects induced by neutral current NSI, and have shown
how a neutrino factory should be optimised in order to provide optimal sensitivity to both
standard and non-standard observables. We have found that the setup considered by the
International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF), with a parent muon
energy of 25 GeV and two 50 kt magnetised iron detectors at baselines L1 ∼ 4 000 km
and L2 ∼ 7 500 km, is close to optimal. For some NSI operators, the sensitivity would
increase if even larger baselines were chosen, but this increase does not countervail the
simultaneous decrease of the sensitivity to standard oscillation observables such as θ13,
the neutrino mass hierarchy and CP violation. The IDS-NF setup can probe some
NSI couplings even if they are a factor of 10−3 – 10−2 smaller than the standard weak
couplings, and might thus be sensitive to TeV-scale new physics (cf. eq. (4.7)).
Both our discussion of Mo¨ssbauer neutrinos and our work on NSI show that neutrino
physics is still an exciting subject. The theory of oscillations provides deep insights into
the basics of quantum mechanics, and future experiments could have the potential to
discover interesting new effects from beyond the Standard Model. Coming back to the
verses with which we have prefaced this thesis, we can conclude that students working
in neutrino physics certainly need not be pitied.
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A
Weisskopf-Wigner approach to Mo¨ssbauer
neutrinos for natural line width dominance
In this appendix, we will show how the transition amplitude for a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino
experiment dominated by the natural line width, eq. (3.96), can be derived from first
principles using the Weisskopf-Wigner approach [39, 119–121]. In particular, our aim is
to substantiate the arguments dictating the form of the exponential decay factors.
We write the Hamiltonian of the system as H = H0 + e
iH0tH1e
−iH0t, where H1 is the
interaction-representation weak interaction Hamiltonian and H0 is the remainder. Even
though this decomposition of H is similar to the decomposition used in perturbation the-
ory, we will not treat H1 as a perturbation because this would not allow us to adequately
describe the depletion of unstable states over time, which we are ultimately interested
in. An arbitrary state |ψ(t)〉 can be written as |ψ(t)〉 =∑j cj(t)|φj〉, where |φj〉 are the
eigenstates of H0. The Schro¨dinger equation then gives the evolution equations for the
coefficients cj(t):
ic˙j(t) =
∑
k
〈φj |H1|φk〉 ck(t) . (A.1)
For our purposes it will be convenient to slightly modify the notation and classify the
different states according to their particle content, as shown in table A.1. 3H and 3He
denote the two types of atoms in the experiment, and the index S or D shows whether
the respective particle is initially localised at the source or at the detector. For those
states for which we have written the electron participating in the reaction and the 3He+
ions separately, we imply that the electron may be either free or in an atomic bound
state, while for the other states only bound electrons are considered. The upper index
(i) stands for the initial state, the indices (1) through (6) denote intermediate states,
and (f) stands for the final state, after the decay of the source particle, the absorption of
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Particles Energy Coefficient State vector
Initial state 3HS
3HeD E
(i) c(i) |φ(i)〉
Intermediate
states
3He+S , ν¯S , e
−
S
3HeD E
(1)
j c
(1)
j |φ(1)j 〉
3HS
3HD, νD E
(2)
k c
(2)
k |φ(2)k 〉
3He+S , ν¯S , e
−
S
3HD, νD E
(3)
jk c
(3)
jk |φ(3)jk 〉
3HeS
3HD E
(4) c(4) |φ(4)〉
3HS
3He+D, ν¯D e
−
D, νD E
(5)
kl c
(5)
kl |φ(5)kl 〉
3He+S , ν¯S , e
−
S
3He+D, ν¯D e
−
D, νD E
(6)
jkl c
(6)
jkl |φ(6)jkl〉
Final state 3HeS
3He+D, ν¯D e
−
D E
(f)
l c
(f)
l |φ(f)l 〉
Table A.1: Classification of the states appearing in a Mo¨ssbauer neutrino experiment.
the emitted neutrino in the detector and the decay of the produced tritium. The lower
indices stand for the various quantum numbers of the particles; for example, j encodes
the momenta and the spins of ν¯S and e
−
S , and the information whether e
−
S is bound or
free.
The interaction Hamiltonians governing the evolution of the system is H1 = H
+
S +
H−D + H˜
+
D + h.c., where
H+S =
∫
d3x
1√
2
GF cos θc〈3He|Jµ|3H〉 ψ¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)ψν , (A.2)
H−D =
∫
d3x
1√
2
GF cos θc〈3H|Jµ|3He〉 ψ¯νγµ(1− γ5)ψe,D , (A.3)
H˜+D =
∫
d3x
1√
2
GF cos θc〈3He|Jµ|3H〉 ψ¯e,Sγµ(1− γ5)ψν . (A.4)
As in sec. 3.5, the operators H+S and H
−
D describe tritium decay in the source and ν¯e
capture in the detector, respectively, while H˜+D describes the decays of the produced
tritium nuclei in the detector. We denote the Hermitian conjugates of these operators by
H−S , H
+
D and H˜
−
D , respectively. Although the Hamiltonians (A.2) – (A.4) are related by
H+S = H
+
D = H˜
+
D , we treat them as distinct operators throughout this appendix to keep
our derivation more transparent and more general. For the transition matrix elements,
the following identities hold:
〈φ(i)|H−S |φ(1)j 〉 = 〈φ(2)k |H−S |φ(3)jk 〉 = 〈φ(5)kl |H−S |φ(6)jkl〉 ,
〈φ(i)|H+D |φ(2)k 〉 = 〈φ(1)j |H+D |φ(3)jk 〉 ,
〈φ(4)|H˜−D |φ(f)l 〉 = 〈φ(2)k |H˜−D |φ(5)kl 〉 = 〈φ(3)jk |H˜−D |φ(6)jkl〉 ,
(A.5)
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and similarly,
E(i) − E(1)j = E(2)k − E(3)jk = E(5)kl − E(6)jkl ,
E(i) − E(2)k = E(1)j − E(3)jk ,
E(4) − E(f)l = E(2)k − E(5)kl = E(3)jk − E(6)jkl .
(A.6)
These relations follow from the fact that the corresponding transitions differ only in the
spectator particles. The evolution equations for the system are (cf. eq. (A.1)):
ic˙(i) =
∑
j
〈φ(i)|H−S |φ(1)j 〉 c(1)j +
∑
k
〈φ(i)|H+D |φ(2)k 〉 c(2)k , (A.7)
ic˙
(1)
j = 〈φ(1)j |H+S |φ(i)〉 c(i) +
∑
k
〈φ(1)j |H+D |φ(3)jk 〉 c(3)jk + 〈φ(1)j |H+D |φ(4)〉 c(4) , (A.8)
ic˙
(2)
k = 〈φ(2)k |H−D |φ(i)〉 c(i) +
∑
j
〈φ(2)k |H−S |φ(3)jk 〉 c(3)jk +
∑
l
〈φ(2)k |H˜−D |φ(5)kl 〉 c(5)kl
+ 〈φ(2)k |H−S |φ(4)〉 c(4) , (A.9)
ic˙
(3)
jk = 〈φ(3)jk |H−D |φ(1)j 〉 c(1)j + 〈φ(3)jk |H+S |φ(2)k 〉 c(2)k +
∑
l
〈φ(3)jk |H˜−D |φ(6)jkl〉 c(6)jkl , (A.10)
ic˙(4) =
∑
j
〈φ(4)|H−D(t1)|φ(1)j 〉 c(1)j +
∑
k
〈φ(4)|H+S |φ(2)k 〉 c(2)k +
∑
l
〈φ(4)|H˜−D |φ(f)l 〉 c(f)l ,
(A.11)
ic˙
(5)
kl = 〈φ(5)kl |H˜+D |φ(2)k 〉 c(2)k +
∑
j
〈φ(5)kl |H−S |φ(6)jkl〉 c(6)jkl + 〈φ(5)kl |H−S |φ(f)l 〉 c(f)l , (A.12)
ic˙
(6)
jkl = 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S |φ(5)kl 〉 c(5)kl + 〈φ(6)jkl|H˜+D |φ(3)jk 〉 c(3)jk , (A.13)
ic˙
(f)
l =
∑
k
〈φ(f)|H+S |φ(5)kl 〉 c(5)kl + 〈φ(f)l |H˜+D |φ(4)〉 c(4) . (A.14)
We treat all processes that occur within the source or within the detector non-per-
turbatively, while first-order perturbation theory is used for processes that require the
propagation of a neutrino between the source and the detector. This second kind of
transitions is suppressed due to the smallness of the solid angle at which the detector
is seen from the source. Consequently, we include only the respective forward reactions
(i.e. those proceeding downward in the scheme of table A.1), but neglect in the following
the feedback terms printed in grey in the equations for c
(1)
j , c
(2)
k , and c
(5)
kl . The feedback
of |φ(f)l 〉 to |φ(4)〉 is included because the production of both states from the initial state
requires a single neutrino propagation between the source and the detector. The sums in
eqs. (A.7) – (A.14) symbolically denote the summation over the relevant discrete indices
and integration over the continuous variables. The initial conditions for the equation
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system (A.7) – (A.14) are given by c(i)(0) = 1, with all other coefficients vanishing at
t = 0.
Our ultimate goal is to solve the set of evolution equations for c(4)(t), which determines
the 3H abundance in the detector at time t. It is convenient to first consider the closed
subsystem formed by eqs. (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), (A.10), (A.12) and (A.13), and to solve it
from the bottom upwards. We start by integrating eq. (A.13) to obtain an expression
for c
(6)
jkl, which we then insert into eq. (A.12), the equation for c˙
(5)
kl . We obtain
ic˙
(5)
kl (t) = 〈φ(5)kl |H˜+D(t)|φ(2)k 〉c(2)k (t)
− i
∑
j
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(5)kl |H−S (t)|φ(6)jkl〉 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t1)|φ(5)kl 〉 c(5)kl (t1)
− i
∑
j
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(5)kl |H−S (t)|φ(6)jkl〉 〈φ(6)jkl|H˜+D(t1)|φ(3)jk 〉 c(3)jk (t1) . (A.15)
Consider first the second term, which describes the effect that decay into |φ(6)jkl〉 has on
|φ(5)kl 〉. Following the Weisskopf-Wigner procedure as described in [121], we split the
quantum numbers indexed by j into the energy E(6) and the remaining parameters
β. Denoting the density of states (the number of states per unit energy interval) by
ρ(E(6), β), we can make the replacements
|φ(6)jkl〉 → |φ(6)kl ;E(6), β〉 ,
∑
j
→
∑
β
∫
dE(6)ρ(E(6), β) (A.16)
in the second term of eq. (A.15). This yields
−i
∫
dE(6)K(E(6))
∫ t
0
dt1 e
i(E
(5)
kl
−E(6))(t−t1) c(5)kl (t1) . (A.17)
Here we have explicitly written down the time dependence of the matrix elements and
introduced the quantity
K(E(6)) =
∑
β
∣∣∣〈φ(5)kl |H−S (0)|φ(6)kl ;E(6), β〉∣∣∣2 ρ(E(6), β) , (A.18)
which is a smooth (non-oscillating) function of energy. More specifically, K(E(6)) rep-
resents a broad bump with a width of O(mW ), so that a non-negligible contribution to
the energy integral in (A.17) can only arise if t− t1 . 1/mW . Otherwise, the integrand
is fast oscillating and the integral is strongly suppressed. Therefore, we can replace the
coefficient c
(5)
kl (t1) by its value at t1 = t, if we assume that c
(5)
kl (t1) is approximately con-
stant over time intervals of order 1/mW . (This assumption will be justified a posteriori
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by inspection of the obtained expression for c
(5)
kl (t).) For t≫ 1/mW , we thus obtain
− ic(5)kl (t)
∫
dE(6)K(E(6))
∫ t
0
dt1 e
i(E
(5)
kl
−E(6))(t−t1)
≃− ic(5)kl (t)
∫
dE(6)
[
πδ(E
(5)
kl − E(6)) + iP
(
1
E
(5)
kl − E(6)
)]
K(E(6))
=− i
(
γ
2
+ iδE
)
c
(5)
kl (t) , (A.19)
where
γ = 2πK(E
(5)
kl ) , δE = P
∫
dE(6)
K(E(6))
E
(5)
kl − E(6)
, (A.20)
and P denotes the principal value. As follows from the definition of the function K(E)
in eq. (A.18) and Fermi’s golden rule, γ is just the decay width of 3H in the source. The
quantity δE is the mass renormalisation of the particles forming |φ(5)kl 〉. From now on,
we will omit δE and similar quantities that will arise in subsequent formulas, assuming
that they are already included in the definition of the physical masses of the involved
particles. The formal solution to eq. (A.15) is
c
(5)
kl (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(5)kl |H˜+D(t1)|φ(2)k 〉 e−
1
2
γ(t−t1) c(2)k (t1) (A.21)
+ (−i)2
∑
j
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(5)kl |H−S (t1)|φ(6)jkl〉 〈φ(6)jkl|H˜+D(t2)|φ(3)jk 〉 e−
1
2
γ(t−t1) c(3)jk (t2) .
By a similar argument, we obtain from eq. (A.10):
ic˙
(3)
jk (t) = 〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t)|φ(1)j 〉 c(1)j (t) + 〈φ(3)jk |H+S (t)|φ(2)k 〉 c(2)k (t) − i
γ˜
2
c
(3)
jk (t)
− i
∑
l
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(3)jk |H˜−D(t)|φ(6)jkl〉 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t1)|φ(5)kl 〉 c(5)kl (t1) , (A.22)
where the decay width of 3H in the detector, γ˜, has been defined in analogy with
eq. (A.20). We will now show that the last term of eq. (A.22) can be neglected. To
this end, we insert in it the expression for c
(5)
kl (t) from (A.21), which yields
(−i)2
∑
l
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 |〈φ(2)k |H˜−D(0)|φ(5)kl 〉|2 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t1)|φ(5)kl 〉
· ei
“
E
(2)
k
−E(5)
kl
”
(t−t2) e−
1
2
γ(t1−t2) c(2)k (t2)
+ (−i)3
∑
l
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
∫ t2
0
dt3 |〈φ(2)k |H˜−D(0)|φ(5)kl 〉|2 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t1)|φ(5)kl 〉
·
∑
j′
〈φ(5)kl |H−S (t2)|φ(6)j′kl〉 e
i
“
E
(2)
k
−E(5)
kl
”
(t−t3) c(3)j′k(t3) . (A.23)
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Here we have used the identities (A.5) and (A.6). We will argue that the first term of
(A.23) can be neglected; a similar argument can then also be used to justify the neglect
of the second term. Splitting the index l into E(5) and β˜ in analogy with eq. (A.16), we
obtain
(−i)2
∫
dE(5)K˜(E(5))
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t1)|φ(5)kl 〉 e
i
“
E
(2)
k
−E(5)
”
(t−t2) e−
1
2
γ(t1−t2) c(2)k (t2) ,
(A.24)
with K˜(E(5)) defined analogously to K(E(6)). As in eq. (A.17), the energy integral is
non-negligible only if t− t2 . 1/mW . We see immediately that here, this condition also
implies t− t1 . 1/mW . Consequently, we may pull out of the integral those terms which
remain approximately constant over time intervals of O(1/mW ). This gives
(−i)2 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t)|φ(5)kl 〉c(2)k (t)
∫
dE(5) K˜(E(5))
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e
i
“
E
(2)
k
−E(5)
”
(t−t2)
∼ (−i)2 〈φ(6)jkl|H+S (t)|φ(5)kl 〉 c(2)k (t)
1
mW
∫
dE(5)
[
πδ(E
(2)
k − E(5))
+ iP
(
1
E
(2)
k − E(5)
)]
K˜(E(5))
∼ O
(
γ˜
mW
)
, (A.25)
which is negligible compared to the other terms contributing to c˙
(3)
jk (t) (cf. eq. (A.22)).
This result already suggests the general rule that the only transitions which may con-
tribute sizeably to the evolution equations are those corresponding to the direct pro-
duction of the states (i.e. production with a minimum number of intermediate steps),
and those corresponding to direct feedback from a daughter state into its immediate
parent state, e.g. from |φ(6)jkl〉 into |φ(3)jk 〉. All terms corresponding to more complicated
interaction chains are negligible. One can now solve eq. (A.22) for c
(3)
jk :
c
(3)
jk (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t1)|φ(1)j 〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t−t1) c(1)j (t1)
− i
∫ t
0
dt1〈φ(3)jk |H+S (t1)|φ(2)k 〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t−t1) c(2)k (t1) . (A.26)
Next, we plug our expressions for c
(3)
jk and c
(5)
kl (eqs. (A.26) and (A.21)) into eq. (A.9):
ic˙
(2)
k (t) = 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t)|φ(i)〉c(i)(t)− i
γ
2
c
(2)
k (t)− i
γ˜
2
c
(2)
jk (t)
− i
∑
j
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(2)k |H−S (t)|φ(3)jk 〉 〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t1)|φ(1)j 〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t−t1) c(1)j (t1) . (A.27)
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We have omitted a term, which contains the product of 〈φ(2)k |H˜−D |φ(5)kl 〉, 〈φ(5)kl |H−S |φ(6)jkl〉 and
〈φ(6)jkl|H˜+D |φ(3)jk 〉, and thus describes the transition chain |φ(3)jk 〉 → |φ(6)jkl〉 → |φ(5)kl 〉 → |φ(2)k 〉,
because this term can be shown to be O(γ˜/mW ) by an argument similar to the one we
have used in eq. (A.25). The formal solution to eq. (A.27) is
c
(2)
k (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γ(t−t1)− 12 γ˜(t−t1) c(i)(t1) (A.28)
+ (−i)2
∑
j
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(2)k |H−S (t1)|φ(3)jk 〉〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t2)|φ(1)j 〉e−
1
2
γ(t−t1)− 12 γ˜(t−t2) c(1)j (t2) .
We now proceed to eq. (A.8), which becomes, after plugging in (A.26):
ic˙
(1)
j (t) = 〈φ(1)j |H+S (t)|φ(i)〉c(i)(t)
− i
∑
k
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(1)j |H+D(t)|φ(3)jk 〉 〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t1)|φ(1)j 〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t−t1) c(1)j (t1) . (A.29)
The contributions coming from c
(2)
k through the transition chain |φ(2)k 〉 → |φ(3)jk 〉 →
|φ(1)j 〉 are again omitted for being O(γ˜/mW ). The term containing the product of
〈φ(1)j |H+D(t)|φ(3)jk 〉 and 〈φ(3)jk |H−D(t1)|φ(1)j 〉 describes the direct feedback from |φ(3)jk 〉 to |φ(1)j 〉,
but since the transition |φ(1)j 〉 → |φ(3)jk 〉 does not occur spontaneously, the corresponding
decay width is zero. Indeed, when applying the Weisskopf-Wigner procedure, we see that
the resulting δ-function under the energy integral is zero for all allowed energies. Thus,
the second term in eq. (A.29) is negligible, and the equation is solved by
c
(1)
j (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(1)j |H+S (t1)|φ(i)〉 c(i)(t1) . (A.30)
We can insert this expression, together with c
(2)
k (t) from eq. (A.28), into the equation for
c(i)(t), and find
c(i)(t) = e−
1
2
γt , (A.31)
up to a term suppressed by γ˜/mW . The closed-form expressions for c
(1)
j (t), c
(2)
k (t), c
(3)
jk (t),
c
(5)
kl (t), and c
(6)
jkl(t) are then
c
(1)
j (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(1)j |H+S (t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γt1 , (A.32)
c
(2)
k (t) = −i
∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γt− 1
2
γ˜(t−t1) , (A.33)
c
(3)
jk (t) = (−i)2
[ ∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(1)j |H+S (t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γt1
][ ∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t−t1)
]
,
(A.34)
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c
(5)
kl (t) = (−i)2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(5)kl |H˜+D(t1)|φ(2)k 〉 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t2)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γt− 1
2
γ˜(t1−t2) ,
(A.35)
c
(6)
jkl(t) = (−i)3
[ ∫ t
0
dt1 〈φ(1)j |H+S (t1)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γt1
]
·
[ ∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(5)kl |H˜+D(t1)|φ(2)k 〉 〈φ(2)k |H−D(t2)|φ(i)〉 e−
1
2
γ˜(t1−t2)
]
. (A.36)
In the formulas for c
(3)
jk (t) and c
(6)
jkl(t), we have used the identity∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 =
∫ t
0
dt2
∫ t
t2
dt1 . (A.37)
Eqs. (A.31) – (A.36) show that all coefficients are slowly varying over time intervals of
order 1/mW , which provides the a posteriori justification for pulling them out of the
time integrals when applying the Weisskopf-Wigner procedure.
We have now all the ingredients required to solve for c(4)(t). We insert our expressions
for c
(1)
j (t) and c
(2)
k (t) (eqs. (A.32) and (A.33)), as well as eq. (A.14) into eq. (A.11),
neglect the O(γ˜/mW ) contribution from the reaction chain |φ(5)kl 〉 → |φ(f)l 〉 → |φ(4)〉, and
apply the completeness relations∑
j
|φ(1)j 〉〈φ(1)j | = 1 ,
∑
k
|φ(2)k 〉〈φ(2)k | = 1 (A.38)
to dispose of the sums over j and k and of the intermediate bra- and ket-vectors in the
products of matrix elements. This leads us to the main result of this appendix,
c(4)(t) = (−i)2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 〈φ(4)|
[
H−D(t1)e
− 1
2
γ˜(t−t1)H+S (t2)e
− 1
2
γt2
+H+S (t1)e
− 1
2
γt1 H−D(t2)e
− 1
2
γ˜(t−t2)
]
|φ(i)〉 . (A.39)
We see that c(4)(t) is given by the time-ordered product of the two interaction Hamiltoni-
ans, supplemented by the classically expected exponential decay factors. After inserting
the appropriate expressions for H+S and H
−
D , finally setting γ˜ = γ and applying the
Feynman rules, eq. (A.39) leads directly to eq. (3.96) of sec. 3.5.4.
For completeness, we also give the expression for c
(f)
l (t):
c
(f)
l (t) = (−i)3
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2
∫ t2
0
dt3〈φ(f)l |
[
H˜+D(t1)H
−
D(t2)e
− 1
2
γ˜(t1−t2)H+S (t3)e
− 1
2
γt3
+ H˜+D(t1)H
+
S (t2)e
− 1
2
γt2 H−D(t3)e
− 1
2
γ˜(t1−t3)
+H+S (t1)e
− 1
2
γt1 H˜+D(t2)H
−
D(t3)e
− 1
2
γ˜(t2−t3)
]
|φ(i)〉 . (A.40)
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Note that an alternative way of solving eqs. (A.7) – (A.14) is to exploit the fact that,
in the closed system formed by eqs. (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), (A.10), (A.12), and (A.13), the
processes in the source and those in the detector can be separated by using a product
ansatz for the coefficients c. Once this subsystem is solved, c(4) and c
(f)
l can be computed
as above.
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B
NSI operators with
non-(V − A)(V − A) Lorentz structure
In the following, we will extend the NSI formalism introduced in the beginning of chap-
ter 4 by including operators with non-(V − A)(V − A) Lorentz structure. Neglecting
again the doubly suppressed NSI couplings of right handed neutrinos, the generalisation
of eq. (4.5) to non-(V −A)(V −A) operators is
LV±A = GF√
2
∑
f,f ′
εCC,f,f
′,V±A
αβ
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)ℓβ
] [
f¯γρ(1± γ5)f ′
]
+ h.c.
+
GF√
2
∑
f,f ′′
εNC,f,f
′′,V±A
αβ
[
ν¯αγ
ρ(1− γ5)νβ
] [
f¯γρ(1± γ5)f ′′
]
+ h.c. , (B.1)
LS±P = GF√
2
∑
f,f ′
εCC,f,f
′,S±P
αβ
[
ν¯α(1 + γ
5)ℓβ
] [
f¯(1± γ5)f ′]+ h.c. , (B.2)
LT = GF√
2
∑
f,f ′
εCC,f,f
′,T
αβ [ν¯ασ
ρτ ℓβ ]
[
f¯σρτf
′]+ h.c. . (B.3)
For CC interactions, f and f ′ must have electric charges differing by one unit, while for
NC interactions, f and f ′′ must have equal electric charges.
To estimate which NSI operators are most relevant to realistic experiments, we assume
that the dominant non-standard processes are those which can interfere coherently with
standard oscillations. Indeed, non-coherent contributions to the oscillation probabilities
are always small because they are suppressed by at least two powers of the small ε
parameters. Interference is only possible if all interactions partners of the neutrino in
the source and in the detector are the same for the interfering standard and non-standard
processes. Applied to reactor, superbeam, beta beam and neutrino factory experiments,
this implies the following constraints, which are also summarised in table B.1.
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1. Neutrino production in nuclear decays (reactor and beta beam experiments) or
meson decays (superbeam experiments) receives the strongest NSI contributions
from terms proportional to εCC,f,f
′
αβ , with f = d and f
′ = u. The lepton ℓβ should
be a muon for NSI contributions to standard oscillation channels involving an initial
νµ (superbeam appearance channel νµ → νe, superbeam disappearance channel
νµ → νµ), and an electron for contributions to oscillation channels involving an
initial νe (reactor and beta beam experiments, νe contamination in superbeams).
2. In a neutrino factory, both NC and CC NSI can modify the production rate at first
order in ε. However, since NC and CC operators are related by Fierz identities, they
represent merely two different ways of expressing the same non-standard physics.
In the CC representation, interference of standard and non-standard amplitudes
is possible if f = µ, f ′ = νµ, ℓβ = e or f = e, f ′ = νe, ℓβ = µ. In the NC
representation, the condition is f = e, f ′′ = µ (or vice-versa), and either να or νβ
corresponding to the unobserved neutrino.
3. The predominant neutrino detection processes in most experiments are CC inter-
actions with nuclei, which are sensitive to εCC,f,f
′
αβ with f = d, f
′ = u. The less
relevant CC neutrino-electron interactions are affected by (εCC,f,f
′
αβ )
∗ with f = e,
f ′ = νe. In both cases, the flavour of the charged lepton ℓβ has to be the same as
for the corresponding standard interaction. For NSI in NC neutrino interactions,
the interference conditions allows only terms proportional to εNC,f,f
′′,V±A
αβ , with
f = f ′′ ∈ {u, d, e} and with the outgoing neutrino having the same flavour as in
the interfering standard process.
4. In most processes, there is still room for non-(V −A)(V −A) contributions, but some
of these are already strongly constrained. For example, the relative magnitude of
scalar or tensor coupling constants in nuclear beta decay cannot be larger than
several per mille [202], so that these interactions cannot contribute significantly
in reactor experiments, and only marginally in advanced beta beam experiments.1
Pseudoscalar interactions are irrelevant to nuclear beta decay because hadronic
currents of the form d¯γ5u vanish if d and u are non-relativistic spinors [202].
The same constraints as for beta decay apply also to the inverse beta decay process,
which is the detection reaction in reactor experiments.
5. Neutrino production in superbeam sources cannot be modified by tensor interac-
tions because the decay operator must have a parity-odd component in order to
couple to pions or kaons. On the other hand, (S + P )(S ± P ) type terms are even
enhanced by a factor of [203,204]
ω =
mπ
mµ
mπ
mu +md
∼ 20 . (B.4)
1A beta beam can, under favourable circumstances, discover sin2 2θ13 values below 10
−3 [72]; therefore,
non-standard terms of the same order of magnitude can affect the results of such an experiment.
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The importance of this so-called chiral enhancement for superbeam neutrino ex-
periments has been pointed out in [153]. For the dominant decay π → µ+νµ, there
exist limits on the helicity of the produced muon [205, 206], which ensure that,
in spite of the enhancement, (S + P )(S ± P ) type NSI cannot affect the neutrino
oscillation amplitude by more than a few per cent.
For the subdominant decay K → e+νe+π0, which yields the main contribution to
the intrinsic background of superbeam experiments, we are not aware of any such
limits, so that we have to allow for chirally enhanced (S + P )(S ± P ) type NSI in
this channel.
6. In a neutrino factory, CC (V − A)(V + A), (S + P )(S + P ) and TT interac-
tions are irrelevant because the requirement of interference between standard and
non-standard amplitudes can only be fulfilled if both produced neutrinos are left-
handed. Moreover, CC (S + P )(S − P ) operators may be neglected because they
would correspond to decays of right-handed muons into right-handed electrons,
on which strong bounds exist [206, 207]. If we use the Fierz identity to write the
NSI contributions to neutrino production in a neutrino factory in terms of NC
operators, these bounds imply that NC (V −A)(V +A) terms are negligible.
7. High energy detection processes receive the most sizeable NSI contributions from
(V − A)(V − A) interactions. For all other Lorentz structures, the interference
condition requires a chirally suppressed helicity flip on at least one external leg of
the NSI vertex. This chiral suppression rules out (V −A)(V +A) and (S+P )(S+P )
contributions to CC ν–e scattering, because for these processes, a neutrino helicity
flip would be required. In CC (S+P )(S±P ) and TT type interactions with nucleons
or electrons, and in NC (V −A)(V +A) type interactions with electrons, a helicity
flip has to occur on a charged lepton line, so these interactions are suppressed
by mℓ/E, where mℓ is the mass of the charged lepton. This factor is small for
ℓ = e, µ and E in the several GeV range, while for ℓ = τ , it is of O(1). In CC and
NC (V − A)(V + A) interactions with nucleons, a helicity flip is only required in
the hadronic part of the vertex, so the corresponding amplitudes are suppressed
by mn/E for quasi-elastic scattering and by mq/E for deep-inelastic scattering.
Here, mn is the nucleon mass, and mq is the effective quark mass at the scale
of the neutrino energy. For typical superbeam energies in the GeV range (i.e.
in the transition regime between quasi-elastic and deep-inelastic scattering), the
suppression is not very pronounced.
8. Non-standard neutral current effects in the propagation process (non-standard mat-
ter effects) require f = f ′′ ∈ {e, u, d} in eq. (4.4). For the computation of the
coherent forward scattering amplitude, the factor f¯γρ(1 ± γ5)f has to be aver-
aged over the neutrino trajectory, which yields, for unpolarised matter at rest, the
fermion density Nf = f¯γ
0f . Since Nf is independent of the axial current, terms
with (V −A)(V −A) and (V −A)(V +A) Lorentz structures are equally important,
and cannot be distinguished by a neutrino oscillation experiment.
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Charged current NSI in the production process
Reactor Beta beam Superbeam Superbeam ν-fact
(π → µ+ νµ) (K → e+ νe + π0)
f d d d d µ / e
f ′ u u u u νµ / νe
ℓβ e e µ e e / µ
V −A X X X X X
V +A X X X X no RH ν
S − P constrained (X) X X (enhanced) constrained
S + P constrained (X) X X (enhanced) no RH ν
T constrained (X) no P -odd part no P -odd part no RH ν
Charged current NSI in the detection process
Low energy High energy High energy
(Reactor exp.) ν +N → N ′ + ℓ ν + e→ νe + ℓ′
f d d d e
f ′ u u u νe
ℓβ e e, µ τ e, µ, τ
V −A X X X X
V +A X X(mild supp.) X(mild supp.) no RH ν
S − P constrained chiral supp. X(mild supp.) chiral supp.
S + P constrained chiral supp. X(mild supp.) no RH ν
T constrained chiral supp. X(mild supp.) chiral supp.
Neutral current NSI
ν-fact Matter effects Detection
f e / µ u, d, e u, d e
f ′′ µ / e u, d, e u, d e
V −A X X X X
V +A constrained X X(mild supp.) chiral supp.
Table B.1: Classification of the terms in eqs. (B.1) – (B.3) according to their relevance
in future experiments.
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C
The non-standard neutrino
oscillation probabilities
In this appendix, we collect approximate formulas for the neutrino oscillation proba-
bilities including NSI for the most relevant oscillation channels. These formulas were
originally derived by Ota [157] (their standard oscillation limits were known before, see
e.g. [208]). The expansion parameters are θ13, ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
31 and the moduli of the NSI
ε parameters. We use the notation sij = sin θij , cij = cos θij , s2×ij = sin 2θij , and
c2×ij = cos 2θij for the sines and cosines of the vacuum mixing angles, and
s˜13 ≡ ∆m
2
31
∆m231 − aCC
s13 +O(s213) , (C.1)
with aCC = 2
√
2GFNeE, for the sine of the (13)-mixing angle in matter. The ε parame-
ters are written as εs,m,dαβ = |εs,m,dαβ | exp(iφs,m,dαβ ).
C.1 The ν¯e → ν¯e channel
The approximate expression for the ν¯e survival probability, relevant to reactor neutrino
experiments, is
P (ν¯se → ν¯de )vac = 1− 4s213 sin2
∆m231L
4E
+ 2|εsee| cosφsee + 2|εdee| cosφdee
− 4|εseµ|s13s23 cos(δCP − φseµ) sin2
∆m231L
4E
+ 2|εseµ|s13s23 sin(δCP − φseµ) sin
∆m231L
2E
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− 4|εseτ |s13c23 cos(δCP − φseτ ) sin2
∆m231L
4E
+ 2|εseτ |s13c23 sin(δCP − φseτ ) sin
∆m231L
2E
− 4|εdµe|s13s23 cos(δCP + φdµe) sin2
∆m231L
4E
− 2|εdµe|s13s23 sin(δCP + φdµe) sin
∆m231L
2E
− 4|εdτe|s13c23 cos(δCP + φdτe) sin2
∆m231L
4E
− 2|εdτe|s13c23 sin(δCP + φdτe) sin
∆m231L
2E
+O
(∆m221
∆m231
)
+O(εs213) +O(s313) +O(ε2) , (C.2)
where we have neglected terms suppressed by ∆m221/∆m
2
31, as well as matter effects,
since both are irrelevant to reactor experiments. It is straightforward to obtain the
standard oscillation probability from eq. (C.2) by setting all ε parameters to zero.
For the near detector of a reactor neutrino experiment (L ≃ 0), the ν¯e event rate is
proportional to
P (ν¯se → ν¯de )ND = 1 + 2|ǫsee| cosφsee + 2|ǫdee| cosφdee + |ǫsee|2 + |ǫdee|2
+ 2|ǫsee||ǫdee|
[
cos(φsee + φ
d
ee) + cos(φ
s
ee − φdee)
]
+ 2|ǫseµ||ǫdµe| cos(φsµe + φdeµ)
+ 2|ǫseτ ||ǫdτe| cos(φsτe + φdeτ )
+O
(∆m231L
4E
)
+O(ε3) , (C.3)
where we have included also second order terms in the NSI coupling constants.
C.2 The νµ → νe channel
For the νµ → νe channel, we include also terms linear in ∆m221/∆m231 and find
P (νsµ → νde )vac = 4s213s223 sin2
∆m231L
4E
+
(∆m221
∆m231
)2
c223s
2
2×12
(∆m231L
4E
)2
+
∆m221
∆m231
s13s2×12s2×23 cos δCP
∆m231L
4E
sin
∆m231L
2E
− 2∆m
2
21
∆m231
s13s2×12s2×23 sin δCP
∆m231L
4E
sin2
∆m231L
4E
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− 4|ǫsµe|s13s23 cos(φsµe + δCP) sin2
∆m231L
4E
− 2|ǫsµe|s13s23 sin(φsµe + δCP) sin
∆m231L
2E
− 4|ǫdµe|s13c2×23s23 cos(φdµe + δCP) sin2
∆m231L
4E
− 2|ǫdµe|s13s23 sin(φdµe + δCP) sin
∆m231L
2E
+ 4|ǫdτe|s13s2×23s23 cos(φdτe + δCP) sin2
∆m231L
4E
− |ǫsµe|
∆m221
∆m231
s2×12c23 sinφsµe
∆m231L
2E
+ 2|ǫdµe|
∆m221
∆m231
s2×12s223c23 cosφ
d
µe
∆m231L
4E
sin
∆m231L
2E
− |ǫdµe|
∆m221
∆m231
s2×12c23 sinφdµe
∆m231L
2E
·
[
1− 2s223 sin2
∆m231L
2E
]
+ 2|ǫdτe|
∆m221
∆m231
s2×12s23c223 cosφ
d
µe
∆m231L
4E
sin
∆m231L
2E
+ 2|ǫdτe|
∆m221
∆m231
s2×12s23c223 sinφ
d
µe
∆m231L
2E
sin2
∆m231L
4E
+O
([∆m221
∆m231
]3)
+O
([∆m221
∆m231
]2
s13
)
+O
(∆m221
∆m231
s213
)
+O(s313) +O
(
ε
[∆m221
∆m231
]2)
+O
(
εs˜13
∆m221
∆m231
)
+O(εs213) +O(ε2).
(C.4)
The corresponding expression for the near detector is
P (νsµ → νde )ND = |εsµe|2 + |εdµe|2 + 2|εsµe||εdµe| cos(φsµe − φdµe) +O
(∆m231L
4E
)
+O(ε3) .
(C.5)
If also matter effects are included, one obtains
P (νsµ → νde )mat = 4s˜213s223 sin2
(∆m231 − aCC)L
4E
+
(∆m221
∆m231
)2
c223s
2
2×12
(∆m231
aCC
)2
sin2
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4E
− ∆m
2
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4E
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2
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4E
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4E
]
− 1
2
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[
sin
aCCL
2E
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2
31L
2E
+ sin
(∆m231 − aCC)L
2E
]
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− 4|ǫsµe|s˜13s23 cos(φsµe + δCP) sin2
(∆m231 − aCC)L
4E
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The expression for the time-reversed channel νe → νµ (the golden neutrino factory
channel), is obtained by making the replacements δCP → −δCP and φs,m,dαβ → −φs,m,dαβ
[208,209].
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C.3 The νµ → νµ channel
For the νµ → νµ survival probability, one finds in vacuum
P (νsµ → νdµ)vac = 1− s22×23 sin2
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and in matter
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To obtain the oscillation probabilities for the CP conjugates of the above equations, one
has to make the replacements δCP → −δCP, φs,m,dαβ → −φs,m,dαβ and aCC → −aCC.
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